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MEMORANDUM TO PARTICIPANTS 

This is to bring you up-to-date and inform you of some of 
the details concerning the Atlantic Institute's Confero9nce ori East-West relations 
in Rome, October 2ls' 22nd and 23rd, 1966. 

The Institute has been most fortunat~ in obtaining the facilities 
of the Villa Lubin in the Villa Borghe~e in Rome for our meetings. err, the Italian 
Tourist Agenby, has put their hotel and travel reservation services at the disposal 
of partiCipants, and if they have not already been in touch with you, you will be 
hearing from' them shortly. 

The Conference will open on Friday, October 21 at 9:30 A.M. 
and will clo~e on Sunday, October 2 3 around 6:00 P .M. You are cordially 'invited 
to be the guest of the Institute at a welcoming dinner on the evening of Thursday, 
October 20. ·.We will advise you of the time and place of this dinner at a later date. 
On each of the three days we plan to have a morning session from 9:30 A.M. to 
12:30 P.M. and an afternoon session from 3:00P.M. to 6:00P.M. Luncheons will· 
be provided for the participants on October 21st, 22nd, and 23rd at a restaurant 
near the Villa Lubin or at the Villa itself. The program of meetings will !:le as follows: 

' 
October 21 

9:30 - 12:30 Speakers 

Miphel Tatu 
JaiT;te s Brown 
Leo Labedz 
Klaus Mehnert 

Soviet Union 
Balkans 
Poland, Czechoslovakia, East Germany 
The Communist Camp 

3:00 - 6:00 Group Discussions 

24 quai du 4-Septemhre, Boulogne-sur-S,eine, France 
Tel. 825 51-40 Cable: Atlinst-Paris 
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October 22 

9:30 - 12:30 Presentation of 4 papers 

Pierre Hassner 
Richard U5wenthal 

Thomas W. Wolfe 
Jean Laloy 

Michael Kaser 
John Montias 

K.A. Jelenski 

Pietro Quaroni 

Impact of Eastern Diversity on Western Uni~y 
Discussant 

Soviet Military Power and European Security 
Discussant 

Policy Factors in East-West Trade 
Discussant 

Ideocracy and Rationality, Universalism and -
Polycentrism 

Discussant 

3:00 - 6:00 Group Discussions followed by Plenary Session 

October 23 

9:30 - 12:30 Speakers 

Richard von WeizsC!cker 
Zbigniew Brzezinski 

Max Kohnstamm 

German Reunification 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe in the Years 

to Come 
The Future Shape of Europe 

3:00 - 6:00 Plenary Session and General Summary 

Vve are forwarding to you under separate cover an annotated 
bibliography, as well as copies of the four papers which will be discussed on the 
second day of the Conference, and also a study contrib.lted by Dr. Robert Strausz-Hupe. 
We shall also send you prior to the meeting a list of all those participating. 

If you have any further questions about the arrangements for this 
meeting, please do not hesitate to get in touch with us. 

Walter Dowling 
Director General 
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GREECE 

Professor Efstathios E. Papanicolaou, Advisor to the Minister of Economic Coordination 
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Mr. Paolo Calzini 
The Honorable P. Campilli, President of thG National Council of Economy and Labor 
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The Honorable Franco Mario Malfatti, Undersecretary, Ministry of Industry and Commerce 
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NETHERLANDS 

Qr. Ernst Hans van der Beugel, K.C.M.G., Vice-Chairman of the Netherlands' Institute for 
for International Affairs 

Mr. Jerome Heldring, Nieuse Rotterdam se Courant 
Mr. Max Kohns tamm, Vice- President of the Committee on Action for the U .S. of Europe 

TURKEY 

Mr. Nuri Eren, Secretary General, Economic Research Foundation, Istanbul 

UNITED KINGDOM 

Mr, Alan Booth, Commission of the Churches on International Affairs 
Professor Michael Kaser, St. Antony' s College, Oxford 
Ivir. Leopold Labedz, Editor, Survey 
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UNITED STATES 

Dr, Richard V .. i\llen, Hoover Institution on War, Revolution and Peace 
Mr. Frank R. Barnett, President, Nationa.l Strutegic Information Center 
Mr. James Brown, Radio Free Europe, Munich 
Mr. Zbigniew K. Brzezinski, U.S. Department of State 
P1ofessor James Christoph, Diwctor, Atlantic Community Studies Center, Ohio State 

University 
Mr. E. Russell Eggers, Vice-President and Representative, Chase Momhattan Overseas -
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Mr. Robert T. Kloiman, The New York Times 
Mr. John F. Leich, The George Vl/ashington University 
Professor John M. Montias, Department of Economics, Yale U:1iversity 
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Professor Robert Strausz-Hupe, Director, Foreign Policy Resoarch Institute, University of 

Pennsylvania 
Colonel Thomas VI. Wolfe, The RAND Corporation 
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General Niemer Tufte-Johnsen, Commandant, NATO Defense College 
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The Atlantic Institute 

L'Jnstitut Atlantique 

EAST-'NEST CONFERENCE, ROME, OCTOBER 21 - 23, 1966 

A Short Bibliography 

for the convenience of those persons Livited to the Atlart ic 
Institute's Conference on East-West problems who a.re not specialists in this field, 
the Institute staff has selected a few particularly interesting articles and documents: 

An article by J.F. Brown issued in Survey of January 1965 provides 
the general reader with an overall view of the developments which have taken place 
in the various countries of Eastern Europe since the war. 

In the economic sphere, a pamphlet published by PEP in May, 1965 
exposes very clearly the specific problems and difficulties which J:eset "East--west Trade." 

In the special issue of Survey of January 1966 among many valuable 
contributions devoted to our subject, one can single out the expose by John Pinder on 
"EEC and Comecon." 

In the September 1965 issue of East Europe, Michael Gamarnikow, L1 
an article entitled "Eastern Partners for Vvestern Businessmen," quotes a few most 
interesting examples of collaboration- between various state-owned enterprises of 
certain Eastern European governments and Vvestern l:usinesses. 

The French reader will find in Espri~, January 19 66, an article by 
FejW on the subject:" -l' Est Europeen et le conflit sino-sovietique." 

Theo Sommer in the July 22nd and 29th issues of the Zeit has grouped 
under the general title "Thoughts on Germany" a history of German ideas on the re
unifl.cation problem which is of particular interest to the non-German reading public. For 
this reason a translation into English is appended. People especially interested in the 
German question will find in this article a copious bibliography on the subject. 

24 quai du 4-Septembre, Boulogne-sur-Seine, France 

Tel. 825 51-40 Cable : Atlinst-Paris 
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An article by Paul-Henri Spaak in Le Fiqaro, "La detente passe 
par Bonn," also appended, sets out with clarity certain views common in most countries 
allied with Germany. 

While the present Vietnam conflict seems to preclude spectacular 
American initiative toward Eastern Europe in the immediate future, Zbigniew Brzezinski 
in the Aprill965 issue of Encounter and in his book Alternative to Partition descril:es the 
broad lines of what could be "Peaceful Engagement: a Plan for Europe." 

* * * * * * * * * * * 

Finally the German reader will find a short annotated bibliography, 
in German, kindly contributed by Professor K.laus Mehnert. 



Oliver von Gajzag6, Die Problematik der Integration im Rahmen 
des Rats fttr Gegenseitige Wirtschaftshilfe, in : Osteuropa; 
9/ 1964, s. 617-624 und 10/1964, S. 712-723. 

Die Schwierigkeiten der Integration innerhalb des Comecon 
liegen vor allem in der Problematik der Partnerschaft zwischen 
einer ttberm~chtigen Grossmacht und mehreren kleineren Mitglie
dern, und zwar in wirtschaftlicher wie in politischer Hinsicht. 
Die Konfrontation mit nationalen Prob1emen hat die einzelnen 
Regierungen nach der Konsolidierung ihrer Herrschaft gezwungen, 
gerade im Interesse der Aufrechterhaltung der kommunistischen 
Herrschaft nach nationalen L8sungen dieser Schwierigkeiten zu 
suchen, so dass heute (im Gegensatz zur Entwicklung in der EWG), 
zumindest was das Verh~ltnis zur Sowjetunion angeht, mehr ein 
Auseinanderstreben der wirtschaftlichen Einheiten im Comecon zu 
beobachten ist, als ein fortschreitendes zusammenwachsen zu einem 
geschlossenen Wirtschaftsblock. 

Rudolf Urban, Die "ver1orene Zeit" - Die 1iterarische Entwick
lund in der Tschechoslowakei seit 1958, in : Osteuropa, 11/12, 
1963, s. 772 - 784. 

Nach sieben "ver1orenen Jahren" (seit Beginn der Enstalinisierung 
in der Tschechoslowakei) fordern die Schriftsteller die M8glichkeit 
der Auseinandersetzung mit der po1itischen und literarischen Ver
gangenheit, wl!hrend die Partei die VerzOgerung des ·ra.uwetters recht
fertigt und auf der Loyalit~t der Schriftsteller besteht. 

Gtlnter Bartsch, Djilas und Kolakowski - Demokratischer Kommu
nismus und kommunistische Demokratie ?, in : Osteuropa, 5/1965, 
s. 289-295 und 6/1965, s. 385-392. 

In der nachstalinschen Zeit haben sich r1. Djilas und L. K(}](akowski 
besonders urn eine qualitative Reform des Kommunismus bemttht. In 
seiner Analyse des Stalinismus kommt Djilas zu dem Schluss, dass 
Stalinismus und Sozialismus unvereinbar sind und dass die Demokratie 
eine unabdingbare Voraussetzung des Sozia1ismus darste11t. zur 
Verwirk1ichung des sogenannten "menschlichen Sozia1ismus" forderte 
er : erstens Rech~taat1ichkeit, zweitens Meinungsfreiheit und 
drittens Respektierung politischer Minderheiten. - Ko1akowskis 
Auftritt begann mit dem Anschlag von 48 l~esen an das Schwarze Brett 
der Universit~t Warschau, die negative Definitionen dos Sozialismus 
beinhalteten und das Grundmotiv des polnischen Revisionismus dar-
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stellten; er fordert nicht Sturz, sondern Reformation des kom
munistischen Systems mit dem Ziel einer kommunistischen Demo
kratie, die sich auf demokratischen Kommunismus grtlndet.-

Die Frage, wieweit der "intellektuelle Kommunismus", als deren 
Vertreter ausser Djilas und Ko~akowski auch Havemann, Bloch und 
Lukacs angesehen werden k8nnen, in der Auseinandersetzung mit dem 
"institutionellen Kommunisrnus" nicht nur reformerisch, sondern 
auch qualitativ verandernd wirksan1 werden wird, kann noch nicht 
beantwortet werden. 

Michael von·Berg, Auswirkungen der mqa auf den Handelsverkehr 
zwischen EWG-Landern und kommunistischen Staaten, in : Osteuropa

. Wirtschaft, 3/4, 1963, s. 161-179. 

Seit 1\bschluss der "R8mischen Vertrl!ge" 1957 richteten sich 
st~ndig mehr oder minder heftige sowjetische Angriffe gegen 
die Europ~ische Wirtschaftsgemeinschaft, die als Obereinkunft 
der Monopole, Banken-und Industriekartelle bezeichnet und der 
vorgeworfen wird, sie betreibe handelspolitische Diskriminierung 
gegenttber den sozialistischen L~ndern und errichte kttnstliche 
Handelsbarrieren. Hinter dieser Polemik steht die Befttrchtung, 
dass mit dem schrittweisen Inkrafttreten der E:';iG-Vertr~ge eine 
Stagnation bzw. ein RHckgang in den Handelsbeziehungen der Wirtschafts
gemeinschaft rnit Drittlandern (in diesem Fall mit L~dern des Ost
blocks) eintreten werde, eine Befttrchtung, die sich durch die 
Gemeinschaftsregelungen zur Uberwachung der Importe aus Staats
handelslandern teilweise schon verwirklicht hat. 

Werner GQ~pel, Das Verkehrswesen im Integrationsprozess der Comecon
Staaten, in : Osteuropa-Wirtschaft, 2/1963, s. 81-101. 

Das Verkehrswesen der osteurop~ischen Staaten wird fest in die vom 
Comecon betriebene wirtschaftliche und politische Integration dieser 
L~der einbezogen, die ohne Koordinierung der nationalen Verkehrs
und Transportsysteme gar nicht m8glich ist. Sie erfolgt ttber eine 
gegenseitige 1\bstimmung der Entwicklungsplane fttr das Verkehrswesen 
.im Rahmen der Koordinierung der Volkswirtschaftsplane. Seit Juni 1958 
betsteht eine st~dige Kommission fttr Fragen des Transportee, deren 
Sitz Warschau ist. voraussetzung fttr die Verwirklichung einer 
bochgradig integrierten sozialistischen Grossraumwirtscihaft ist die 
Aufrechterhaltung der politischen Bindung der Comecon-Staaten an 
:die Sowjetunion, ihr Ziel ist eine weitgehende wirtschaftliche 
Unabh~gigkeit vom westlichen Ausland, die jedoch ungeheuere 
Investitionen in das Verkehrswesen bedingt, z.B. fttr die Koordi
nierung des Gtttertransportes per Eisenbahn und fttr den Ausbau 
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der Binnen-und Seeschiffahrt. 

K1aus Mehnert, westwind Uber Osteuropa, in : Osteuropa, 1/1966, 
s. 3-17. 

Die Staaten Osteuropas (west1ich der Sowjcatgrenze) habcan den 
Eisernen Vorhang cain StUck gehoben, erstens urn mcahr an der ,,issen
schaft1ichen und technischen Entwick1ung des Westcans tei1zunehmen 
und zweitens urn ihre jUngste dvisenbringende "Industrie", dica 
Touristik, aufzubauen. Die Fo1ge ist, dass der >'ifestwind stark 
Uber Osteuropa weht und vie1e Ideen und WUnsche mit sich bringt, 
die dem Regime sehr missfa11en. Die Wirkung des Westens wird noch 
durch den vom verfasser so genannten Sch1Usse11och-Effekt verst~rkt : 
Was man nur durch das Sch1Usse11och sehen dar, erscheint besonders 
attraktiv. 
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La detente passe par Bonn 

Paul-Henri Spaak 

Le probl~me de I' unification allemande est, sinon le seul qui 
se pose en Europe, du moins, et de loin, le plus important. C'est l'<hat de division 
de I' Allemagne et toutes les consequences qui en decoulent qui nous emp{lchent 
de pratiquer comme nous le voudrions, c' est-~-dire jusque dans ses extremes 
consequences, une politique, de coexistence pacifique quel'.§volution des pays 
communistes rend aujourd' hui possible et desirable. 

L' Allemagne federale se trouve dans une position difiicile. On. 
comprend les hesitations de ses dirigeants tirailles par des imperatifs divers: necessite 
de maintenir leur alliance avec les Etats-Unis qui, seule, peut assurer leur defense en 
temps de querre; de sir de con solider leurs bonnes relations avec la France, condition 
necessaire de la paix en Europe et, dominant tout le reste, leur volonte de reunifier leur 
pays. 

Pendant quelques annees, la politique etrang~re de 1' l\.llemagne fut 
un tr~s grand succ~s. Le chancelier Adenauer, l'un des rares hommes d'Etat qui-
sachant sacrifier les petits avantages de I' immediat ~des vues ambitieuses sur 1' avenir
en fut 1' heureux responsable ... 

L' incontestable succes de cette politique est pourtant incomplet. 
L' objectif premier de la re unification reste ~ realiser. Or il apparart que cet objectif 
essentiel demeure, malgre le temps qui passe, toujours aussi eloigne. Aujourd' hui, la 
politique allemande se heurte ~ un obstacle <.JUi semble infranchissable. De puis pr~s 
de vingt ans, le problcme dG l' unification n' a fait aucun progres et, da<1s 1' etat actuel 
des choses, il est insoluble. Les deux camps, l' Est et 1' Ouest, oc.cupcnt des positions 
de depart tellement differentes, ils s' y ticmnent avec une si to tale intransigeance que 
toute possibilite de compromis par aft impossible. 

Il est evident qu' il est illusoire pour les PJlemands d' esperer que la 
reunification de lour pays puisse venir d' un accord entre les Rl :~ses et les Occider.taux. 
11 paraft egalement evident que c' est une maigre consolation que de leur faire miroiter la 
solution de leurs probl~mes dans une Euppe qui irait de I' At! antique ~ 1' Our al. Sans 
pretendre que c'est I~ une vision absolument chi.merique, a jamais irrealisable, il est 
realiste de croire que ce n' est pas une solution tr~s prochaine. Il fa ut done chercher autre 
chose. C' est des Allemands eux-memes que depend la solution de leurs probl~mes. 
Durant ces derniers mois quelques progr~s, encore tr~s faibles, mais encourage ants 
parce qu' ils indiquent une volonte de sortir de 1' immobilisme, ont ete faits. Les 
socialistes de I' Quest ont raison d' accepter le dialogue avec les communistes de I' Est. 
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M. Barzel a raison de lancer des idees nouvelles, m~ me si elles ont peu de chance d' 8tre 
acceptees. L' essentiel, c' est de chercher le resultat au-dela de con traverses 
habituelles, avec des arguments autres que ceux utilises jusqu' a main tenant. 

Si les Allemands del' Ouest veulent que 1' opinio;c publique des pays 
occidentaux less outienne dans cette voie nouvelle, ils devraient miec courage prendw 
des positions claires sur deux probliimes: celui des fronti~res et celui de 1' armament 
nucleaire. 

Je suis convaincu qu' un peu d' audace en ces deux mati~res ferait 
heureusement progresser leurs discussions. 

Est-ce que, d' ailleurs, le probl~me des frontiiires se pose encore? 
Est-ce que la these occidentale en cette matiiire repond encow a la realite? Est-ce 
qu' il y a quelqu' un qui croit qu' il est encore possible de revenir sur ce que les faits 
ont consacre depuis tant d' annees? Est-ce qu' il est raisonnable de pretendre que le 
probleme ne peut ~tre resolu que lors de la conclusion d' un traite de paix? 

Dans la realite, la reconnaissance des frontieres ne constitue 
plus pour les Allemands de l' Ouest un veritable sacrifice. Refuser cl' y consentir, 
croyant a in si garder un a tout en vue de futures negociations, est une iilusion. Une tranche 
reconnaissance de la realite serait, j' en suis convaincu, infiniment plus profitable. 

En matiere nucleaira, dissiper toute equivoque 

En matiiire nucleaire, il faudrait aussi que les Allemands dissipent 
toute equivoque. Ils repetent sou vent qu' ils sont les seuls a a voir accepte certaines 
restrictions en la matiere. Us demandent que d' autres les accompagnent clans cette 
voie. En cela, ils devraient aller plus loin. Ils ne devraient pas poser dos wvendica
tions qui relevent du simple prestige en demandant des modifications dans 1' organisation 
de la defense atomique de 1' Europe. 

Il semble qu' ils peuvent logiquement re clamer daux choses. La 
premiere: ~tre parfaitement informes de toutes les mesures qui sont prises par les 
Americains pour la defense de 1' Europe. La deuxieme: qu' aucune arme atomique, 
tactique ou strategique ne soit employee sans leur consentement sur leur territoire. 

Personne ne peut legitimement lour contester ce double droit. Les 
travaux actuellement en cours 1\ 1' OTAN, en le leur assurant, doivent leur clonner toute 
satisfaction. A cela devrait se limiter leur desir. Toute demande supplementaire de leur 
part eveille a 1' Est de profondes inquietudes. Jamais si autre chose leur etait accorde 
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on ne pourrait esperer conclure 1' indispensable traite sur la non-diffusion des armes 
nucleaires et jamais on ne pourrait convaincre les pays de l' Est que l' on ne s' engage 
pas dans une politique qui permettrait un jour a 1' Allemagne de posseder son arme 
atomique propre. 

h 
~·· . 
. '-( 

Sans aucun profit reel pour la defense de 1' Europe Gt, par consequent, 
de 1' Allemagne, des revendications allemandes peu raisonnables sont de nature a 
rendre beaucoup plus difficile toute politique de detente en Europe. Nous sommes en 
droit de leur demander de ne pas insister ... de contribuer aujourd' hui a la politique 
de rapprochement qui s' impose entre les pays del' Ouest et ceux de 1' Est, a llpporter 
leur contribution propr.e par 1' acceptation des fronti~res et leur renonciation & toute 
demande en mati~re atomique. Ainsi, j' en suis convaincu, ils assuroraient les 
conditions necessaires a leur reunification et ils contribueraient utilement a la paix 
en Europe. Ce serait tout benefice pour eux et pour nous. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

East-West trade has been, and remains, sufficiently 

sma 11 a part of the commerce of both groups of partners to 

permit decisions on its expansion to be weighted heavily by 

political considerations. Economic factors are, however, 

emerging in the East which would tend to enlarge the trade, 

and which pose the question of its political negotiability. 

The Soviet declaration (in the text of the 1966-70 Plan) of its 

intention to raise the efficiency of its own resources by more 

exchanges with the industrialized West comes after two major 

checks to economic integration within what Stalin in 1952 called 

"the Gocialist world market". The first was the defection of 

the socialist states which were economically least developed -

China, Albania and, in a limited manner, Rumania· The second 

was the construction of the plans for coordinating the eastern 

European economies thr~ugh Comecon and for multilateral payments 

between them. Among those other states of eastern Europe the 

devolution of economic management (save only in Rumania) 

iS generating a deman6. f:or foreign trade which has so far been 

restl'ained or obscUTe<i by tightly-centralized planning. 

Of the western countries which could supply this 

increased demand, thn United St~tes maj~tains strict controls 

over eastern trade while the preponderant official view else

where is that exchanges should develop solely as commercial 

advantage indicates. This attitude is qualified in the Fede~al 

German Republic by the absence of diplomatic representation 
I 

in the F!ast ether th.an in ]1\oscow and by the special problems 

of intra-German trade; the French Government has made determined 

efforts - including the co~~lete abolition of import quotas -

to promote trade with the East• For the United Kingdom, the 

development of East-West trade has had an adverse effect on its 

balance of payments g in particular, its deficit with those 
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countries has rapidly increased, and, in general, heavy Soviet 

purchasooof grain h~ve depressed its terms of trade. Policy 

differs also among western governments en the accordance of 

state-guaranteed credits for transactions with the East. At 

the one extreme such credits are not provided in the United 

States, and, at the other, aro available for up to 15 years 

(from date of contract) in the United Kingdom. 

For the intergovernmental groupings of the West -

principally EEC, NATO and OECD - the prime policy choice would 

appear to be whether to coordinate policy, and, if so, whether, 

on the one hand, the approach to the East should be through 

those agencies or bilaterally, and on the other hand, whether 

negotiations should be encouraged through the medium of Comecon. 

The political effects of a unified western approach 

might be considerable, rut the opportunities for government 

initiative in this field are diminishing as business interests 

in such trade increase. There is nevertholess a significant 

economic gain from multilateral negotiation on the expansio~ 

cf ex~hanges between state traders and market economies. Thd 

equivalent of a tariff reduction or of liberalization can 

proba~ly best be found in commitments to increase imports by 

the state-trading countries, but if these are undertaketi bila

terally the increment may be at the expense of third parties. 

Techniques for such discussions have been reviewed both in 

GATT and in BCE. 

Not only trade but payments have hitherto been 

strongly bilateral in East-West relations. Sterling has become 

the sole currency effectively convertible in such exchanges, 

and in present conditions the British government can hardly be 

prepared to tolerate the burden indefinitely· Increasing trade 

between the ?.ast and the developing countries, where currency 

inconvertibility is the rule on both sides, and which could in 

some cases be settled by trade with western developed economies, 
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is a further argument for multilateral financial institutions• 

The PC:D: Multilateral Compensation Procedure has regained 

vigour from the impact of the developing countries on East

West payments, and the Bank for International Economic 

Cooperation has been authorized by its members (identical 

with those of Comecon) to approach both developed capitalist 

and developing states in this respect and to require some of 

its own subscriptions to be paid in convertible currency. In 

the longer term, the moves on both sides might best be 

consummated by eastern membership of the IMF. 

To attenuate the group isolation of the East and 

to abandon discrimination by the Weet may be expected auto

matically to reduce international tension. Before this political 

element, common to all these facets of East-West trade, could 

be exploited, however, a number of specific issues would hav, 

to be resolved. It is to the detail of these questions that 

this paper is devoted - in Part II to the strategic and poli

tical contentions on embargoes and quotas and in Part III to 

the special trading techniques involved. 

IJ; THE NEGCTIABILITY OF ?oAST-leST TRADE 

(a) The size of the transactions 

The significance of East-West trade for the policies 

of the Atlantic powers lies principally in its present insi

gnificance to their economies. Trade diminished for political 

reasons - the division of Europe at the end of world War II 

and the deliberate limitation of Eastward commerce by the 

strategic controls of the Korean 1iar and of Vlestward commerce 

by Stalin's autarkic concept of 'two world markets". Despite 

the expansion of Dast-West tranc in Europe in the last decade, 

the exchanges are still sma'l enough to leave little room for 

reduction short of embargo : as a tool of political negotiation, 
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therefore, bargains may be struck on increasing trade (which 

involves the willingness of Eastern partners to buy and sell 

more) 1 but there is little reverse scop_~ as sanctions (which 

can be applied unilaterally). The share of the East in the 

global trade of the West is much smaller than that of the West 

in the global trade of the East! in general, the products 

taken by the Weijt could be replaced from other sources with 

less costly adjustment than products taken by the East; and 

any increments are more valuable to the ~ast than to the West 

in terms of domestic resources saved. The absence, on the 

western side, of interests vested in really substantial trade 

(British imports of soviat timber and intra-German axchanges 

may be exceptions) tends to allow wider scope than usual for 

objectives to be formulated through specifically political 

assessment. 

The trade is finally also small in r0lat~on both 

to that of the eastern partners befo~e their adoption of cen

tral planning and to the current size of their national 

products. (1). Thus far the governments of market economics 

need not be deterred from ~noposing an expansion of trade with 

the East by ~ likely lack of response from their business 

communities. The scope for governmental initiative tends to 

vary inversely with the volume of actual trade. It is thus 

highest in the case of the United Statas whose Eastern trade is 

minute g questionnaires to American businessmen by the Senate 

Committee on foreign R,;lations in 1964 revealed that "most 

believed that there was a substantial potential foT selling more 

(1) See T. Zotschew, Osteuropawirtschaft, H0 • 1 1. 1960, P· 71. 



goods to Communist countries A great many felt that the 

Government's current policies ,,,,,had failed to give proper 

guidance to the business community from a public policy 

standpoint''· (2)· It appears to be lowest in the case of the 

United Kingdon, a relatively large trader with the East : an 

enquiry at the same date by PDP (Political and Economic 

Planning) in Britain showed that ''most industrtalist agree that, 

apart from (an arms embargo), exports to ~astern Europe should 

be trPated as trade like any other ,,,,,The normal assumption, 

shared by industry and government, is that all trade is a good 

thing". ( 3) · 

(2) United States Senate, Committee on Foreign Relations, 

East-West Trade : a Compilation or Views of Businessmen, 

Bankers and Academic Bxperts, Washington, D.C., 1964, P• 3 

·(referred to below as u.s. Senate views). 

(3) P:IDP., J1la.st-1ifest Trade, published as Plan·ning, N°, 488, 

May 1965, PP• 127 & 125 (referred to as PEP). 
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In 1~65 the u.s.s.R. and the seven countries of 

eastern Burope (Alb~nia, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern 

Germany/ Hungary, Poland and Roumania) disposed of 63 per cent 

of theilr exports among themselves and 17 per cnnt to WP.stern 

~urope, Japan and North America (OECD members) - 2D,5 per cent 

if Yugoslavia and Finland are added to the latter. (1). The 

''East'', ~s the first group may be termed for this study, took 

less than 3 per cent of the exports of the second group, the 

"1<'est". The "East" is coterminous neither with the membership 

of Comecon (the council for Mutu11-l "'conomio Assistance), which 

since 1962 has excluded Albania and included Mongolia, nor with 

the countries variously referred to as "communist", ''socialist" 

or ''centrally-planned'' (reference to which can cover mainland 

China, Cuba, Mongolia, North Korea, North Vietnam and 

Yugoslavia). The recent variance from the Co!~econ group in 

aggregate trade statistics must be trivial (2) and a justi

fiable comparison can be made of the "East" with the two trade 

groups of the ''West'', the Earopean Economic Community (EEC) 

and the European Free T.):'ade Area (BFTA). In 1959 salns to other 

members l''intra-trade'') accounted for 60,3 per cent of Comeoon 

exports, 33,0 per cent of EEC exports and 18,0 per cent of 

EFTA exports. As each trade group developed its system of in

ternal preference - Comecon by plan coordination, the other 

by tariff cuts - intra-trade rose rapidly until 1964 a in Co

mocon to 64,0, in EEC to 43,2 and in EFTA to 22,0 per cent. 

(1) Yugoslavia and finland are the European states not covered 

by the pro sent. definitions. The T!last and vlest relatio·ns of 

Yugoolav trade llnd pa;rcente are very fully treated by 

R. Campbell, Yugoslavia and the wcrld market (dept. of 

Economics, Indiana Univ9rsity, 1966, privately circulated 

in advance of publication). 

(2) Mongolia has issued only index numbers of its commerce and 

the latest Albanian trade braakdown by country is for 1963 
.. ; .. 
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In 1965, however, growth levelled off in nr,c and 

EFTA (43,5 and 22,2 per cent respectively) and reversed in 

Comecon (62,7 per cent). The weak trade between the Western 

groups and comecon strengthened slightly over the period as a 

whole, as the following figures show, but for each flow 1961 

or 1962 had been a better year. 

Percentages of total exports 

.li2.2. .1..2.§.2 
EEC to Come con 2,8 3,0 

EFTA to Come con 3,4 3,7 

Come con to :8E C 6,7 7,2 

Come con to :OFT A 6,3 6,3 

In absolute terms, in 1965 the East bought ~oods 

worth $1·42 bn. from E~C members and $0.96 bn. from BFTA, 

selling in return $1·43 bn. and $1·35 bn. respectively. The 

DFTA deficit with Comecon was attributable wholly to that of 

the United Kingdom, the special position of which requires 

brief consideration. 

Most Eastern countries have tended to run an export 

surplus with the U.K. partly to finance invisiblas (shipping, 

insurance and banking services) but largely to buy Rlsewhere 

for sterling (notably primary commodities in the Sterling Area). 

In 1963 the Dastern surplus oft 48.8 mn. was accrued by 

(2) .. ; .. 

The United Nations Statistical Office (from whose Monthly 

Bulletin of Statistics, June 1966, Special Table Band 

Table 52 the above data are drawn) estimates Albanian 

trade from the returns of its partners 
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Bulgaria (t 1.6 mn.), Czechoslovakia (t 4.6 mn.l and the 

u.s.s.R. (t 35·4 mn.), offset by small deficits (t 2.5 mn.in 

all) with Albania, Eastern Germany and Hungary. By 1965 only 

Albania and Hungary had loft s deficit (and this was down to 

to.9 mn.) and the overall Eastern sur~lus reached t 108.4 mn• 

(1303·5 mn.) British efforts to narrow the gap had some eff~ct 

during the first six months of 1966 when it totalled t 34.6 mn. 

(with the Soviet surplus down to t 18.6 mn., against t 73.5 mn. 

for the full year 1965, but the Polish surplus at t 10.1 mn. 

little below its 1965 rate oft 24.1 mn.). 

It is a measure of the contrast between attitudes 

to East-West trade that U.K. exports to tho Dast have tended to 

run at about half its imports from that group, while u.s. 
exports arc generally double its imports, and that, over the 

past decade, the U.K. volume of exports to the nast has been 

three times that of the u.s. In 1965 u.s. exports to the East 

wore only half per cont of its to tal - the lowest share of Gny 

western (i.e. OECD) country (the nExt lowest being Ireland at 

0,7 per cent). At the othor extreme, Austria, Greoce, Iceland, 

Tur~oy and, if intra-Garman trade is included, Western Germany, 

are tho OECD members with tho highest sharo of exports sold 

to the East. In that year only Austria and Iceland took more 

than 10 per cent of their imports from the Bast. Detailed 

statistics by country arG given in the Appendix Table. 

as 
jcompletr:' as 

(b) Policies on Embargo 

Although western trade never fell under an embargo 

that still exorcised by the United States towards 

mainland China, North Korsa and North Vietnam, North American 

exports to the ~ast virtually ceased at the height of the Cold 

tlar gin 1953 the u.s. sold a mere $1.8 mn. and C'l.no.da only 

$0.5 mn., though the rest of OBCD sold $768.5 mn. in that ysar 

and·ths u.s. and Canada imported $49·2 mn. from the Last. 
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An embargo is op.orated on military goods by NATO members other 

than Iceland, but including Jal an, through tne Cc,nsul tative 

Group Coordinating Committee (Copom) (1) and more items 

are prohibited by the u.s. Government. ''We have a concept'', 

declared the then Secretary of the Treasury, to the u.s. Senate 

Committee on Foreign Relations in 1964, ''that anything that 

would help to strengthen the economy of the Soviet bloc was 

helping thorn strategically, but the Buropeans never agreed 

with that. Their concept of strategic is only seme~hjng that 

is directly relevant to military strength".(2). Senator 

Symington ironically commented that in the last resort ab~ut 

the only ''non-strategic material'' was bubble gum, (3) and the 

President's S~ccial Committee the following year found that 

''gains from non-military trade with the UnitGd States are un

likely to release additional resources for Soviet military 

(1) For a brief description of Cocom see N. Padford and 

G. Lincoln, The Dynamics of International Politics New lork, 

1962 PP· 429-301 a fuller history is in preparation by 

G. Adler-Carlsson, who has published a prGliminary survey 

in Osthandel in Theorie und Praxis (DSTO Heft 2), Graz, 

1965 esp. PP• 19-22. 

(2) Statement by thR Hon. D. Dillon, Hearings before the 

Committeo on foreign Relations, United States Senate, 

Washington, D.C., 1964, p. 216 (referred to below as u.s. 
Sonato, Hoarings). 

(3) Ibid, p. 217 · 
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expenditures ... The U.S.].R. has an advanced weapons techno
' 

logy and a military production capability that is virtually 

independent of its oxtornal economio relations''· (1). The 

Committee warned however that ''the mere existence of ... 
differences in trade restrictions is sometimes cited as suf

ficient cause for changing u.s. licensing controls to conform 

to those of Western Europe and Japan .••.• It is also true that 

our business firms are at a disadvantage in communist markets 

in competing with West European firms. Commercial considerations 

however, have not been the determining factor in framing u.s. 
policy on this subject and should not bo now''· (2). 

By virtue of the Mutual Defenso Assistance Act of 

1951 (the ''Battle Act''), whereby u.s. aid must be terminated to 

any country exporting strategic goods to the East (except by 

Presidential sanction), the u.s. embargo can in theory be ex

tended to many other countries than Cocom participants, but in 

practice the divergence of policy lies in the wider embrace 

of the embargo by the u.s. than by tho major Western Duropean 

producers (Belgium, France, Italy, Switzerland, the U.K. and 

Western Germany); Sweden is formally unaffected. Only a few 

goods embodying a high technology not employed outside the 

United States are in fact denied the East, and American b~

siness opinion seams to favour alignmsnt with the Cocom minimum. 

(1) Report to the President of thu Special Committee on u.s. 
Trade Relations with Bast European Countries and the So~iot 

Union, Wahington, D.C., 1965, p. 9 (rofcrred to as Presi

dent's SpGcial Committeo). 
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Of those whose views were sought by the Senate Foreign 

Relations Committee in 1964, ''many were of the opinion that 

the only practical effect of our strict control system was the 

loss of considerable business to our allies and that the 

system was of no practical value in preventing buildup of the 

military or economic potential of the Russian bloc''· (1). 

This view has been expressed by other U.S. writers. (2). On the 

other hand, a group predominantly of businessmen, the Research 

and Policy committee of the Committee for Pconomic Development, 

reporting in 1965, accepted that the U.S. list should exceed 
. ' 

! 

that of Cocom. ''We want to prevent gains in a form or amo11nt 

that would be of particular military-political value. This 

principle is recognised in the embargo of NATO on export of 

military goods and of soma other gooda.'' (3). It desired, 

moreover, that the West should consider an embargo on ''high 

level non-military technology and know-how, or e~uipment 

embodying it",(4) a proposal diametrically opposed to the con

sensus of business opinion found in the corresponding British 

study : ''they were in general strongly against any further 

(1) u.s. Senate, Views, loo. cit. 

(2) F..g., R. Steel, The End of Alliance-America 

of Europe, London, 1964, pp. 77-8; Steel is 

Foreign Service officer. 

and the Future 
I 

a former u.s. 

(3) Committee for Pcanomic Development, East-West Trade 

a Common Policy for the West, New York, 1965, p. 18 

(referred to as CED). 

( 4) Ibid, P• 36. 
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regulation or restriction of the trade, whether at national or 

at international level''· (1). 

The contention that embargo should extend beyond 

strictly military goods is b~sed on three inter-related 

arguments of which the first is that technology or products 

with a high deveJopment cost might, in the competitive process, 

be sold at a price well below the outlay which the Eastern 

purchaser would have to incur to evolve the technique or good 

independently. (2). By itself, this is no more than a denial 

of the gain from trade, but it is endow0d with str~tegic 

significance by the second proposition that savings by the 

u.s.s.R. in civilian rese~rch and development enhance the mili

tary output of that sector. (3). The furthest e'tension is 

that "by selling to them goods and services of any nature -

whether wheat or our technologically advanced m~chinery and 

equipment, it is argued that W8 help them to solve some of 

their pressing internal problems and make it easier for the~ 

to use their limited resources for building up their military 

power''· (4) ~mbargoes on commodities for reasons other than the 

(1) PEP, P· 169. Both reports r8fer to consultation with eaqh 

other in drafting (c;m P· 7, PBP, p. 114)· Similar groups 

joined with CBD from France, Germany, Ital3" and Japan and did 

not dissent from the view cited. 

( 2) CED , p. 3 7 · 

(3) See A. Buchan, NATO in the 1960s, 2nd Ed., London, 1963, 

pp. 13-14; w. Kaufman in w. Kaufman (ed.) Military Policy 

and National Security, Princeton, N.J., 1956, P· 256; and 

statement of Hon. L· Hedges, Secretary of Commerce, in U.S. 

Senate, Hearings, PP• 60-63. 

(4) Cite: as one of two extreme views, each of which are 

"perE'lasivG elements", by President's Special Committee, 

PP· ;:.-9 • 
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limitation of economic potential are trivial but should be 

mentioned : in the immediate post-war period the u.s. 
Government prohibited the import of Soviet crabmcat on the 

grounds that it was produced by "slave labour" (of Japanese 

prisoners-of-war) and the Trade Agreements ~xtonsicn Act of 

1951 prohibited U.S. jmports of Soviet furs. (1). 

The oase against the major embargoes, advocated to 

limit defence and production potential, is that they are 

ineffective or that it cannot be made effective without total 

denial (an end generally rejected but sought by a few on purely 

political grounds) (2) and that their rosults are solely short

term. On ineffectiveness, Schelling observes that ''the Soviets 

may get just as much technology out of highly-fabricated con

sumer goods as out of industrial equipment or items of mili

tary application. And, of course, they got most of it through 

freely availabl(' m!l.gazines and journals rlnyhow". {3). On 

limitlossnoss, Mosely points out thr1t "the subsittution of 

imported consumer goods for domestic production allows the 
' Soviet Government, in theory, to divert additional resources 

to ei thcr industrial gro rth or strategic production". ( 4). 
"The longer the period of time", comments :Berliner, 11 the 

greater the opportunity for the enemy to accomodate to tha 

embargo and the greater the potential disadvantages to the 

nation imposing it ... I am not prepared to argue that (export 

(1) u.s. Senate, Hearings, PP• 234-5· 

(2) JTI.g., Klebc,rg, Jr. in C?JD, p. 40. 

(3) T. Schellings in u.s. Senate, Views, P• 290. 

(4) P. Mosoly, Ibid, P• 281. 
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prisoners-of-war) and the Trade Agreements Extonsicn Act of 
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The.case against the ma~or embargoas, advocated to 

limit dafenoe and production potential, is that they are 

ineffective or that it cannot be made effective without total 

denial (an end genc,rally rejected but sought by a few on purely 

political grounds) (2) and that thoir results are solely short

term. On ineffectiveness, Schelling obs&rves that ''the Soviets 

may get just as much technology out of highly-fabricated con

sumer goods as out of industrial equipment or items of mili; 

tary application. And, of course, they get most of it through 

freely available magazines and journals anyhow''· {3). On 

limit.lessnoss, Mosely points out th,'Lt "the subsittution of 

imported consumer goods for domestic production allows the 
' Soviet Government, in theory, to divert additional resources 

to either industrial gro rth or strategic production". (4). 

"The longer the period of time", comments Berliner, 11 tho 

greater the opportunity for the enemy to accomodate to the 

embargo and the greater the potential disadvantages to the 

nation imposing it ••• I am not prepared to argue that (oxport 

(1) u.s. Senate, Hearings, pp. 234-5· 

(2) TG.g., Kleberg, Jr. in C:>m, P• 40. 

(3) T. Schellings in u.s. Sanato, Views, P• 290. 

(4) P. Mosoly, Ibid, P• 281. 
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controls) should be eliminated entirely ..... but they should 

be regarded as exceptional, rather than normal policy''· (1). 

Dven a partial embargo cannot be complete without coincident 

limitation by other ~ajJr exporters; (2) or perhaps total 

blockade. (3)· Attempts to gain alignment on a stricter. 

emba~go have been widely cited as a cause of srrious diffi

cultiss with other NATO powers. (4)• Further, ''despite the 

ineffoo~~vencss in economic or military terms of u.s. unilateral 

controls, there is reason to believe that their application is 

a significant contributor to an atmosphere of tension in our 

relations with the u.s.s.R.''· (5). Of the 125 roplies from 

u.s. businessmen, chosen because of their interest in East-

West trade in the Senate enquiry, 105 favoured an expansion 

of trade and only 9 declared that it should not rise. (6). 

Finally, analysts of strategic studios seem to bo broadly 

agreed that the crux of tho East-l~ost confrontation lies in 

military capabilities, not in comparativ~ size of the civilian 

(1) J. B0rlinor, Ibid, PP· 219 and 221. 

(2) See w. Diobold Jr., Ibid, p. 237· 

(3) See G. Konnan, Ibid, P• 263 or G. Grossman, Ibid, P• 248. 

(4) E.g. in Ibid, : H. Jacobson, p. 257, Kennan P• 267, 
C. Kindleberger, P• 270, K. Knorr, p. 272, D. Marx, P• 274, 
and Schelling, p. 291· 

(5) I. Frank, Ibid. 

(6) Ibid, P• 3· 
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economies seen in ''competitive coexistence''· (1). 

An embargo has also bean considered as a possible 

response to violation of a prospective arms control agreement, 

(2) but other supporting instruments are required (preclusive 

buying, or pro-emption, financial controls, ate ..• ), which · 

can only figure in the implied context of economic warfare.(3). 

(c) Quantitative restrictions 

Between embargo and trade liberalization lie a 

variety of limitations to imports from and exports. to the East. 

Such quantitative restrictions on imports have any of three 

o1:jectives - to prevent "unduu reliance" upon an import, thG 

supply of which could be halted for political reasons (or in 

war), to protect the importing economy from the ''market 

disruption'' which may be feared either from "dump4•g'' or from 

(1) See, for example, H. Kissinger, The Necessity for Choic~, 

London, 1960, P· 97 and The Troubled Partnership : 

A Reapp:rais::o.l of the Atlantic Alliance, New York, 1965 : 

and s. Huntingdon, The Common Defence, New York, 1961, 

p. 203; the opposite view is expressed by R. Lowenthal in 

A. Wolfers (ed.) Changing East-W~st Relations and the Unity 

of the West, Baltimore, 1965. 

(2) M. Bornstein, Journal of Arms Control, July 1963, pp.203-11~ 

(3) Ibid, PP• 204-5 and 217; see also Kindleborger in u.s. 
Senate, Views, p. 268. 
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tha displacement et traditional suppliers, and to establish B 
' 

quid pro quo for negotiating trade or other agreements. 

Quantit•tiva restrictions on oxports may eitb~r be mitigated 

embargoes - that is, intended to limit eastern access to 

specific items (chiefly of indirect strategic significan~e) -

or bargaining counters for commercial or political treaty

making. 

Restrictions of the imports of s~viot oil is the 

major example of a severe limiiation generally applied by 

western governments fexcept Italy) and is attributed both to 

the inhibition of ''undue reliance'' ~nd to the protection of 

traditional suppliers, among whom developing countries predo

minate (and whose foreign earnings should, it is argued, be 

secured). (1) The substantial western imports of tin come also 

in the category of defending loss wGalthy countries, but the 

majority of commodities exported by tho east compete with those 

of the west as hero defined (ODCD membership), e.g. coal, 

aluminium, ferrous metals, temperata foodstuffs, timbor, furs. 

The United States operates the strictest export 

licensing procedure of any western country, but since decisions 

are in the hands of the Jl'xocutivo, there can be considerable 

year to year variation : thus in 1962 the u.s. Department of 

Commerce approved oxport applications to the D8 st for goods 

totalling $49·6 mn., but denied almost as many ($48·9 mn.), 

while in 1963 it accepted $139·1 mn. and refused: only $4·5 ll1n• 

(2). The UnitGd K~ngdom transferred much of its imports frqm 

the u.s.s.R. to open general license in 1959, leaving only 

(1) Soe Bornstein, in D. Abshire and R. Allon (ods.), National 

Security : Political Military and Economic Strategies in 

the Decade Ah~ad, New York, 1963, P• 137· 

(2) u.s. Senate, Hearings, P• 237· 
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about 10 p~r cent under quantitative restriction, the quotas 

bQing defined in conjunction with annual negotiations withi~ 

the five-year tradr, and payments agreement. With the other 

eastern states; some import licenses for the agreed quotas are 

still applicable. In 1964 the U.K. Government offered liber~

lization (i.e. removal of quantitative restrictions) to 

Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland, Rumania, and the 

u.s.s.R. (all but the two latter accepting) in return for 

undertakings on the prices of their goods in the U.Y., on 

ac~ess to their markets for U.K. products, and on the use of 

incremental earnings to buy in britain. With easturn Germany, 

in the absence of diplomatic recognition, quotas aro negoti~tod 

b;;• the Federation of British Industries and the Da.st German 

Chamber of For&ign Trade. Annual trade agreements fixing quotas 

are standard West European practice; these may be protocols 

within a longer-term tr~aty, usually for three or five years 

(notably Belgium-Luxomburg, Federal Republic of Germany, 

Franco, and Italy). Non-governmental agencies are employed in 

the absence of diplomatic missions (e.g. that of March 1966 

between the respective chambers of Commerce of Albania and 

Graeco, rosuming a trade halted since the war). In janu~ry 

1966 the French Government unilaterally abandoned all import 

quotas on eastern products, as a consequence of which imports 

from the East in the first six months of 1966 were 31 per cent 

abov~ those in the same period of 1965; axports rose by 37 

percent. Because bilateral licensing arrangemmnts and exemp

tions vary widely in Western Furope, there have been some 

proposals for coordination - the German F8deral Government, 

for oxamp1e, is particularly anxious for a common front on 

trade with Eastern Germany, (1) an unofficial American 

(1) The Times (London), 21 January, 1965. 
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committee has proposed an intergovernmental Committee on 

East-West Trade attached to OECD (1), and the ccrresponding 

British study called for concerted action, but only with a 

view to derestriction, so that ''all Western markets for a 

givon product are opened up at the same time''· (2). The ~RC 

is almost certain to coordinate its policy towards eastern 

~uropo since the July 1966 agreement on free trade in 

agricultural goods, to be finalized with the last industrial 

tariff cuts by July 1968 = all members ~ave the appropriate 

denunciatory power in their trade agreements with the East 

(the ''DBC clause'') (3)· 

The use of quantitative rest~ictions (or of cognate 

elements in trade negotiations, e.g. on most-favoured-nation 

treatment or on credit (4) beyond the assurance of equivalent 

commercial advantage either bilaterally or multilaterally 

to secure commercial advantage is regarded as wholly proper by 

all parties on both sides. In the particular conditions of ~ast

West trade counters are required for reciprocity. If consens~s 

is to be found among business circles throughout the West, it 

is that trade concessions should not bG used by governments 

to derive strictly political benefits, and that negotiations 

should bo conducted with eaca couatry separately rather than 

with the East as a unit· 

( 1 ) CED, pp. 2 0-21 • 

( 2) PEP, p. 172. 

(3) For a discussion of recent and likely relationships of the 

:Sast with ;;JJ!:C and with rFTil see J. Pind<')r, Survey, January 

1966, PP• 108-117• 

(4) See part III sections (a) and (d), b0lOW• 
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The question of the specific features of commerc~ 

with the East which justify special trade negotiations is 

discussed in part II; the present section examines the views 

expressed most strongly in the u.s.A. and Western Germany 

that a political r&turn C"-n be envisaged. "The United States 

initiated its controls for political reasons, and should be 

ready to revise them when it is in the national interest to do 

so, ''stated the President's Special Committee on East-West 

trade; (1) a respondent tn the Senate Committee on Foreign 

Rcolations decltued that "a bandonmcnt of restrictions ..• would 

pravent us from making maximum use of trade as a means of 

influencing Soviet policy;" (2) and a spokesman of the Federal 

German Government - which has gained successes in the barter 

of trade concessions for political objectives - doscribPd its 

trade deals as its "trumps". (3). The discussion concentrates 

exclusively on thE American debate, where it is at its ac~tost. 

Elsewhere, as just indicated, governments and commantators teni 

to regard the trade as strictly economic. (4)· 

For the President's Special Uummittea, ''the ti~G 

is ripe to make more active uso of trado arrangements as po

litical instruments in relations with communist countries'' 1 

it recommended three groups of concessions to be gained, appa

rently in order of priority. (5). The first set were directly 

(1) ~resident's Special Committee, p. 5· 

(2) R. Tucker in u.s. Senate, Views, p. 293· 

(3) The Times (London), 19 March 1965. 

(4) See, among others, A. Buchan and p. Windsor, Arms and 

Stability in Europe, London, 1963, PP• 56-7. 

(5) President's Special committee, pp. 10-11. 
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commercial and would hence find general support among western 

traders : satisfactory commercial arbitration, procedures to 

avoid dumping and market disruption and the settlement of 

financial claims (including those for lend-lease deliveries). 

The second set were indirectly commercial : establishment of 

trade and tourist prc~otion offices, travel conditions for 

commercial representativos improvement of consular relations 

and copyright agreement. The third set worn non-economic : 

library and government information services, embassy quarters, 

the establishment of consulates, the cessation of radio-jamming 

and cultural and technical exchanges. For one member of the 

Committee this did not go far enough. " Trade rolations 1dth 

the Soviet Union and its Buropean satellites should be viewtd 

as a tool of our Nation's foreign policy. Therefore the Report 

should have placed greater emp~asis on the political aspect of 

this issue ... There should be no expansion of trade .•• wjthout 

political quid pro guo concessions''• (1). It may perhaps bo 

observed that the dissenter was the tradu union member of the 

Committee and this militant view appears to be particularly 

hold by the spokt smen of organised labour in the United Sta tc,,s • 

Political responsiveness has long been cogently 

argued by Brz<?;Zinski, appointed, in May 1966, a mEmber of ths 

President's Poliry Planning Council. (2). In sn early VGrsion 

(1) Statement by N. Goldfinger (DirGctor of Research, AFL-CIO), 

Ibid 1 PP• 21-22. 

(2) See z. Brzozinski, Peaceful Engagement in Europe's Future, 

New York, 1965, PP· 29-33; in U.S. Senate, Views, 

PP• 229-30; and Alternative to Partition, New York, 1965, 

PP· 153-58. 
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of this proposal, he saw the most suitable variable on the u.s. 
side as liberalization of quotas, and opposed the use of 

credits (as inherently aid, which no political reason quali

fied) (1), but subsoquently he defined his ''spigot" as also 

covering credits and most-favoured-nation treatment. (2). 

Many specific concessions which he suggested were' 

lator included in the lists of the President's Special 

Committee, but in goneral he believed that rewards in trade li

beralizatiQn should be offered when Eastern 3uropcan countries 

''gained some independence from Soviet control'' or libcraliz~d 

their domostic system, all within a climate of expanding trade 

to widen the range of contact with the West. Nutter (who was 

Economic Adviser to the Goldwater Presidential Campaign) 

similarly advocates the relaxation of trade restrictions 

''solely in return for important concessions that moderate the 

nature of tho communist system and policios'L 

Those concessions could be economic or politicaJ 

(3) ''Whereas Brzezinski described the reciprocal advantage 

to be sought as "marginal", Nutter unrealistically hoped for 

much more substantial gains - e.g. ''full international con

VGrtibility of tho roublE:" or "any concrot,c act that curbed tbe 

expansion of the Communist world''• He was join0d in a desire 

for similar barpains in concert with Western Buropa by Mikesell 

( 4) • Both based their proposals on the viow that the Eastern 

(1) U.S. Sonata, Views, loo. cit. 

(2) Peaceful Engagement in Buropn's Future, loo. cit. 

(3) W. Nutter, in u.s. Senate, Views, p. 286. 

(4) R. Mikoscll, lliio P• 279· 
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need for western goods was greater that the countor-domand. 

The Senate Foreign Relations Committee which received theso' 

proposals had the contrary standpoint strongly argued by other 

academic experts (1) and by the majority of buBinossmon 

consulted (2); there was nevertheless one of the latter in 

favour not only of political bargaining bpt of tightening 

trade controls. (3)· 

A less controversial policy objective lies in tbn 

proposition that East-West trade offers opportunity for loo

sening the dependence upon the u.s.s.R. of the other eastern 
i 

European states. Firstly it may permit the latter severally 

to ''enlarge their bargaining power vis-a-vis the u.s.s.R. and 

the whole Soviet bloc, a process, that is assisted by the 

growing divisions and discards within world communism''· (4)~ 

Konnan secs u.s. policy-makers divided on the ''general question 

of whether one wishes to make it easier for these countries to 

achieve a measure of indepandonco and flexibility in their fo

reign economic relations, looking not only eastward but also 

westward for their opportunities; or whother it should be the 

western objective to deny thorn, wherever wo can, access to 

Wcstorn markot8 ... ~his last policy, naturally tends .•. to 

convey to them that •.• they have no choice bur to stick clo

sely to the Soviet Union'' (5)· Pryer, advocating the same 

(1) See Kennan, Ibid, P• 264-5 and Schelling, Ibid, P• 290 

(2) Ibid, PP• 5-186 passim. 

(3) H. Kearns, Ibid, PP· 180-5. 

(4) G. Grossman, in R. Goldwin (ed.) 1Jeyond the Cold War, 

Chicago, 1966, P· 161. Seen similary, A. Bergson, in u.s. 

Senate, Views, PP· 224-5· 

(5) Kennan, in u.s. Senate, Views, p· 261. 
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''increased inter-dependency of the Europe and commercial 

nations on us", observes that the Soviet embargo on 'lbania 

and the sharp fall in trade with China might have been inter

preted in Bastern Europe as signifying the political preca

riousness of commerce with the u.s.s.R. (1). Poland and Ruma

nia, by increasing their trade with llbania after the Soviet 

rupture of relations in 1961, wore the only members of Comecon 

to demonstrate unwillingness~ participate in politically

motivated policy on intra-trade; it has been suggested never

theless, that th0se relations ware desired by the U.s.s.R. to 

prevent Albania falling into such destitution that it could 

only have turned to the West, as Yugoslavia had done after the 

general Eastern embargo of 1948. Occasional use of economic 

pressure on Finland and Austria is relevant (2) and it seems 

to have made similar moves in withholdings commitments to 

deliver equipment and iron ores to show its antipathy to 

Rumanian economic policy in general and the Galat5 steel 

project in particular. (3). Montias h11s documented a number 

of failures to implement Comecon treaties on specialization, 

but finds that most exhibitions of discord in economic rela

tions wore attributable to strategies of development and nqt 
. ' 

to political nationalism of the sort that had plagued the 

(1) F. Pryor, Ibid, PP· 288-89. 

(2) See Brzezinski, Alternative to Pa~tition, op. cit, p. 64; 

and H. Aubrey, Coexistence ' Zconomic Challenge and 

Response, 1'!9shington, D.C., 1961, PP• 163 and 229· 

(3) J-P. Saltiol, Cahiers de l'ISJCA, Decomber 1965, pp. 111-3, 

and J, Montia, Soviet Studies,Octobor 1964, P· 139-40· 
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region before the war. (1). The separation of Eastern Germany 

from Comocon was, in particular, not desirable on economic 

grounds. (2). 

At least ono academic respondent in the Senate 

Committee enquiry of 1964 sought the instigation by trade 

dealings of ''nationalism and independence within the bJoc so 

as to reduce the significance of the bloc as a cohesive poli

tical and military force'', (3) but Brzezinski considers that 

''it would be shortsighted for the West to ride the tiger of 

nationalism in the hope that it would threaten only the Soviet

dominated world; the tiger could endanger all of Europe". (4)· 
The President's Special Committee stressed that "we are not· 

interested in fostering animosities among European communist 

nations .•• (but seek) to create an atmosphere in which they 

will inevitably find that their interests are more and more 

linked to peaceful relations with the Free World". ( 5). 

(1) Montias, Journal of International Affairs, N°. 1, 1966, 

rn· 62-3 and 67-8. 

(2) Brzezinski, Foreign Affairs, April, 1963, p. 522, and 

Peaceful Bngagem0nt in Europe's Futuro, op. cit.,p. 28; 

for a case supporting the political status guo in Dast 

Germany see H. Apel, The Centennial Review, Winter 1966, 

PP· 95-111· 

(3) Mikescll, in u.s. Senate, Views, P· 278. 

(4) Brzezinski, op. cit., P· 11, In Alternative to Partition, 

op. cit., P• 137, he observes that ''we should not actively 

discourage the occasional acts of nationalist self-asser

tion". 

(5) President's Special Committee, PP• 11-12· 
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Like others, the Special Committee believed 

that contact with market economies through trade would fostor 

decentralization of domestic maragement (and perhaps also 

political liberalization), (1) and some see the obverse-

the devolution of economic systems leading to an expansion 

of trade with the market economies. (2). 

Following its own - still limited - economic 

reforms, the Soviet Government in the text of the Five-year 

Plan (1966-70) announced a clear change of policy "to use 

more fully the advantages of the international division of 

labour'', with specific reference to ''the industrially develppod 

capitalist countries.'' ''At the very least'', observed an 

official contributor to a u.s. Congressional enquiry, ''the 

above declaration must be read as a recognition of the con

siderable potential value which the markets of the industri~l 

West can contribute to the futuro development of the Soviet 

economy". (3). In its tu,rniilo u.s. Government has expressed 

its readiness to adopt a flexible trade policy towards the Bast 

to acknowledge or evoke postures diminishing tension between 

the two sides. (4) Nevertheless, as Grossman concludes, ''it is 

(1) Sen Brzezinski, op. cit., P• .31; Grossm,m, op. cit., 

P• 171; Jacobson, in u.s. Senate, Views, p. 257· 

(2) See Grossman, op. cit., P· 170; Kaser, The World today, 

March 1966, PP• 104-5, and Comc,con : Integration Problems 

of the Planned Economies, London, 1965, pp. 122 and 170~1· 

(3) L. Hcrman, in u.s. Congress, Joint 7'conomic Committee, New 

Directions in thA Soviet Economy, Washington, D.C., 1966, 

P• 938. (roff;rrod to below as U .s. Congress, New Directions) 

(4) Statements by President Johnson on 3 May 1966 and by the 

Secretary of State and by the Socr&tary of Agriculture in 

u.s. Senate, Hearings, pp. 24 and 118. Alignment by the 

u.s. with othGr O?.CD members on Eastern trade restrictions 
.. I . . 
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easy to list our assets for de~ling with the East; it is hard 

to employ thorn imaginatively and effectively". (1) • ThG 

trading components of negotlrtion arc examined in the follo

wing part III of this papar. 

III. TF.CHNIQUBS SP'?CIFIC TO EAST-liBST TR"\DJJ 

(a) States trading and most-favoured-nation 

treatment 

Studies on state trading in general and on its 

particular usB iri the Soviet Union form a vary considerable 

litarature, which is almost certainly larger than those on 

all other foreign-trade techniques used by the Rastern Buro

pean economies. Indeed, the significance of the other instru

ments in the context of East-West trade arises chiefly fron 

their deployment by government commercial agencies. The 

erection of a state-trading monopoly was as tarly an act in 

the economic history of post-war Dastern Luropo as it was 

of Soviet Rusai~ after the October Revolution; Gerschonkrqn 

rightly concluded that ''economic planning of the typa praq

tised in Russia is not feasible without the use of a fora~gn 

trade monopoly." (2). Only as mE,thods of internal planning 

(4) •• j .. is assumed by Horman, op. cii., PP• 941 and 945, 

in making trade projections. 

(1) Grossman, op· cit., P· 171· 

(2) A. Gorschcnkron, Economic Relations with tho u.s.s.R., 
' Now york, 1945, p. 18, cited hy F. Holzman in H. Rosovsky 

(ed.) Industrialization in Two Systems ' Essays in Honor 

of Alexander Gorschenkron,Now York, 1966, P· 240. 
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change has modification come to those for P.xtcrnal economic 

relations. In Yugoslavia the decentralization of economic 

management was followed by the introduction of competition 

among foreign-trade enterprises to the point that in 1966 

the country was admitted as full member of GATT. The reforms 

currently in progress in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Eastern 

Germany, Hungary and Poland accord er envisage some devol~

tion of dodisions on external transactions to the enterprise 

associations which are the chief beneficiaries of decentra

lization for domestic procurement and marketing. Some such 

firms are already operating de facto as autonomous commercial 

corporations, o.g., the Rodopa livestock-produce trust in 

Bulgaria and the Skoda group (operating through the Motokov 

export agency) in Czechoslo·akia. The demonopolization of 

foreign trade is an important, though not an essential link 

in the interaction - on which part II of this paper concluded

between western trade initiative and the progress of eastprn 

orientation towards a market mechanism. In the u.s.s.R. the 

limited enlargement of the autonomy of the enterprise which 

accompanied the racentralization of national economic mana

gement in Octcbcr 1965 has not transferred any external 

transactions to the enterprise or groups thereof (••unions'' 

or ''firms••). In fact tho regional economic councils 

(sovnarkhozy) abolished in 1965 scorn to have had - informally 

at least, (1) greater power of initiative on foraign trade 

than the present Soviet enterprise. In Albania and Rumania 

the monopoly of the Ministry of Foreign Trade is unaltered. 

(1) See D. Donnelly in A. Nova and D. Donnolly, Trade with 

Communist Countries, London, 1960, P• 115 and NovG, 

Ibid, P· 22. 
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The accord of inter-enterprise competition in 

buying or selling abroad is considered, even by those govern

ments most committed to a domestic market-onvironment, strictly 

in the context of sfficiency either in placing sales advant~

geously (1) or in buying abroad to keep down the prices of 

homo manufacturers. (2). Ono of the two primary reasons for 

the Soviet establishmont of a foreign-trade monopoly in 191ij 

was efficienc~ notably as enhancing the bargaining power of the 

now state on capitalist markets; (3) the other reason was as a 

"blanket" control, for a government implementing the crude 

mcasur0 of "Wr-.r Communism" was loth to rely on licenses, 

permits, exchange restrictions or conventional tariffs. The 

sophistication of economic administration in Eastern Purope 

has long passed the point where state monopolies are noedod as 

facile preventives against contraband, but has not yet brought 
i 

a price system which can properly activate a selective t~riff, 

The amendment of present trading practice in 

Eastern Europe can be expected as attitudes thoro change on 

efficiency and control, but enterprises u~dertaking trade wtll 

re~ain state agencies operating within an economic and poliiical 

system more centripetal - so far as can now be judged - tha~ 

(1) See, for example, the speeches by the Czechoslovak Minister 

of Construction, Rude Pravo, 10 Hovembcr 1965, and bt the 

Chairman, the State Planning Commission, Ibid, 3 August 19~ 

(2) This has from the start been a major tenet of Professor 

.Sik's proposals for reform in Czechoslovakia. 

(3) See A. Baykov, Soviet Foreign Trade, Prinoeton, H.J., 

1946, PP• 10·11· 
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that of Yugoslavia today. It took Yugoslavia seven years from 

the Declaration of 25 May 1959 to convince tbc Contracting 

Parties to GATT that its trading corporations (still fewer 

than 400) and its t~riff system could function as in a market 

economJ'• · ( 1). Poland, whose desire to associate with GATT ~ras 

acknowledged in a Declaration of 9 November 1959, is still far 

from acceptance. Agencies - and in particular those With mono

poly rights over specified products or services -may be dis

mantled for the better functioning of the nationalized economy, 

but without necessarily altering the substance of state trading. 

The crux of state trading as a problem in Fast

West trade is that decisions to import are not solely influ

enced by relative costs plus customs duties. The majority 

of Eastern Guropean countries have a tariff formally applicable 

to the purchases of state agencies, but the latter do not in 

practice extend their buying to that limit implied by prices 

and duties, and can impose or augment tariff protection by a 

re-sale margin! trade will not take place in any given com~n

dity unless an explicit decision is made to import (or to 

export). This procedure- which nullifies tariff barriers, and 

hence the reciprocation of most-favoured-nations (MFN) 

treatment by a market economy - tho Eastern Furopoan countries 

have aggravated by cot.straining exports to the value needed to 

make essential imports, the latter defined by current needs and 

availabilities in physical-unit balancing, and not, over time, 

adjusted by rational investment criteria. Although simplist0 

material b~lancos are no longer the crucial determinant of 

trade offem and requirements, (2) the volumes to be admitted 

or dispatched are by no means yet price-and-tariff determined. 

(1) See G. Curzon, Multilateral Commercial Diplomacy, 

London, 1965, p. 303. 

(2) The shortcomings of which ar8 described by Holzman, 

op• "·it., PP• 239-41· 
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The plan for imports is not nacessarily subject 

to change by an increaqc in th~ir competitiveness nor is a 

fall in eastern c 0sts a cause of enlarged offers. The problem 

of state trading is, of course, neither new nor confined to 

mast-West relations. It was one of the economic instruments 

used to finance armament expenditure by Nazi Germany, (1) 

and both the Havana negotiations which elaborated the Charter 

of the abortive International Trade Organization and the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) sought to extend 

to state trading the non-discrimination required under MFN 

treatment or in the application of quantitative restrictions. 

''Nowhere, however, was the problem of implementation of such 

a rule discussed, as its practical application escapes control''· 

(2). When the Contracting Parties to GATT first reported on 

their use of state trading, their extent was revealed as ~ur

prisingly large and the information provided appears to have 

been used for counterproposals on tariff reductions in the 

Dillon Round of 1960-61. (3). The United Arab Republic (Egypt) 

is fully state-trading, but was provisionally accepted into 

GATT in 1962. 

The first country to negotiate a safeguard with the 

u.s.s.R. on its offer of MFN treatment was the U.K. A Commercial 

Agreement had boen concluded in April 1930 allowing MFN treat

ment to Soviet imports, but, after according preferences to 

the Commonwealth and Dmpire in 1932, the U.K. feared that 

''monopolising foreign trade, the Soviet State could regulate 

prices of exportable articles at its own discretion 

If the resolutions of Ottawa were not to be thwarted, a new 

(1) For a comparison of Nazi and Soviet trade policies towards 

Eastern Durope, see, Aubrey, op. cit., PP• 225-9 and 235· 

(2) Curzon, op. cit., P• 291· 

(3) !bid, P• 293· 
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arrangement must be reachod". (1). The U.K. also felt impelled 

to denounce the agreement to negoriato an enlargement of Soviet 

purchases : the present British trade deficit with the U.s.s.R. 

is no new phenomenon, for it had been occurring in each yeal 

since 1921. A provision ''unprecedented in history'' was writfan 

into the Agreement made in February 1934 to allow the U.K. to 

withdraw MFN treatment for any good ;rhich the U. S. S. R. was 

selling at a price to frustrate the Ottawa preference or "detri

mentally to affect the production of such goods in the United 

Kingdom". ( 2) • 

By their membership of GATT, western countries 

accord each other MFN tre.atment. Czechoslovakia had become a 

member of GATT be·fore embracing its full state-trading syst?m, 

but only the u.s.A. has formally suspendod its obligations to 

that country (by a unilatoral declaration of 27 September 1951). 
The U.K. grants MFN treatment to all eastern countries but 

only Poland has MFN treatmEmt from the; u.s.A., and other 

countries are treated in some cases under "anti-dumping" rules. 

The President's Special Committee agreed that the eastern na

tions, other than Poland, are thus put at a severe disadvan~age 

which they would be prepared to negotiate upon if the Presi~ant 

were accorded the authority. (3). 

(1) The Prospects of British Trade with the Soviet Union, 

Monograph N°. 1 of the School of Slavonic and Dast European 

Studies, London, 1934, P• 3· 

(2) Ibid· 

(3) President's Special Committee, P• 16. 
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That Committee followed now-standard practice in 

proposing as the equivalent a commitment to increase imports by 

an 9.greed P'"rcentage, as did thG CED roport ( 1). Originally 

formulated by Baron van Platen, of Sweden, to the ECE, it was 

thG basis of Poland's rGciprocity in s0ekin13' admission to GATT, 

and was commended by the First Meeting of the BCE Ad Hoc Group 

o.f l"·xperts to Study Problems of East-West Trade (Sept0mber 

1963). (2). The Second Meeting of that Group (December 1964) 

suggested "the revi0w .'J.t periodic intervals .•• to determine 

whether the results are mutually satisfactory in bringing about 

the growth of total trade at the rates desired and with a sa

tisfactory commodity composition''· (3). 

Margins implicit in state-monopoly trading (as 

"concealed protection" on imports and "dumping" on exports) 

are negotiable in GATT like quantitative restrictions, but, as 

the First ECD Group rightly observed, ''effective roci~rocity 

or mutual advantage should be ~easured in terms of concreto and 

comparable results'' and much thoro fore must depend on the 

interpretation of the trade consequences of concessions on each 

side. Holzman even concludes that ''precise equivalence is 

unknowable". ( 4). 

( 1 ) CED , p • 2 4. 

(2) UN document, 1"/ECD/TRADB/140 para. 24· M. Domke and J, 

Hazard, American Journal of International Law, January 1958 

PP• 55-68 suggest that such agreement was implicit in prawar 

negotiations on MFN with the u.s.s.R. 

(3) UN document, E/BCE/TRADE/ 162 para. 1· Both meetings are 

discussed in detail by R. N5tGl, Bconomia internazionalo, 

N°. 4, 1965, PP• 10-17 and the first in P:C:P, PP• 162-4· 

(4) Holzman, op. cit., p. 263. 
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A procedure which avoids such measurerrRnt but 

nevertheless furnishes some quid pro quo by the state trader 

has been suggested by l'Huillior. mastern partners would 

indicate the total value of intended exports to the West ov~r 

a spscified period and commit themselves to purchases of eq~al 

value; these imports would be freely competed for by western 

countries up to the gu~rant~ed quota. (1). This involves 

questions of multilateral trading that are discussed in 

section (b) of this part. 

A final factor in state trading which causes concem 

in market economies is th~ potentially enhanced bargaining 

power arising both from the monopoly (or more usually mono

psony) of the eastern partner and from its state authority. 

The PEP report concludes on the first element that "there is no 

doubt that .•. Eastern European trade organizations .•. play 

off one supplier against another'' but finds only rare avidence 

that they ''use government machinery to bring pressure to bear 

on their western trading partner (e.g.) ..• the granting or 

withholding of visas". (2). It justly observes that if the 

monopoly position conducos to large orders, tho real bargai

ning strength in eastern buying lies in size, while in their 

(1) J. L'Huillior, Problems Relating to the Expansion of Trade 

Between Free Enterprise and Collectivist Economies, Pa~is, 

1960 (document 102/1 of the International Chamber of 

Commerce), cited by Curzon, op. cit. 

(2) PEP, PP• 135-6. 
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selling ''there are always alternative western sources of 

supply". (1). The occasional disparity between a largo 

eastern agency and numerous, smaller wostorn businesses has led 

soma American commentators to seek retention of special con

trols (2) or a monopolistic western intermediary. (3)· There 

is also some bargaining strength inherent in the eastern 

regard for exports as needed only to pay for imports, while 

wostern partners aro interested in both. (4) Such views do not 

appear to be echoed in wos.tern European business whose major 

deals with the Dast are by consortia or by the largest firms 

for very subatantial contraGts, e.g. Ronault, Courtaulds, ICI, 

Fiat to name only a fow ; in the case of the latter , the 

agreement to build a vast motor-vehicle plant is, at $800 mn., 

the largest in the firm's history. (5)· 

It has already been observed that state trading 

is not uniquely an East-West problem, and that the UAR was 

admitted to GATT while a state trader. Many developing countries 

employ government agencies or marketing boards for their 

exports and, in string8nt balance-of-payments conditions, 

have introduced some form of foreign-trade planning. The cre

ation and consolidation of the UN Trade and Development Board, 

after the UN Conference on Trade and Development in 1964, 

despite the lack of sucoass attending many eastern initiatives 

(1) Ibid, PP• 136-7 and 142; sQe also ~olzman OP• ait., P· 254· 

(2) H. Barman, in u.s. Senate, Views, P· 226. 

(3) R. Campbell, in Ibid, p. 232. 

(4) Holzman, loo. cit., and l'Huillier, op. cit., 

(5) The Times (London), 16 August 1966. 
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therein, has in fact accorded state trading and foreign-trade 

planning formal international recognition. (1). 

(b) Bilateralism and multilatsralism 

If western partners individually negotiate on MFN 

equivalent in trade-expansion clauses, there can be no cer

tainty that the bilateral increment of exchanges is not at the 

expense of third parties·, and hence contrary to the general· 

equality implicit in the MFN treatment offered to the otherr 

( 2) • It was for this reason that L 1 Huillier proposed, as 

already noted, that the commitment of the eastern partner be 

open to all western partners. The other of his proposals for 

the expansi6n of East-West trade was similarly multilateral, 

viz., that western partners should in concert offer oonvert~

bility among themselves of eastern earnings, under same sanp

tian (far which he proposed restriction of credits) in the 

event of eastern imbalance. Nave has suggested a common western 

policy on quantitative restrictions to prevent bilateral 

negotiations resulting in market disruption of the western 

partner or the expansion of eastern shares in particular goods 

at the expenses of other western states. (3). 

If MFN equivalents could be negotiated with a 

group of western nations (?BC, BFTA, OECD, N&TO or even GATT) 

the eastern commitment would be so widely spread that the 

(1) Notal, op.cit., p. 20. 

(2) Holzman, op. cit., p. 264. 

(3) Nave, in Nova and Donnelly, op. cit., P• 37· 
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expansion of trade would almost certainly be dictated by 

commercial considerations alone. (1). Hungary has been foremost 

in proposing that the other negotiating agency should be 

Comecon. The Hungarian Foreign Minister raised it in his London 

talks in 1965 (2) and thEJ Chairmr1.n of th<3 Hungarian Bcai)omiq 

Association later declared th'1 t "mul tilateralh m and general 

external convertibility was an indispensible clement of the 

more intensive economic relations to be developed between 

Comecon and the Common Market''• (3). 

Progress towards such a goal is, however, scarcely 

possible when both East-West and intra•Comocon trade is 

highly bilateral and when the eastern currencies are inconver

tible, and - as a consequence of both - not held at all in tho 

West and exiguously (as ''transferable roubles'') in the ~ast. 

An analys~s by the Secretariat of the ECB has shown 

that in 1964, 68 per cent of the trade of the 19 countries of 

West Europs with the 8 countries of the East was bilateral 

(the ?ederal Republic of Germany was the most bilateral - at 

84 per cant - and the U.K. low at 52 per cent, though not the 

lowest (Ireland 25, Portugal 48 per cent). (4)• In their 

turn, the eastern countries are still more bilateral in intra

trade than with the west & Holzman calculated for 1958 that 

91 per cent of Soviet trade with eastern partners was bilat~

r•, against 74 per cent with western partners. (5)· Comment~ 

(1) Holzman, cp. cit., p. 265; Novo, 1n Novo and Donnelly, 

np. cit., P• 36. 

(2) Mr. J, Peter; The Times (London), 3 July 1965. 

(3) Professor I· Vajda.', Ibid, 4 March 1966. 

(4) ~conomic Bulletin for Europe, Vol. 17, N°. 1, PP• 51-2. 

(5) Holzman, cp. cit., p. 248. 
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by western European governments on proposals of the First 

Meeting of the Ad Hoc Group "toward achieving a greater degree 

of multilateralism in trade and payments'' revealed that the 

"·K· was much more hesitant than it had been earlier on 

advocacy of multilateralism with the east, and that the 

Netherlands, Austria and the Scandinavian countries strongly 

supported it. Greece, Italy and Spain were severely cautious 

on multilateralism. (1). 

The reserve expressed by the U.K. reflects concprn 

at the substantial deficit of that country with the East. (2). 

Substantial use of those earnings has been made in the rest of 

the Sterling Aroa : indeed, Australia's increasing trade 

surpluses with tho ?ast have, in a recent study, been described 

as ''providential'' in tackling the balance-of-payments problem 

of a rapidly industrializing nation greatly dep~ndont on pri

mary exports~ (3). Transfers to other currencies have never

theless made sterling the money most heavily convertible by 

eastern partners -mainly direct to other western sellers but 

in some cases via other eastern traders : Hungary is an operator 

in "switch" deals second to none, and Rumania has notably used 

sterling to settle on eastern markets. 

Because France and Belgium have almost as high a 

share of multilateral trading with the East as the U.K. (only 

53 and 55 per dent was bilaterally balanced in 1964), their 

(1) Notel, op. cit., PP· 16-17· 

(2) See part II, section (a) 

(3) J, Wilczynski, Economic Regord, December 1965, pp. 329-52· 
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francs would be in a similar position had not both kept overall 

deficits with the East much lower than the British (with 

surpluses in some years). 

A resolution of the Bank for International Economic 

Cooperation (created within the framework of Comecon) (1) in 

October 1965 authorized negotiations on clearing with western 

central banks and was reportedly followed in July 1966 by a 

decision to re~uire one-third of subscription to the capital 

of the Bank ($100 mn. out of $330 mn.) tc be available in con

vertible currencies or gold. 

The suggestion has been made that the west should 

not encourage agreements with the Bank (as with Comecon itself) 

for fear of strengthening Soviet control over other members 

through the agency. This view seems not only short-sighted, 

but at variance with the record of members' autonomy in the 

Bank itself (over Polish insistence on a convertible tranche 

in clearing balances), in Comecon (the Rumanian dissension 

of 1962-4) and in other eastern agencies (e.g. the Warsaw 

Treaty Organization in 1966). Nevoxtheless, limited conver

tibility in intra-trade and in East-West payments if attained, 

could better be regarded as a step towards eastern entry into 

the International Monetary Fund. 

A solution to East-West payments bilateralism on a 

scale broadar than the European or Atlantic communitias is 

(1) See the Bank's report on its first yGar of operation, La 

Bangue Internationale pour la Cooperation Boonomigue 1964, 

Moscow, 1965, asp. PP• 1-8; Kaser, op. cit., pp. 136-9 and 

in Projet (Paris), July 1966, pp. 820-23· 
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tho ~ore indicated by virtue of the heavy bilat~ral payments 

of the inconvertible currencies of developing countries. Both 

esstern and western stated have balances in such currencies 
• 

which could be mo~e widely bl~ared to mutual advantage. It is 

highly significant that in its nine years of activity (1957/58 

to 1965/66) non-Europcart bountries accounted for 45 per cent of 

the circuits arranged. by the ECE Multilatr;ral Compensation 

Probeduro and that, as Europeih usr; of the dispositions docli

nas, developing countries have employed thefu increasingly. (1). 

(c) Long-term agreement~ 

The eastern preference for bilateralism has been 

accompanied by a desire for long-term trade agreements, and 

for the same reasons - to assure the continuity of pro=octod 

supplies in a plan system that, until the recent beginnings 

of reform, has in effoct made rigidity into a virtue, The con

vertibility of eastern currencies would require the deeper 

penetration of western price relationships into the national 

economies (because sales aro not geared to specific purchasas 

and the plan would hence hav0 to be seriously concerned with 

relative domestic prices); long-run bulk contracts for speci

fied goods fend off value calculations still further from the 

national pl9.n. 

The desire for such agreements by eastern partners 

may be diminished by their domestic reform. The Soviet incli

nation fer long-term arrangements (2) was officially 

(1) UN Document E/?CE/629, para. 6. 

(2) E.g., as expressed to a delegation of the Swedish Banks 

Association by the Soviet Ministry of Foreign Trade, 

Ekonomisk Revy (Stockholm), April, 1964, p. 40. 
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re-iterated at the XXIII Congress of the Soviet Communist 

Party in March 1966 - in connection with its approval of the 

Fivo-year Plan - and the u.s.s.R. has concluded contracts to 

1968 for Canadian grain. There are, on the other hand, western 

complaints on the lack of continuity among eastern partners both 

as sellers and as buyers. (1). 

(d) Joint ventures 

!he eastern prohibition of private foreign invest

ment on their torritories inhibits the establishment of rela

tionships which would promote the continuity of trado 1 and, more 

importantly, prevents that flow of capital which should be a 

consequence of tho demonstration of opportunities by trade. Nei

ther does labour migration across frontiers tend to equilibrate 

(as it has so notably done within B~C) Zast-Wost or intra-Fast 

disparities in current costs. 

Until recently, the many uncompensated nationa

lisation measures (chiefly in 1917-18 in the u.s.s.R. and 

1945-48 in tho rest of eastern Burops) would have ruled out 

western interest in such investment. Since 1960 the rate at 

which western claims have been settled in bilateral negotiation 

has been significantly increasing (with the u.s.s.R. only in 

relation to territorial acquisitions since 1939, because no 

responsibility is accepted for Tsarist debts or tho revolu

tionary expropriations), and a clear eastern readiness for li

mited investment projects has appeared. 

(1) See PEP, 140-1 and 145-6. 
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Equity participation in an enterprise located in 

an t~stern European statG would seem to be excluded on ideo

logical grounds (though this might not extend to W8S~ern public 

corporations), but has already begun to be accepted qmong the 

eastern countries themselves. A joint Polcno-Hungari&n company 

to process coal slack was established in 1962 and a Bulgarian

Hungarian company for engin~ering and food-processing was set 

up in 1964. Generally, however, an eastern country investing 

in another provides funds for a plant owned by the. host statu 

and is repaid at fixed interest from production. 

The joint venture in an Bast-West basis is typified 

by the abortive Krupps negotiations with Poland. The German 

firm offered to place contracts with a Polish state-bwned 
; 

plant for vehicle gear-boxes : Krupps would have hol11E>d to 

set up the enterprise with patents, expertise and equipment, 

while the Polish corporation was to have furnished the site, 

buildings and labour. It appeared a reasonable bargain between 

a company restricted by l·a bour-shortagc: ip western GGrmany 

but with an expanding business, and the Polish enterprise, in 

an under-employed economy and needing market outlets. In 

effect the general plan is to farm out contracts to state

owned enterprises in eastern Durope and at least three other 

joint vontures have been mooted - a Swedish engineering firm 

is reported to be interested in sub-contracting engine~ring 

components in Poland, Rumania to turn over a furniture factory 

to work exclusively for the American market, and Hungary to 

establish a micro-motor pla~t for u.s. enterprises. The 

President's Special Committee had concluded- before any such 

offers w0re in fact made - taht "The possibility of a private 

u.s. firm establishing a subsidiary or entering into a joint 

venture in tho U.S.S.R. is beyond our present vision; it may 

not be sq far-f~tched in some eastern European countries''· (1). 

(1) President's Special Committee, p. 14· 



On his visit to the U.K. in Febru~ry 1966 tho 

Rum~nian Deputy Primb Minister, rr. Birladeanu, made a general 

invitation to wedtorn tir~s to aat up ~lant in Rumania to 

prodtice goods for export to the West, the enterprises remai

ning Rumanian property• (1)• 

(c) Credits 

Credits at commercial ratos (whero applicablo, with 

government guaranteos) are another, if limited, form of 

western investment in eastern Europe. The extent to which such 

capital flow should be furnished has been a matter of acute 

controversy within the West. 

It is generally agreed that aid, in the sonso of 

that provided by most western states to the developing 

countries, is not to be offered to eastern European states 

(not, as elsewhere in this papor, counting Yugoslavia)! soma 

reccivo small help in the form of United Nations Tephnical 

Assistance, but this is of course far outweighed by the aid 

of ths east to the developing countries. It is, except in tho 

United States, open to any individual or corporation to make 

loans to any eastern government or state enterprise as it 

thinks best. The American exception relates to the Johnson 

Act (1934) which prohibits a u.s. citizen from offering loans 

other than short-term commercial cre~it to any country 

defaulting on its financial obligations to the u.s.A. ~xcop

tions have beon made for the Dxport-Import Bank an4 in favour 

of members of the IMF and IBRD (whence Yugoslavia e•capes). 

(1) The Times (London), 10 February 1966. 
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Long-term commercial credit to the 3ast is thus illegal for 

a U. S. citizen or agency (other than the )~xport-Impart Bank). 

Holzman believes, ho;rever, that "the Johnson Act is a hypo

critical veil to hide behind. The question should not be 

should we allow the Russians to be granted loans ? qut, 

rather, on what terms ? These tGrms can of course, be pro-

hibitive". ( 1 ) • In fact the de:f~ults for which thG eastern 

nations are held re1sponsible aro largely Tforld fiar I debts 

and Lease-Lend obligations. The former ought reason~bly to bo 

written off. Only the u.s.s.R. has not come to agre~mont with 

tb.e u.s.A. on Lease-Lend, despite Mr. Kosygin's reported 

proposal that the u.s.s.R. would be willing to make a partial 

payment in settlement (2) (Stalin's administration had 

offered $300 mn. to meet the u.s. claim for $800 mn. but 

Khrushchcv had re jectod U. S. prqJo.sals for negotiations ( 3).). 

The balance of claimed default totaled 172 mn. (durplus

property disposal and claims against expropriation) in 1963 

(4) just under the value of u.s. imports from those countries 

that year and loss than half its exports thither. 

The crucial problom arises, however, iq rr~vernment 
guarantees for long-term commercial credit, a guardnteo 

(1) In u.s. Senate, Views, P• 253· 

(2) The Times (London), 20 November 1964. 

(3) U.S. Senate, Hearings, PP• 211-2· 

(4) Ibid, PP• 29-30. 
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generally expectG~ by business in such circumstances, and, 

accorded for about 75 per cent of all credits for equipment. 

( 1). Of OECD members (defined as the "lfest" in this paper), 

Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Franco, Federal Republic 

of Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Swed~n, 

Switzerland, the U.K. and the u.s.A. are represented by 

their appropriate institution on the ''Berne Union", 'founded 

in 1934 to discuss terms offered for credit under government 

guarantee. (2). The Union consenPus on supplisr-crodit 

schemes was the desirability of a limit of 5 years for re

payment (with 7 years for supply of ships or jot aircraft). 

Tha fact that this view - not in any case, binding on its 

members- had been expressed led to severe cri tic ism,. chiefly 

from u.s. sources, of governmental institutions exceeding 

the 5 ye_am limit. (3). French cr<'.dits of 7 years h!'<ve be8n 

accorded ;'"·in May 1965 the Federal German government announced 

that credits of 8 years would be available to all save 

Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union; and the U.K. system of 

fin~ncial guarantees (not of the type covered by the Berne 

Union) introduced in 1961, allows loans generally of up to 

8 years (and in special cases up to 12 years from date of 

commissioning or up to 15 years from date of contract). 

Jap!n, which has now risen to second place among t~e market

economics partners of tho u.s.R., also allows loanp well 

above five years but is not represented in the Berne Union. 

(1) See Ibid, pp. 185-6 and 354; PEP, PP• 148-9. 

(2) Ibid, P• 184. 

(3) Brzezinski, Alternative to Partition, op. cit., P• 68; 

and in U.S. Senate, Views, P• 230; Marx, Ibid, P• 274; 

~' PP· 27-30· 
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These guarantees concern only major plant or ocean-going ships 

which form a small part of total U.K. trade with the east, but 

it is unde.nia ble that ther o has been some lcng.thening of o thor 

western credits as a consequence. This has naturally b~en 

exploited by eastern partners, who can play off western ten

derers on credit offers. The Deputy Chairman of the u.s.s.R. 
Vnoshtorgbank told a Swedish mission in 1964 tha~ credit of 

at least 10 years was wanted for complete plant, and that 

''we never refuse credits when they are granted on favourable 

terms". (1). l'Then Mr. Mikoyan visite;d the U.S.A. in 1960 with 

rtt. Khrushchev he told the Se~retary of the Trea~ury that 

for trade with the u.s. to be ''substantially expanded, it 

would have to be on a long-term, low-interest credit basis. 

We made it perfectly clear that this was not possible, at 

least until they had settled the lend-lease debt''· (2) Mr. 

Kosygin's administration seems however to have become more 

selective ih its acceptance or long-term finance. (3). 

Government views on their guarantees to commercial credit 

to tho :l':ast range, there foro, from a refusal to grant any 

by the; u.s., to a broad acceptance of five years by most 

western European administrations and of seven to eight years 

by Franco and the U.K. The western European, Canadian and 

Japanese view is that credit should be ~llowed whara it is 

standard practice, without making a spcci~l c~so out for sales 

to the East. 

(1) Liljefors, op. oit., p. 40. 

(2) Hon. D. Dillon, in u.s. Senate, Hearings, pp. 211-2· 

(3) H. Heiss, in u.s. Congress, New Directions, p. 920. 
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In normal trade between developed countries 

commercial credit will bo accorded by both sides, and re

payments of old credit, wit~ interest, will substantially 

offset new loans. In the case of Bast-West trade two features 

make for a heavy net payment by the West. The items on which 

9redit is available (plant and equipment) predominantly flow 

flrom West to Dast, altnough, there is something of a reverse 

flow if Finland counts as the Wast (e.g. the $60 mn. Soviet 

loan to the Finnish State steel enterprise Rauturuukki, re

payable over 15 years, to which was added $8 mn. by a loan 

floated in London by H~mbro's Bank in 1964). Secondly, trade 

is expanding rapidly and amortisation and loan charges are 

very small in relation to new commitments. The East in gen8ral 

is in the position of Yugoslavia a decade or so ago and it 

should not be forgotten that, when the repayment burden became 

aevere, governmental intervention became nocessary among wes

tern partners to take over the commercial loans which had no 

state backing. 

This experience may well have prompted some of 

the American critics of present credit policy to fear that 

heavy lending now could ''put their creditors under substantial 

pressuto to accept unwanted com~odities in li~u of defaults 

and could amount to a subsidy for their oconomios'1 • (1). 

''We wartt to avoid creating conditions in which a Western coun

try may be tempted to give concessions in order td obtain 

tepayment of a debt''· (2). ''In the case of the smaller European 

nations such as England (sic) and others, credit to the Soviet 

Union can give the Soviet Union dangerous blackmail potential"., 

(3). The rejoinder to this view among the creditor nations 

(notably France, Federal Republic of Germany, Japan and the U.K) 

(1) President's Special Committee, p. 16. 

(2) CDD, P,• 29 (this paragraph >ras one from which the European 

and Japanese collabor.<tting committees dissented). 
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is that the ~ast - as here defined - has proved it~elf pono

tual and honest in all previous repayments, and th~t the same 

commercial safeguards are taken as with the much larger volume 

of credits to other destinations. 

Patently, simila~ arguments apply to the denial of 

~redits as to ombargos~ or t~~d~ controls : if the gain from 

trade is to be restticted, so much the more should credit. 

~oth stem from the view that a retardation of oas~ern potential 

for growth or easterh credit progr~mmes is desirable : ih this 

lies the essence of the western debate on East-West trade, and 

the response is exclusiveiy politicai. President yohnson's 

announcement on 3 May 1966 that he hill~ instructed the Secretary 

of State to su~mit to Congress draft legislation pasing res

trictions on trad~ with the East was couched in terms of 

favourable political objectives. Infue cost-benef~t analysis 

ot international tension the economic additive is small, but 

only the strongest can ignore it entirely. 

(3) .. j .. Brzezinski, in U.S. Senate, Views, P• 230; see also 

his Alternative to Partition, op. cit., PP• 58-68. 
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APPENI>IX TABLE 

Share of Eastern turope ih OECD 

Membe~a'.Trade in 1365 

Percentage of 

Bxports 

3,5 

0,5 

2,5 

15,3 

1 '5 

4,2 

3,0 

3,3 

22,8 
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1 '6 
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2,8 

1 4' 5 
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IDEOCRATIE ET RATIONALITE, UNIV;<:RSALITE ET POLYCENTUISME 

--------------------------------------------------------

Une bande dessinee dans un grand journal americain m'a revele, mieux 

que tout commentaire politique, une certaine transformation de !'opinion publi-

! que americaine a 1 'egard du communisme europeen. Un general americain y infor

mait le heros qu'a la faveur de la guerre du Vietnam les Chinois avaient mis 

au point un plan demoniaque: ils introduiraient des bombes atomiques en pieces 

detachees aux Etats-Unis et en URBS et les feraient exploser a distance, afin 

de provoquer une guerre entre les deux pays. 

Cet episode n'est apres tout pas autre chose qu'une transposition, en 

termes de mythologie populaire, de la celebre lettre adressee par le Comite 

Central du PCUS aux partis communistes du monde en ~mrs dernier, a la veille du 

Vingt-Troisieme Congres, "Les dirigeants chinois - disait cette lettre- ont 

besoin d'une longue guerre au Vietnam, afin de maintenir la tension internatio

nale et de representer la Chine en tant que forteresse assiegee, Il y a toutes 

les raisons de croire qu'un des buts de la direction chinoise dans l'affaire du 

Vietnam est de provoquer un conflit militaire entre l'URSS et les Etats-Unis, 

Comme ils disent eux-m6mes, ils ont besoin d'un conflit entre 1 1 URSS et les 

Etats-Unis afin d'observer du haut d'une montagne les tigres s'entredevorer", 

L'URSS aurait-elle abdique, en faveur de la Chine, ses aspirations uni-

versalistes, pourtant inscrites dans son ideologie, pour devenir " un pays comme 

un autre" dans un monde polycentriste, voue a la coexistence nucleaire? Les conse

quences de !'escalade americaine nu Vietnam sur le dialogue Est-Quest prouvent 

qu'il est impossible de l'affirmer, L'URSS ne veut nine peut desnvouer la nature ( 
' 

ideocratique de son regime, Mais les contradictions entre ses inter~s nationaux 

et son ideologie existent desormais en politique interieure ainsi qu'en politique r 
exterieure. 

" 
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Ces contradictions sont devenues evidentes depuis que le rapport secret 

de Khrouchtchev a mis en cause l 1 infaillibilite du parti, depuis que le conflit 

russo-chinois a mis explicitement fin a l 1 unite du ·monde comouniste. Elles ont 

donne lieu, pour les observateurs occidentaux~ a deux theses voisines et pourtant 

distinctes: celle de la fin de l 1 ideologie en URSS et cella de la conv~rgence 

possible des regimes sovietique et accidental. 

La these de la fin de l 1 ideologie date de "L 1 0pium des Intellectuels" de 

Raymond Aron, publie en 1955. On a trop souvent oublie 1 dans la discussion qui 

suivit, qu 1Aron definissait l 1 ideologie comma "la mise en forme pseud07systema

tique d 1 une vision globale du monde hist'arique". D1 une ideologie ainsi definie 

(Aron utilisait aussi le terme de "religion seculaire"), le stalinisme etait de 

toute evidence la forme extr~e. 11 s 1 agissait done la d'autre chose q~e de ces 

ideologies que postulait implicitement Emile Durkheim en affirmant que."toute 

societe est un ordre moral" et dans lesquelles Ra)llllond Aron volt "la mise en for

me d 1 une attitude historique ou d 1 une hierarchie des valeurs" (1). Rien ne permet 

de croire que le monde communists va renoncer au marxisme-1eninisme en tant qu 1 ideo

logie officielle. Mais 11 est certain qu 1 en Union Sovietique et avec plus de force 

encore dans les democraties populaires certaines theses essentielles du marxisme

leninisme ont ete, depuis la mort de Staline, mises en question et que· le systeme 

ne present a plUS C8t aspeCt de faUSS8 COherenCe qUI il avait a 1 I epOqU8 Stalinienne • 

Les debats dans la science, la philosophie, la sociologie, la litterature et les 

arts comportent une revision du marxisme-leninisme qui le rapproche des principaux 

courants de la pensee rationalists occidentale. Je me propose d 1 illustrer cette 

erosion ideologique sur plusieurs points cruciaux. J 1 enticiperai en disant que Ies 

theses du marxisme-leninisme ecartees de la discussion a l 1 interieur du systeme 

et conservant la rigidite de dogmas sont celles qui fondent la legitimite de la 

"mission historique" du parti: son monopole du pouvoir. 

Cette limitation nous mene directement a 1 1 autre these, cella de la 

convergence possible entre les regimes sovietique et accidental. Celle-ci s'inscrit 

(1) Raymond Aron: "Trois Essais sur 1 1Age Industrial", Collection Preuves, 
Plon 1966. 
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d'une part, dans une certaine tradition de raisonnement historique qui ~revoit, 

depuis des siecles, que tout fanatisme ideologique est voue au declin. On y recon

nattra le cycle de la decadence dynastique de Platon, la degradation de~ elites, 

prevue par Pareto, de "lions" en "renards", le "Capoue" des anciens et ':'1 'embour

geoisement"des modernes. Ce qui a confere une actualite nouvelle ace s~epticisme 

un peu desabuse, c'est l'avenement d'un nouveau type social universal, dont l'ana

lyse la plus precise est due encore a Raymond Aron et qu'il a baptise societe 

industrielle. Des regimes qui se voulaient irreductiblement hostiles l'un a l'au

tre, l'Union Sovietique et les democraties occidentales, ant edifie des .. industries 

dont les techniques de ~roduction se ress\)mblent, ce qui tend a rapprocher de ;>lus 

en plus leur infrastructure technique et administrative. Or, si Raymond Aron refuse 

ex~licitement de conclure qu'il en suivra inevitablement la desintegration du regime 

politique et du monopole ideologique du c8te communiste, de nombreux commentateurs 

ant identifie democratie et bien-~tre et semblent croire que le totalitarisme, lie 

a la phase d'industrialisation primaire acceleree, ne peut resister a la prospe-

ri to. Zbigniew Brzezinski a tres judicieusement decele da;ts ce raisonnement une 

forme de marxisme vulgaire: le type de regime politique et d'ideologie serait 

fonction du degre de develop~ement des forces productives. 

Je me propose de traiter separement les deux theses de la "fin de l'ideo

logie" en URSS et de la convergence possible entre les deux regimes, dans l'espoir 

de demontrer que si la revision de i'ideologie semble admise dans des domaines 

aussi importants que la science, l'economie, la philosophie et la litt0rature, la 

croyance que le ~arti continue a exiger est la croyance dans le parti, ·celle pre

cisement qui limite la these de la convergence. 

Je me bornerai a dessein a examiner dans ce papier 1'6volution des 

idees en URSS. Dans les autres pays de l' Est les m~es i>robHlmes se. posent a la 

fois d'une fa~on plus spectaculaire et avec moins d'acuite. En 1945, les "progres

sistes" europeens croyaient que l'Histoire avait offert a sa fille atnee, la 

Russie, l'Europe de l'Est en don permanent. A la lumiere de la destalinisation et 

du polycentrisme il est clair maintenant que l'empire sovietique a subi en Europe 

de l'Est une defaite historique. L'URSS n'a pas reussi a russifier ces peuples ni 

a les convertir au marxisme-leninisme. Le caractere spectaculaire du revisionnisme 

polonais ou hongrois en 1956 representait ainsi une reaction a une periode 
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relntivement courte de contrainte, Ln revolte de ces intellectuals a exerce une 

grande influence sur les intellectuals sovietiques, muis c 1est en URSS seulement 

que la "desideologisation" a pour cadre un pays forme par l'ideologie et oil celle

ci est plut6t renforcee qu'affaiblie pat la solidarite nationale. 

Sur certains points essentials, le marxisme-leninisme, sous sa forme pre

sente est sur la defensive en URSS, (1) 

Le Materialisme dialectique represente la base de la philosophie sovieti

que, car il est cense repondre a toutes les questions liees a la nature de la r6ali-

• te et la nature de la connaissance. Les decouvertes de la science moderne - en par-

ticulier dans les domnines de la physique, de la logique et de la mathematique 

sont difficilement conciliables avec les categories "mnrxistes" de la mntH>re, de 

1' espace et du temps. Longtemps entraves :)ar les dogmes du materialisme dialectique, 

les savants sovietiques ont, depuis une dizaine d'annees, revendique la primnute 

de la science sur la philosophie, 

Ln theorie de !'exploitation de Marx forme la justification politique et 

morale de son systeme. Or, cette theorie est bnsee sur la notion de valeur-travail, 

inconciliable avec la notion de rarete et avec le raisonnement marginaliste sans 

lesquels une economie moderne ne peut assurer une distribution rationnelle des 

ressources, Les economistes sovietiques ont elabore maintenant des.theories qui 

admettent ir:Jplicitement le caractere annchronique des instruments conceptuels de 

Ricardo et de Mnrx. 

Le mnterialisme historique, theorie d'un mouvement determine de l'histoire 

et de "lois objectives de developpement social" est l'oeuvre mattresse de Marx. Il 

en convient lui-m§me, dans une lettre de 1852 :"ce que j'ai fait de nouveau: j 1 ai 

demontre 1°- que l'existence des classes est liee aux phases particulieres du 

developpement de la production; 2°- que la lutte des classes mene nooessairement a 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Pour une discussion plus ample de ce sujet, voir Daniel Bell: Marxism-Leninisr:J: 

a Doctrine on the Defensive (The "End of Ideology" in the Soviet Union?); dans 
"The Appeals and Paradoxes of Contemporary Marxism", Frederick Praeger, 
New-York 1966, 
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la dictature du proletariat;3°• que cette dictature ~lle-m~e n'est qu'une periode 

de transition qui precedera liabolition de toutes les classes et la societe sans 

classes.'' (1) 

Si dans chaque domaine ia doctrine marxiste-leniniste a ete d 1 ~bord mise 

en question par la praxis, ceci est par excellence le cas du materialisme histori

que qui, psr ses composants de determinisme et de volontarisme, est cense a la fois 

representer une route toute tracee et guider ceux qui la suivent, Or, il est clair 

que l'analyse marxiste ne correspond pas aux developpements de l'histoire au vine

tieme siecle, C'est sur ce terrain que l'ideoloeie sovietique est confrontee par 

les problemes les plus ardus, car ils comprennent le developpement du capitalisr.Je, 

l'infaillibilite du parti (le rllle de Staline et de Khrouchtchev), le polycentrisme 

a l'interieur du camp. 

Je ne vais pas discuter dans ce papier la revolte dans la litterature et 

dans les arts qui, commencee en Pologne et en Hongrie autour de 1956, s'est commu

niquee a 1 'URSS et qui est 1' as;Ject le plus connu du "degel". Les theories de rea

lisme socialiste et la mainmise jdanovienne sur les arts ne sont nullement essen

tielles a la doctrine mnrxiste-leniniste et ne representant qu'une face du 

stalinisme. Il faut cependant tenir compte de l'enorme importance de la revendica

tion, par les ecrivains "liberaux", du droit a decrire la vie sovietique telle 

qu'elle est et non pas telle que l'ideologie l'a voulue, D'autre part, 1e fait que 

le conflit entre les "durs" et les "liberaux" en litterature soit en quelque sorte 

"institutionalise" (depuis plusieurs annees les uns et les autres diSiJosent de 

leurs propres revues) prefigure peut-~tre une forme de pluralisme qui pourrait 

s'etendre a d'autres domaines, Enfin, c'est bien le proces Siniavski Daniel qui a 

provoque, non seulement des protestations sans precedent dans plusieurs partis 

communistes, mais aussi un appel de vingt-cinq 6crivnii1s, artistes et savants 

sovietiques parmi les plus prestigieux qui se sont actresses directement au Comitc 

Central pour qu'il ne permette pas le retour nux vieilles· methodes de r,epression, 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Cite par Sir Isaiah Berlin: "Karl Marx: his life and environment", Oxford 

University Press, 
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Il va sans dire que la liberte intellectuelle est plus frappant": encore 

dans d'autres pays de l'Est, Je vais me' limiter a en signaler un seul example, 

L'ecrivain hongrois Ivan Boldizsar, qui joue depuis des annees un r8le "o:j:ficiel" 

dans la vie littet'aire de son pays, a consact'e, dans le dernier numero de "The New 

Hungarian Quaterly" (ete 1966) un article ailx recants colloques d'intellectuels de 

l 1Est et de l'Ouest. Il y definit le terme d;iritellectuel de la fa~on suivante: 

"Ils conservent leur independance intellectuelle, ils insistent a voir les 

deux c8tes de chaque probleme, ils ne preconisent aucune solution exclusive et ils 

sont tous voltairiens dans le sens que, m&!e s':i.ls combattant ce que dit ,'l'advorsai;. 

re, ils sont pr(lts a lutter jusquia la mot't pour defendre son droit a le ·dire." 

"Nos lecteurs - continue plus loin Boldizsar - pourraient croire, avec 

certains participants a nos colloques, que cette definition est applicabie en 

Occident, mais non pas au delegues plus ou moins officials de l'Est. Heureusement, 

il apparatt de plus en plus clairement des recents colloques internationaux que ma 

definition de l'intellectuel s'applique tout aussi bien aux intellectuals des pays 

socialistes de l'Est." 

Laissons pour le moment de c8te les reserves que cet optimisme ne peut 

manquer de susciter: le fait m&!e qu'un representant effectivement officiel d'un 

pays socialiste puisse definir le r8le de 1 1 intellectuel non seulement d'une fa~on 

non-marxiste, mais conforme au plus pur idcalisme liberal est assez revelateur. 

Le Materialisme dialectique, la Science et la Philosophic - Le materialis

me dialectique se veut une vision du monde scientifique, deriveo directement de la 

science, Engels, qui concevait la dialectique comme "la science des lois les plus 

generales de tout mouvement", pensait que la philosophic allnit se resoudre dans la 

science une fois que savants et historians utiliseraient la dialectiquei La distinc

tion entre le materialisme dialectique et les sciences a ete en effet 1\objet de 

nombreuses controverses en URBS. Plusieurs questions se sont, des le debut, posees: 

Dans une societe etablie sur la base d 1 un socialisme scientifique, la philosophic 

a-t-elle une raison d'(ltre? Quelle est la nature du materialisme marxiste? Quelle 

autorite finale doit decider de !'issue des controverses philosophiques? Dans les 

annees 1920, les marxistes positivistes, soutenus par de nombreux savants et techni

cians, declaraient, en se basant sur "L'Anti-Dtthring" d 1 Engels, que la philosophic 

devait ceder la place aux sciences naturelles et historiques qui en seraient en 
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quelque sorte la somme implicite, Ils etaient opposes par les re;Jr&sentants de 

!'heritage philosophique derive de Hegel et de Lenine. diriges i>ar le philosophe 

Abram M, Deborine, qui devaient remporter une victoire decisive en 1929, C1 etait 

le triomphe du proeramme philoso;>hique de Lenine (qui se reservait le droit de 

critiquer non pas les concepts scientifiques en tnnt que tels, mais les conclusions 

epistemologiques de la physique moderne) sur la tradition scientiste d 1Engels, 

l.~is, une fois etabli que le materialisme dialectique nvait le pas sur 

les sciences, pouvait-on laisser les philosophes decider du materialisme dialecti

que? En 1931, le Comite Central du Parti nccusa Deborine et ses partisans de sepa

rer la philosophic de la politique, la theorie de la pratique et d'eliminer le 

principe de la "partiinost" de la science et de la philosophie, Des lors, les 

philosophes "professionnels11 n'eurent plus aucun rOle dans le developpement du 

marxisme-leninisme, 

Dans la theorie marxiste, on ne voit pas clairement quel est le rOle de 

la science, pourtant un des concepts de base de la doctrine, Le marxisme est bien 

"scientifique", mais la science, en tant qu' activi te theorique et ;Jrntique, n long

temps ete consideree comme subordonnee aux forces economiques et materielles. 

Lenine n'n jrunais explicitement nffirme la "nature de classe" de ln science - il 

ne faisait que denoncer la philosophic "officielle" au service des regimes bour

geois (dans la tradition de la critique marxiste de l'idealisme), A partir de 1931, 

le stalinisme nia la base objective de la science, qui fut assimilee a la super

structure. Les savants "bourgeois" furent des lors accuses de servir un complot 

destine a reconcilier la science et la religion, La physique de la relativite etait 

coupable de nier les fondements absolus de l'espace et du temps, La physique des 

quanta, d'introduire la subjectivite dans la description de la rcalite, 

Si l'on tient compte du fait que la theorie de la relativite etait honnie 

ell URSS jusqu I en 1954 et que les physicians sovietiques etaient tenus a denoncer 

rituellement "l'Einsteinisme reactionnaire", la bombe et les spoutniks prouvent 

abondamment que les declarations verbales n'avaient pas de poids determinant sur 

les laboratoires et les usines, En effet, tous lea experts occidentaux sont d'accord 

sur ce point, les savants russes n'emploient la terminologie du materialisme dia

lectique qu'en hommage a la philosophie officielle de 1 1 Etat, tout en utilisant la 

methodologie scientifique commune a toute la tradition occidentale, Un des meilleurs 
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specialistes de la ~cience sovietique, Maxim X, Mikulak declare: "Dans aucun des 

ouvrages techniques de savants sovietiques lus par moi, je n'ai pu decouvrir l'em

ploi de lois de la pensee dialectique ni d'une methodologie caracteristique du 

materialisme dialectique," (1) 

11 est pourtant certain que le materialisme dialectique, utilise par les 

staliniens , a emp~che le developpement de certaines branches de la science, Le 

cas le plus notoire est celui de l'agronome T,D, Lysenko qui a t4che de discredi

ter la genetique pour des raisons ideologiques, 11 y en a d'autres, en astronomie, 

en agriculture, en physique m~e. L'illustre physician sovietique P, Kapitsa 

declarait en 1962 que le materialisme dialectique sovietique avait rejete la cyber

netique, la theorie des quanta, la theorie de la relativite et avait commis d'au

tres erreurs encore. "si les Sovietiques avaient accepte la primaute des philoso

phes en 1954 - ecrivait-il - ils n'auraient pu conquerir le cosmos," 

Le programme du Parti de 1961 a finalement introduit une nouvelle defi

nition de la science: la recherche theorique et la recherche appliquee n'y sont 

plus considerees comma faisant partie de la superstructure, mais definie comma 

"forces productives" et "facteur essential dans le developpement des forces pro

ductives" .• Ce qui peut nous para:l:tre en Occident comma des joutes verbales scolas

tiques prend un tout autre poids sous un regime qui a si longtemps considere le 

"Diamat" comme le fondement m~e de sa philosophie, Desormais, si la science fait 

partie des forces productives plutOt que de la superstructure, ses activites et 

ses decouvertes sont en quelque sorte legitimisees a l'interieur m~e de la doc

trine, Comme dans la tradition occidentale, c'est la theorie qui devra ~re confor

me aux normes et aux decouvertes de la science, au lieu d 1 imposer a celle-ci un 

cadre dogmatique. L'academicien S,L. Sobolev n'a-t~il pas denonce, dans un celebre 

rapport, "ceux qui parlent de theories scientifiques idealistes et materialistes"? 

Tandis qu'un observateur aussi qualifie que A,J, Ayer ecrivait en 1962, apres ayoir 

donne una serie de conferences a la Faculte Scientifique de Moscou: "Le prestige 

de la science est si grand qu'il s'agit a present pour les philosophes d'adapter 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) "survey", Londres, Juillet 1964, 
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leurs principes philosophiques a la theorie sc;i€'ntifique courante plut8t que du 

processus contraire". 

Lewis s. Feuer, cle l'Universite de Chicago, qui a frequente pendant plu

sieurs mois les membres de l'Institut Philosophique de l'Academie des Sciences de 

Moscou, est convaincu, bien que tous les philosophes sovietiques l'aient assure 

~tre des materialistes dialectiques, que toute une variete de philosophies dif

ferentes emergent en Union Sovietique et qu 1elles continuant a ~tre classees sous 

la denomination de "Materialisme dialectique" dans un equilibre instable. 

"En Union Sovietique - ecrit-il - il existe la contrepartie de chaque mouvement 

philosophique en Europe Occidentale ou en Amerique, Si l'on eliminait la philoso

phie planifiee, il faudrait s'attendre a la floraison de cournnts divers".(!) 

Parmi les jeunes philosophes sovietiques, Feuer a trouve trois courants principaux: 

le realisme scientifique, l'existentialisme et le prasmatisme, Les philosophes 

"scientifiques" pensent, avec Bertrand Hussel, que seule la structure de l'univers 

physique peut ~re connue, Les existentialistes decouvrent le jeune Marx des 

"iV!anuscrits" et la notion de l'alienation, Ils se sentent plus concernes par les 

problemes de la vie individuelle que par l'ideologie de la lutte des classes et 

ils decouvrent Berdiaeff et Soloviov. Les prasmatistes cherchent a approfondir la 

notion marxiste de la 11i>raxis 11 et se sentent attires par Pierce et par Dewey. 

Valeur-travail et economie rationnelle - La notion marxiste de valour

travail, derivee de Ricardo (la valeur d'echange d'une mnrchandise est egale a la 

quantite de travail humain socialement necessaire pour qu'a una epoque donnee un 

travailleur moyen produise un echantillon moyen de cette marchandise) est a la 

base de la notion de la plus-value (valeur produite par le sur-travail non paye et 

appropriee par le capital) qui, elle, donne lieu a la theorie de !'exploitation, 

unique justification politique et morale du systeme edifie par Marx (vu qu'il a 

rejete comme 11 idealistes11 tous les arguments ethiques ou emotionnels en faveur 

de la revolution). 

Les Sovietiques ont par consequent erige la theorie de valeur-travail 

en dogme. Dans la premiere phase de leur planification, quand l'economie etait 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) "survey", Avril 1964. 
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entierement subordonnee a !'administration centrale, il etait encore possible de 

concevoir un plan etabli en terrnes de rnateriaux, avec des prix arbitraires, Mais 

a mesure que l'economie devenait plus cornplexe, il etait de plus en plus diffici

le de n' accorder de prix qu 1 nu seul travail, sans pre11dre en consideration le sol 

et le capital, En accord avec la theorie de valeur-travail, les economistes sovie

tiques voyaient dans le taux d'inter~t purement et simplement une forme d'exploita

tion, en se refusant de le considerer comma un mecanisme qui determine la rarete 

du capital et sert a le canaliser vers les voies les plus productives. D'autre 

part, les planificateurs sovietiques doivent desorrnais prendre en consideration 

!'allocation rationnelle des ressources, et celle-ci impose a toute economic mo

derne de reconnattre la rarete, d 1 admettre le raisonnement rnar~inaliste, et par 

consequent de se servir du prix comma indicateur, 

En simplifiant, on pourrait dire que 1 1Union Sovietique doit choisir 

entre deux alternatives, toutes deux inconciliables avec la theorie valeur-travail, 

La premiere alternative, connue sous le nom de "liberrnnnisme", du nom du profes

seur E. Liberrnan de l'Universite de Kharkov, consisterait a reconstruire en fait 

les mecanismes du rnarche en accordant aux directeurs des entreprises la liberte 

de choisir la combinaison la plus favorable de travail et de capital afin d'arri

ver a la production demandee par le plan central. La deuxierna alternative, asso

ciee au nom du professeur Kantorovitch, un des inventeurs du systeme de prograrn

rnation lineaire, serait de recourir aux ordinateurs afin de combiner rationalite 

par rapport a la consommation finale et planification centrale sans recours au 

rnarche, ou plut6t a travers la reconstruction electronique d'un rnarche ideal, 

Cette deuxieme methode permettrait, il est vrai, de reconcilier planification 

centrale autoritaire et rationalite, Mais ce n'est encore qu'une reconciliation 

theorique, car si 1 1humnnite dispose des a present des procedes mathernatiques et 

des ordinateurs, il faudrait attendre quelques dizaines d'annees avant d 1 obtenir 

toutes les donnees necessaires qu'exigerait un plan 6conomique de cet ordre de 

grandeur, L'introduction de cette ecole rnathematique, sans doute plus conciliable 

avec le systeme politique que la reconstruction d'un mecanisme de marche, n'est 

pas moins dangereuse pour la theorie marxiste, car elle reconnatt la rarete et 

non le travail comma source de valeur et adopte le raisonnement marginaliste, 
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Les economistes sovietiques conservateurs s'en ren~ent compte. L'un d'eux, 

Gatovsky, accusait ouvertement L.V. Kantorovitch "de re-examiner la theorie 

marxiste de valeur-travail", car "les systemes marginaux d'evaluation sont cons

truits, non pas en termes de travail social depense, mais mesures a l'etalon 

d'"utilite marginale", c'est-a-dire de l'utilite de la derniere unite d'un pro

duit donne qui satisfait le besoin le moins indispensable de l'acheteur" (1), 

Un des membres de l'ecole mathematique sovietique, Nemtchinov, ecrivait recenrraent 

que l'on ne peut arriver a l'efficacite dans una economic socialiste q'~'en se 

basant sur des prix releves sur wt marche competitif installe sous les auspices 

d'une sorte de planification indicative, ou, alternativement, a l'aide d'ordi

nateurs; ou encore, par un melange des deux systemes. Dans les trois ens, la theo~ 

rie marxiste de valeur-travail s'ecroule, 

Paradoxalernent, si les nouvelles techniques sont inconciliables avec 

la theorie de valeur-travail, cc n'est qu'a leur aide que l'Union Sovietiquo 

pourrait abolir !'argent et realiser ainsi la c.ondition prirnordialc de cette 

deuxieme etape du cornrnUllisrne dont l'avenement a ete prornis avant la fin du siecle 

par le troisieme programme du PCUS. En effet, si un "marche electronique" doit 

tenir compte des facteurs heretiques de la rente et du taux d'inter~, ea ne se

rant la- comma l'a remarque Peter Wiles - que des facteurs-fant6mes, et si la 

doctrine en sort affaiblie, les institutions pourraient enfin pretendre a incar

ner son destin historique, 

Le Materialisme historique et l'avenir du Parti- La theorie marxiste,

leniniste repose sur un schema de developpement social qui assure la victoire 

finale et pour ainsi dire autornatique du socialisrne sur le capitalisme, dont 

!'economic devait entrer dans un etat de crise permanente et impossible a resou

dre. Il est inutile de repeter ici toutes les evidences qui inf1rrnent cette 

analyse. 

Le capitalisrne a echappe a la pauperisation progressive; il a non seu

lernent maintenu, a travers !'action de l'Etat, de hauts taux de croissance 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Cite par Alfred Zauberman, "survey", Juillet 1965, 
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econoroique, mais depuis 1945, le succes des economies occidentales qui ont igno

re les depressions et les crises, a ete sans precedent. D'autre part, aucune 

revolution du type marxiste n'a succede au capitalisme dans sa phase developpee, 

tandis que les revolutions communistes ont eu lieu dans des pays sous-developpes, 

grace a la paysannerie et non a la classe ouvriere. 

Les contradictions se sont multipliees depuis la mort de Staline. Sa 

denonciation par Khrouchtchev a implicitement mis en question l'infaillibilitc 

du Parti et ce dogme central a ete encore affaibli par !'elimination de 

Khrouchtchev lui-m~e. Les phenomenes du developpement economique et social lies 

a la notion de societe industrielle mettent en question la neccssite de la pri

maute du Parti a l'interieur de l'URSS et de chaque pays communiste developpe. 

Le polycentrisme a aboli la primaute de l'URSS en tant que modele de developpe

ment social. 

C'est dans la perspective du materialisme historique que se pose le 

probleme central, le noyau m~e de la doctrine sovietique: la pretention a rem

plir une mission historique (realiser le coromunisme) a travers un instrument 

legitime (le "rOle dirigeant" du Barti), C'est dans ce domaine que le Parti est 

le plus vulnerable, car il doit maintenir sa legitimite en depit des "erreurs" 

du passe, et en precisant desol'l!lais son rOle dans l'avenir. C'est encore dans 

ce domaine qu'il doit affirmer son universalite, minee par le polycentrisme, 

Or, il est clair que la doctrine est inutilisable en ce qui concerne 

le passe, Le poete polonais St.-J. Lee a exprim6 ce dilemma par un aphorisme 

frappant: "J'observe avec respect cette flaque de boue: hier elle etait neige 

blanche." 

Pour ~re fidele au materialisme historique, il faudrait expliquer la 

tyrannie stalinienne en termes de superstructure issue de la base economique 

sous-jacente, Mais ceci mettrait en cause le systeme social sovietique, D'autre 

part, si l'on voulait prendre au serieux !'affirmation de Khrouchtchev que le 

stalinisme est d~ au caractere de Staline, il faudrait aussi affronter la psy

chologie de ses victimes et de ses collaborateurs, et par consequent adopter une 

methodologie non-marxiste, Une analyse de ce type est bien entendu possible et 
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elle a ete pratiquee en accident avant le rapport secret de Khrouchtchev, Ainsi, 

l'anthropologue anglais Geoffrey Gorer (1) expliquait le stalinisme par le ca

ractere russe: les enfants russes sont tree etroitement serres dans leurs lan

ges, ce qui predisposerait le caractere national russe a des cycles de soumis

sion et de violence, d'apathie et de manie de persecution, d'avidite "orale" et 

l 
d'abstinence, Nathan Leites (2), lui, a elabore le concept d 1 un "caractere bol

;,cchevique" qu 1 il attribue a ees d~~irs subconscients: fascination ~~-~o.::t=~o--
1 impulsions homosexuelles latentes, J 1 ai choisi ces~ examples ~extr~es- pour demon-

~,~ ~ --=--~ ~--~- ~__,.==-·=-~~-----'"";' 
trer qu 1 il n' est pas---impossible d' 6tudier le stalinisme en termes cnracterologi-

ques, ~mis il faut nlors s'eloigner de V~rx davnntage encore que ne le fait ~mx 

Weber lorsqu'il analyse le capitalisme en termes d'ethique protestante: il faut 

aller jusqu1 a Freud. Bien entendu, une telle analyse mettrait, elle aussi, en 

cause, par un autre biais, le caractere totalitaire du systeme. Les Sovietiques 

se trouvent ainsi paralyses par rapport a toute forme d'analyse approfondie du 

stalinisme. Pour epargner a la fois la doctrine et les institutions, il faut 

s'en tenir aux "erreurs" de Staline ... 
Impuissant a justifier le passe, le regime sovietique est amene a 

souligner son caractere teleologique, mais on ne precise pas l'avenir sans ris

que, L'utopie socialiste a longtemps ete une justification lointnine d'une pro

duction a tout prix et a n'importe quel prix, Telle la ligne imnginaire de 

1 1 horizon- elle s'eloignnit a mesure qu'on etnit cense s'en rapprocher. On 

vivnit dans l'obsession du productivisme quantitatif et dans 1 1 cspoir du socin

lisme reve par lmlrx sans concevoir l'intermediaire normal de l'elevation du 

nivenu de vie, Le present etnit toujours sacrifie a un avenir indetcrmine, En 

1956, le philosophe polonnis Leszek Kclakowski poussnit ce cri de detresse: 

"Je ne croirai jamnis que la vie morale et intellectuelle de l'humanite suit les 

lois de l'economie, que c 1 est en epargnnnt aujourd 1 hui que nous pourrons avoir 

davantage domain; que nous devons sacrifier des vies mnintenant afin que la 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--

(l) Geoffrey Gorer and John Rickmann: "The People of Great Russia", Londres 1949, 

(2) Nathan Leites: "A Study of Bolshevism", Glencoe, Ill, 1954, 
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verite triomphe un jour, ou que des crimes puissant paver la voie a la genero

site 1" Khrouchtchev a finalement admis le present en sous cri vant a la necessit·IO 

du bien-~tre et parmi les objectifs de la planification sovietique la satisfac

tion des besoins rejoint aujourd'hui le volume de la production, En instaurant 

le bien-~tre, en abolissant la terreur et la coercition, le regime sovietique 

a ete amene a recourir aux promesses et a preciser la chronologie utopiste, Le 

nouveau programme d'Octobre 1961 du PCUS (il n'est pas sans interCt de rappeler 

qu'il n'est que le troisieme dans l'ordre et que les deux premiers datent res

pectivement de 1903 et de 1919) declare que "la base materielle et technique du 

communisme sera construite a la fin de la deuxieme decade (1971-1980)" et qu'a 

ce moment "la societe sovietique s'approchera de 1 1etape ou elle pourra intro

duire le principe de la distribution salon les besoins", Ainsi, pour la premiere 

fois, le regime sovietique prend le risque d'~tre juge, a une date relativement 

proche' sur ses realisations. 

Le polycentrisme pose a l'ideologie sovietique des problemes encore 

plus graves, La doctrine de l'unite indestructible du camp socialiste repo

sait sur le dogma de l'infaillibilite de la direction sovietique, La destruction 

de celle-ci ne pouvait que sa per celle-lii., mCme si 1' eclatemcnt du camp est dQ 

a des facteurs qui existaient deja en puissance a 1'6poque stalinicnne, Le 

polycentrisme est un phenomena complexe comprenant a la fois le conflit russo

chinois et l'autonomie croissantc des pays d'Europe de 1 1 Est, qui date de la 

revoltc polonaise et hongroise de 1956, revolte liee a la destalinisation, Le 

conflit russo-chinois est probnblement ant6rieur et en fait le monde communiste 

avait deux centres des 1950, !~is le polycentrisme est devenu un fait irreversi~ 

ble du jour ou chacun de ces centres a voulu s'approprier le droit d'interpr~~er 

une doctrine universelle, 

Le 11 • ti 111 t • t h' • . ' t 1 . commun1sme na ona es npres out un p enomene s1 rec~n que e 

terme mCme nous semble encore contradictoire, Pour les pares de la doctrine, 

pour Lenine, mCme pour les "aparatchiki" staliniens (du moins a un certain niveau 

de leur conscience) il ne pouvait y avoir de doute que la victoire du communisme 

a 1, echelle mondial a signifierait la fin des nationalismes' la realisation de la 

societe universelle et de la vision de Marx dans laquelle la societe remplacerait 
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l'Etat, 11 est inutile de rappeler ici !'erosion graduelle du caractere interna

tionaliste du mouvement communiste, l.l6me apres la revolution russe, lorsqu'il est 

devenu clair que le communisme ne serait pas realise salon les previsions de Marx, 

une conception internationaliste reservait a chaque nouvel Etat communiste le droit 

d'accession volontaire a l'Union des Republiques Sovietiques Socialistes, con~ue 

non pas en tant qu'Etat geographiquement delimite, mais federation de totis les 

Etats communistes, Ce principe fut m6me la derisoire justification de l'annexion 

des Etats Baltes, Le premier ecart de cette ligna de conduite fut, apres la der

niere guerre, la conception des "ctemocraties populaires". Le caractere tactique de 

cette nouvelle forme de "communisme national" semblait ;Jourtant clair: ne s 1 agis

sait-il pas de donner aux partis communistes des pays satellites le temps necessai

re pour utiliser les themes nationalistes a seule fin de preparer leur adhesion 

eventuelle a l'Union? 

L'ideologie marxiste-leniniste est ainsi impuissante a apprehender les 

problemes poses par le polycentrisme, Dans una etude intitulee "Etapes de develop

pement du systeme mondial socialiste" (1}, l'historien Sanakoev est amene a se 

reclamer de "la formation des republiques sovietiques - l'Ulu'aine, la Bielorussie, 

l'Armenie, (etc.)" qui "ont commence a elaborer les formes et les methodes de rela

tions entre nations souveraines d 1Etat a Etat basees sur les principes d'interna

tionalisme prolGtarien", mais il ne peut, pour des raisons 6videntes, mentionner 

cet autre Etat socialiste - la Chine, Les mots d'ordre successifs de l'internatio~ 

nalisme expriment a eux seuls a la fois !'evolution de la doctrine marxiste-leni-, 

niste et l'enjeu de la polemique russo-chinoise, 

La Premiere Inter11ationale adoptait, il y a un siecle, le cri de guerre 

de Marx: "ouvriers de tous les ;>ays, unissez-vousl" 

Lenine, arrive au pouvoir dans un pays sous-developpe, elargit le mot 

d 1 ordre et ce sera: "ouvriers et peuples opprimes de taus les pays, unissez-voustu 

-------·---------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1} "Novara i Novercha Istoria", N° 4, 1965, cit6 par Leopold Labedz, "survey", 

Janvier 1966, 
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Staline, qui transformait tous les moyens de la doctrine en fins, utilise 

l'internationalisme pour consolider son propre pouvoir: "Un internationaliste -

declare-t-il en 1927 - est celui qui, sans reserve, sans hesitation, sans condi

tions, est prl!!t a defendre 1 1 Union Sovietique." 

Les Chinois declarerent dans leur lettre du 14 Juin 1963 que vu !'exis

tence de plusieurs Etats communistes, "la pierre de touche de l'internationalisme 

proletarian pour chaque partt communiste est s'il defend resolument ou non !'ensem

ble du camp socialiste". Les Sovietiques repliquerent en invoquant comme preuve de 

1 1 internationalisme "!'attitude envers le systeme socialiste mondial et son unite" ., 

cette "unite" devenant dans le nouveau Grand Schisme !'equivalent du "filioquae" 

de l'ancien. 

Le veritable mot d'ordre des Chinois serait pourtant plutOt: "Peuples 

opprimes de tous les pays, unissez-vousl" C'est !'implication de ce passage du 

"Jen-min Jin- pao" du 15 Decembre 1962 (1): "Le Marxisme-Leninisme enseigne que 

la seule majorite qui compte dans le monde sont les gens qui decident du cours de 

l'histoire et qui representant plus de 90% de la population du monde. Bien que 

ceux qui vont a l'encontre des interl!!ts de base de plus de 90% de la population 

du monde peuvent lancer des cris et se demener a tel endroit ou telle conference, 

ils ne representant certainement pas la veritable majorite, Leur "majorite"n'est 

qu'un phenomena factice et superficial; en fait ils sont precisement une minorite, 

tandis que la "minorite" qu'ils attaquent est essentiellement la majorite. 

On voit combien cette nouvelle forme d 1 ideologie est eloignee de l'axiome 

elementaire de l~rx et d'Engels, pour qui le socialisme ne pouvait etre issu que 

de la lutte des classes entre le proletariat et la bourgeoisie et devenait inconce

vable en !'absence de ces classes, Lenine, avec sa theorie de l'imperialisme et son 

" " !I "" • volontarisme , avait admis la notion des peuples opprimes , mais 11 retenait 

l'essentiel de la theorie marxiste de la revolution. Pour les Chinois, le proleta~ 

riat est clairement remplace par les peuples sous-developpes du Tiers-Monde. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Cite par Me1vin Croan, "survey", Janvier 1963. 
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Limites de la co~vergence: de la sovietologie a la sociologie - l'Union 

Sovietique etait, jusqu'au debut des annees cinquante, consideree comme une socie

te fondamentalement "autre" par ses ;>artisans autant que par ses adversaires, Les 

marxiste-leninistes sont d'ailleurs toujours tenus, du moins en theorie, a soute

nir cette alterite essentielle, Pour eux, le socialisme doit marquer la fin de la 

prehistoire, ils ne peuvent done pour des raisons doctrinaires, admettre qu'il soit 

un regime entre autres, qu'il puisse representer une espece de societe moderne 

dont le capitalisme serait une autre version. Les observateurs occidentaux croyaien~ 

eux aussi, que l'Union Sovi6tique etait un regime a part, mais sa particularite 

consistait a leurs yeux ~~ns son caractere totalitaire, Cette theorie a ete expri

mee avec une logique qui semblait nlors implacable par Hanna Arendt dans son cele

bre liv~e "The Origins of Totalitarianism" (1951), 11 suffit de rappeler ici que 

d'apres cette theorie, une forme nouvelle de societe, differente des tyrannies ou 

dictatures du passe, a ete cree en Allemngne nnzie et en Russia stalinienne. Les 

traits nouveaux du totalitarisme consisteraient en premier lieu dans !'elimination 

de toutes institutions intermediaires ou secondaires entre le "chef" et les masses. 

Le chef regnerait par la terreur, en dehors de tout contr8le legal ou politique. 

On aboutissait a un modele sociologique d'un regime impose par la force a un peuple, 

regime entierement etanche et coherent et qui ne pouvait se permettre le moindre 

changement, au risque de s'ecrouler. Si la vision marxiste-16niniste aboutissait 

a la societe sans classes, !'analyse totalitaire tendait a voir 1 1 avenir en termes 

de "1984" de George Orwell. 

11 est clair que nous sommes aujourd'hui aussi eloign6s de l'uto;>ie que 

de !'apocalypse. A tous les niveaux d'analyse, de la sociologie nu journalisme po

pulaire, on tend a present a souligner davantage les ressemblances entre les regi

mes sovietiques et occidentaux, que leurs differences. 

A 1 1 origine de la these de la convergence il y a sans doute le theme 

Russie-Amerique. L'Amerique a ete la premiere societe industrielle developpee et 

son aspect technologique fascinait la jeune revolution sovietique, qui voyait le 

communisme comme la somme des soviets et de 1 1 6lectrification, Lenine s'interessait 

non seulement a Ford et nu taylorisme, il demandait aux Russes de brosser leurs 

dents "comme les Americains". Staline, lui, voulait "rattraper et depasser 
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l'Amerique", En plein stalinisme, un emigre russe, Pitrim A, Sorokine, ecrivit un 

livre intitule "Russia and the United States" (1941) oii i1 insistait que la seule 

analyse correcte de l'Union Sovietique etait de la voir en termes d'une grande 

societe industrielle comme les Etats-Unis, 11 allait jusqu'a declarer que seuls 

des idiots pouvaient attacher de !'importance ace qui n'etait a ses yeux que des 

differences mineures entre ces deux pays, 

La these de la convergence (ou d'une certaine homogeneite) des deux regi

mes est plus acceptable pour les Occidentaux que pour les Sovietiques, Pour les 

marxistes-leninistes, le trait essential de leur regime est le systeme de propri~

te des instruments de production. Les Occidentaux tendent a identifier le leur 

avec la democratie et la liberte, Les theories pour lesquelles le socialisme et le 

capitalisme ne sont pas des systemes socinux successifs (ni mSme peut-~tre des 

systemes sociaux a developpement propre et unilineaire), mais deux aspects d'un 

seul processus sous-jacent, se basent sur des faits qui ne prejugent ni du systeme 

de propriete, ni du regime politique, ni du degre de liberte des citoyens, 11 

s'agit la d'une analyse qui souligne certains imperatifs communs a des economies 

en voie d'industrialisation et de rationalisation, qui menent vers certains traits 

commune de developpement et de structure sociale, 

Bien que ce mode de pensee soit en principe "neutre" a 1 1 egnrd du sys

teme de propri~te, il est, rGp6tons-le,incompntible avec le marxisme-l6ninisme. 

Ainsi, lorsque M, Khrouchtchev disait au President Kennedy que lea petits-fila 

de celui-ci vivront sous un systeme socialiste, il souscrivait entierement a sa 

propre ideologie. Pnr contre, lorsque M. Kennedy repliquait que les petits-fils 

de M, Khrouchtchev vivront sous un regime de liberte, c'est-a-dire sous un regime 

de type occidental, il ne tranchait pas necessairement sur le mode de propriete 

des forces de production dans ce qui est aujourd'hui le monde communiste, Un autre 

homme d 1Etat occidental, le Dr. Adenauer, aurait, lui, declare au mSme IJ.Khrouchtcpev; 

"Dans cent ans, on ne parlera plus ni du capitalisme, ni du socialisme". Or, cette· 

declaration, qui semble symboliser la these de la convergence des deux systemes et 

leur faire la part egale, est evidemment incompatible avec l'ideologie sovietique 

tandis qu'elle n'est pas contraire au mode de pensee occidental, vouee a une socie

te de bien-~tre, a une structure pluraliste et a une tradition liberale, mats qui 

ne s'identifie pas necessairement au systeme de propriete capitaliste. 
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C'est la raison pour laquelle les theories qui tendent a nier le carac

tere particulier et unilineaire des systemes sociaux socialiste et capitaliste 

ont revlltu, tour a tour, un caractere "pessimiste" ou "optimiste" selon qu'elles 

etaient exposees par des hommes qui avaient place tous leurs espoirs dans le 

socialisme ou qui avaient identifie le systeme sovietique avec le totalitarisme, 

11 n'est pas sans interat de constater que, si la plupart des theories de "conver

gence" ont leur origine dans les idees de Max Weber sur la bureaucratisation de 

la societe, ce sont les communistes dec;us qui ont, les premiers, diagnostique 

une evolution du systeme socialiste non pas vers le capitalisme, mais dans une 

direction commune avec lui. Cette analyse du systeme sovietique en tant que col

lectivisme bureaucratique est d'ailleurs a la base du revisionnisme des annees 

1950; elle constitue l'essentiel du livre de Milovan Djilas "La Nouvelle Classe" 

et elle a influence les vues des jeunes Polonais et Hongrois en 1956, Cette theo

rie part de !'argumentation de Trotzky salon laquelle, malgre la nationalisation 

des biens de production, !'Union Sovietique sous Staline a cesse d'~re un Etat 

ouvrier et a degenere en une forme de "collectivisme bureaucratique". 

La theorie de la "nouvelle classe" a eu son precurseur dans un socialis

ts polonais peu connu ou oublie, Waclaw 1\lachajski. Celui-ci ;)rcvoyai t, dans '"'' 

petit livre intitule "L'evolution de la Social-Democratie", publie en 1899, que, 

dans la societe socialiste a venir, telle qu'elle 6tait preparee par les partis 

revolutionnaires existants, les ouvriers continueraient a lltre exploitee, cette 

fois par une nouvelle classe de dirigeants professionnels, La thcorie du socialis

me - ecrivait-il - n'a pas 6te elaboree dans l'inter~t veritable du proletariat, 

mais "dans l'interllt d'une armee croissante de travailleurs intellectuals et 

d'une nouvelle classe moyenne". Il prophetisait que la revolution entreprise au 

nom du socialisme finirait dans une forme de capitalisme d 1Etat ou technicians, 

administrateurs et intellectuals "constitueraient le grand monopole d'Etat en 

usurpant collectivement un nouveau statut privilegie au detriment des ouvriers 

manuals". Le remecte propose par l.inchajski - plus tard condamne par Iknine - etai t 

une forme de revolution permanente liee a una. distribution egalitaire de revenus. 

Le premier livre qui denon<;ait la permanence d'un systeme de classes 

dans la societe sovietique etait "La Bureaucratisation du Monde" (1939), par 
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l'ex-communiste italien Bruno Rizzi, dont les idees ont ete rendues celebres par 

"La Revolution des Managers" de James Burnham •. D'apres Rizzi, le r.~onde est a la 

veille de la derniere guerre en pleine mutation "managerielle" qui a deja eleve 

au pouvoir une nouvelle classe. Ni capitaliste, ni socialiste, cette nouvelle 

classe perpetuerait neanmoins l'esclavage du proletariat. Elle peut apparattre 

sous maint deguisement: stalinienne en Russia, nazie en Allemagne, fasciste en 

Italie et, sous une forme diluee, dans le "New Deal" americain. "Ce n'est plus la 

bourgeoisie la classe exploiteuse qui touche la plus-value - ecrivait Rizzi -

mais c'est la bureaucratie qui s'est decerne cet honneur. A notre sens, en URSS, 

les proprietaires ce sont les bureaucrates, car ce sont eux qui tiennent la force 

entre leurs mains". 

Cette forme "eauchiste" de critique du syst~e communiste est reprise 

dans la "Lettre ouverte au Parti (1) des deux jeunes communistes polonais, 

Jacek Kuron et Karol Modzelewski 1 condar.~nes en 1965 1:. 3 et 5 ans de prison res

pectivement pour "elaboration et diffusion d'ecrits nuisibles a l 1 inter~t de 

l'Etat polonais". Kuron et Modzelewski ecrivent: "La nationalisation des moyens 

de production n'est qu'une forme de propriete. En fait, tout appartient a ceux a 
qui appartient l'Etat •••••• A qui appartient le pouvoir dans notre Etat? A un 

seul parti monopoliste- le parti communiste polonais". 

Une autre forme d'analyse qui a influence la discussion contemporaine 

sur la convergence des systemes met davantage 1 1 accent sur la croissance econo

mique que sur la bureaucratisation. Nous en trouvons une variante chez des marxis

tes occidentaux qui estiment que la dictature totalitaire, ayant accompli l'indus

trialisation de l'Union Sovietique, a, de ce fait, prepare la voie de sa propre 

evolution vers une democratic socialiste. Le socialiste autrichien otto Bauer 

ecrivait en 1931: "La dictature terroriste va ~tre surmontee et detruite a mesure 

que le niveau de vie des masses est ameliore. Le regime sovietique peut ~re 

democratise". (2) Le representant le plus connu de cette forme d 1 analyse est sans 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) Instytut Literacki, Paris 1966. 

(2) Cite par Melvin Croan: "Prospects for the Soviet Dictatorship: otto Bauer", 
in "Revisionism", edited by Leopold Labedz, London 1962. 
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doute Isaac Deutscher qui - sans nier le caractere oppressif, cruel et totalitai

re du regime stalinien - a toujours insiste que la dictature totalitaire a ete le 

prix que la Russie a dQ payer pour !'industrialisation, et que !'industrialisation 

preparera, a son tour, le chemin vers uno democratie socialiste. 

Pour des marxistes comme Deutscher, le stalinisme preparait (a travers 

!'industrialisation) les conditions du socialisme. Ln croissnnce economique de 

l'Union Sovietique sous le stalinisme donna lieu en Occident a un autre type 

d'nnalyso, qui tend egalement a voir dans le caractere totalitaire de l'URSS un 

phenomena transitoire. Ce type d'analyse, dont la base a ete posee par Colin 

Clark dans "conditions of Economic Progress", est associe a la theorie des phases 

de croissance de W.W. Rostow. On sait que pour Rostow toute societe doit traverser 

plusieurs etapes de developpement allant de la societe traditionnelle a l'ere de 

la consommation de masse. Rostow associe le comnunisme a la phase cruciale de son 

schema, cello du "take-off" (decollage), qui marque le passage a uno croissance 

cumulative et soutenue, "Le communisme - ecrit-11 - est uno forma particulierement 

inhumaine d'organisation politique, capable de lancer et de soutenir la croissance 

dans des societas ou, pendant la phase des conditions prealables, il ne s'est pas 

cree une classe commer~ante, nombreuse et entreprenante, et une entente politique 

suffisante entre les dirigeants et la societe" ,(1) A l'inverse de la theorie 

marxiste, cetto definition est applicable nux pays ou la revolution a ete victo

rieuse et a la majorite des pays sous-developpes. C'est a cot ordre de raisonne

ment que l'on doit attribuer !'opinion qu'un regime economique et politique de type 

sovietique est plus efficace dans une phase initinle de developpement et le fait 

qu'aux yeux du Tiers-Mondo le prestiee de 1 1Union Sovietique a ete dQ - du moins 

pendant un certain temps - a une efficacite economique supposee plut6t qu'a des 

raisons revolutionnaires • 

Relevons que si·toutes cos analyses ont en commun de conferer un carac

tere transitoire au communisme totalitaire, seule i'analyse ~rxiste du type 

deutscherien prevoit explicitement uno democratisation de l'Union Sovietique uno 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(l) Cite par Raymond Aron: "Trois Essais sur 1 1Age Industrial". 
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fois l'industrialisation accomplie, et encore s'agit-il la de l'espoir que 

la democratic ouvriere, tributaire du r~ve marxiste de la societe sans clas

ses, soit realisable. Ni les theories de bureaucratisation, ni celles liees 

aux "phases de croissance" de Rostow ne postulant 1 1 autodestruction du parti 

unique a l 1 4ge industrial (ni m~e a l'ere de consommation de masse) sous 

!'influence du bien-~tre. Les theories occidentales de developpement sem-

blent pourtant, par leur caractere unilineaire, associer la forme totalitaire 

du communisme a une phase particuliere du developpement, et c'est cela sans 

doute qui a inspire Raymond Aron (qui a tant contribue, par sa theorie de la 

societe industrielle, a populariser la these.de la convergence), a demontrer 

qu'il n'est pas facile de dire quel type de regime ou de politique repond le 

mieux aux exigences d 1 une phase donnee, Pour Aron, le merite du regime sovie

tique par rapport a la croissance n'est pas dQ a des raisons d'ordre economique, 

mais politique, D'autre part, Aron ne trouve pas du tout qu'un regime de parti 

unique soit inconciliable avec le type de societe industrielle: au contraire, 

Le type ideal d'une societe industrielle comporte la differenciation des rOles, 

le regne des competences, la diversification des secteurs industrials et des 

activites individuelles, mais elle tend plut6t a pulveriser les classes, Dans 

ces circonstances, estime Raymond Aron, le monopole du parti constitue une 

des solutions ideales typiques au probleme du gouvernement des societes .tndus

trialisees - societes de legitimite democratique, administrees par des compe

tences, mais denuees de personnel politique designe par la naissance ou la 

capacite (la capacite politique etant differente en nature des capacites tech

niques ou professionnelles qui, elles, trouvent bien entendu dans la societe 

industrielle le terrain de developpement ideal), 

Le fait m&le que 1 'Union Sovietique soit une societe industrielle pre

suppose deja, neanmoins, uno forme incontestable de convergence, Nous en voyons 

la preuve dans le fait que, dans.l'etude des phenomenes de la vie. sovietique, 

la "Sovictoloe;ie"cecte le pas. a la sociologie, !\:lex Inkeles et Raymond A. Bauer 
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ont deja demontre dans "The Soviet Citizen" (1) que le meilleur moyen de predire 

les attitudes, les valeurs, les orientations des citoyens sovietiques est de se 

baser sur ce que l'on sait des hommes occupant des situations comparables dans 

des societes occidentales, En particulier, les nombreux aspects de la stratifica,. 

tion sociale en URSS ne peuvent ~tre expliques qu'en termes de systemes sociaux 

industriels developpes, 

Le professeur Inkeles declara m~e recemment qu'il considere le modele 

sociologique totalitaire de moins en moins applicable a l'Union Sovietique, et 11 

proposait de le remplacer par deux autres modeles: le modele de "developpement" 

(qui traite de problemes communs a toutes societes en voie de developpement) et le 

mod<>le de la societe industrielle. Il concluait ainsi: "Je sais que ce que j 'ai 

dit de l'avenir de la sovietologie pure me place un peu dans la position de ce 

premier ministre qui fut accuse de devenir premier ministre a seule fin de detrui

re l'llmpire de Sa Majeste, Je le regrette en tant que sovietoloeue, mais en tant 

que sociologue je n'ai pas d'autre choix". (2) 

Ceci nous ramene a notre point de depart. C1 est !'existence d'une socie

te "autre" qui a donne lieu au developpement de la sovietoloeie. Des qu'il appa

ratt que les meilleurs instruments d'analyse de la societe sovietique sont ceux que 

nous utilisons pour nous connattre nous-m~es, il est au moins etabli qu'il existe, 

entre les deux formes de regime, un langage commun. 

La lutte des classes et la bombe - L'attitude des dirieeants sovietiques 

a l'egard du monde "capitaliste" a ete pourtant la plus affectee par un fait, qui 

se place en dehors des considerations ideologiques, en dehors m~ne du developpe

ment social et economique de 1 1 URSS: celui de la coexistence nucleaire. En reponse 

• a la lettre des communistes chinois du 14 Juin 1963, le Comite Central du PCUS 

declare: "La bombe atomique n 1 adhere pas au principe de classe: elle tue tout le 

rnonde". 

----------------------------~-----------------------------------------------------

(1) Harvard University Press, 1959. 

(2) "survey", Juillet 1966, 
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La decouverte de ea simple fait a amene l'URSS a transformer sa concep

tion des relations internationales qui, m~e chez un pragmatl:.ste comrne Staline, 

etait dictee par des considerations ideologiques, par l'universalisme de la doc

trine (1). Le marxisme traitait les relations internationales en fonction dude

veloppement des forces productives et de la lutte des classes. Pour Lenine, les 

relations internationales sont issues de la nature m~e de l'imperialisme. Or, les 

specialistes sovietiques declarant maintenant explicitement que la periode ou la 

nature de l'imperialisme determinait a elle seule les relations internationales, 

est historiquement surmontee. Cette nouvelle conC3ption a ete dictee par la de

couverte qu 1 il ne peut plus exister,dans le monde contemporain, de puissance domi

nante unique. Apres la derniere guerre, les Etats-Unis auraient "herite" la premiere 

place de la Grande Bretagne. Or, si la perte du monopole atomique par les Etats-Unis 

leur a fait perdre leur position d'hegemonie mondiale, ils sont toujours en mesure 

d'emp~cher !'accession a cette hegemonie de tout autre Etat (y compris l'URSS). Les 

ideologues sovietiques definissent cette situation comrne "nouvelle, troisieme etape 

de la crise gem3rale du capitalisme" et ils en deduisent deux series de faits: 

1/- Le systeme international n'est plus domine par une puissance unique. 

Il y a maintenant deux puissances mondiales dominantes: les Etats-Unis et l'URSS. 

On connatt !'importance de la terminologie en URSS. Le systeme international etait 

traditionnellement defini par les sovietiques par le terme de "distribution des 

forces". Depuis 1962, ce terme a ete remplace par celui d'"6quilibre des forces". 

En parlant de l'URSS et des Etats-Unis, les commentateurs sovietiques utilisent 

maintenant rituellement les termes suivants: "les deux plus grandes puissances du 

.: monde" ou "les deux g6a.nts mondiaux". 

• 
21- Depuis le XXII° Congres, les Sovietiques ont admis !'existence du 

polycentrisme dans le monde occidental. On reconnatt que les Etats-Unis ne peuvent 

plus diriger a leur guise la politique de leurs allies europeens, tandis que ceux-ci 

ont gagne une influence accrue sur la politique americaine. Ceci est une transfor

mation remarquable de la vieille tradition bolchevique qui percevait les relations 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(l) Je suis redevable, pour la discussion de la conception sovietique de relations 

internationales, a l'article deW. Zimmerman "Russia and the International 
Order", "survey", Ja.nvier 1966. 
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internationales en termes strictement hierarchiques. Des pays ·~conomiquement sou

mis a l'imperialisme americain" pourraient m~me entratner les deux puissances 

mondiales dans une guerre et ies commentateurs sovietiques ont insiste sur le fait 

que la question de guerre ou de paix n'est plus exclusivement un probleme de rela

tions entre les chefs des deux cam;>s. 

Ideologie et Politique - Les problemes politiques conteroporains les plus 

importants - reunification de l'Europe, desarmement atomique, aide aux pays du 

Tiers-Monde - sont subordonnes a uae entente entre les pays developpes: les Etats

Unis et l'Europe Occidentale d'un c6te, la Russie et les pays d'Europe de l'Est 

de l'autre. 

Si les Sovietiques restent ideologiqueroent commis a interpreter le 

conflit international present en termes de lutte entre le capitalisme et le commu

nisme, si l'opinion publique americaine reste attachee aux notions de defense de 

la liberte contre la menace totalitaire, la dichotomie democratie occidentale

communisme totalitaire, qui cooonandait la guerre froide, appartient nu passe. Au 

moment de la revolution hongroise, l'Occident a definitivement perdu tout espoir 

de repousser le communisme par la force (si jamais cot espoir fut serieusement 

entretenu). L'URSS a appris de son c6te au moment de la crise cubaine de 1962 

qu'elle ne peut pas davantage imposer par la force des solutions contraires a 
l'inter~t de l'autre puissance mondiale. Misant sur l'Brosion id6ologique et sur 

les transformations sociales dans les pays communistes, sans s'attendre a un brus

que changement de lour organisation sociale et politique, l'Occident ne represente 

plus une menace directe pour le communisme. Le communisme a per'¥u son potential 

revolutionnaire et ne represente plus, de son c6te, de menace serieuse pour les 

pays developpes de l'Occident. Les partis communistes en Europe occidentale cher

chent des alliances avec les catholiques ou avec les socialistes et ils n'ont 

aucune chance Glectorale serieuse, a moins de se convertir au "r6formisme". 

Si le probleme des relations du monde accidental avec la Russie et les 

differents pays de l'ancien bloc oriental est en premier lieu un probleme politi

que, il n'est pas sans inter~t de constater que la question de l'erosion de l'ideo

logie communiste et celle d'une possible convergence des deux systemes assument 

une importance diverse salon le choix des options possibles. 
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L'0volution des rGgines communistes europeens somblern rolativement peu 

importante a la section de !'opinion politique americaine qui estime que les Etats

Unis doivent s'engager profondement en Asie et se retirer de !'Europe, ainsi 

qu' aux "neo-isolatiolllli.stes" americains (bien que ni 1 'une ni 1 'autre politique n 'au

ra it ete concevable sans le sans de securite accrue en Europe, dG precisement a 
!'evolution du communisme). 

Elle n'aura qu'une importance relative du point de vue de la position 

atlantique "classique", qui subordonne tout a l 1 unite, a la solidarite et a la 

force de l 1 0ccident. Cartes, m~e dans cette optique, l 1 unite occidentale n'est 

plus consideree comme un simple bouclier, mais plut8t comme un aimant qui pourrait 

attirer certain pays de l'Est europeen; c'est pourtant la una politique essentiel

lement statique, valable pour ses partisans, quelles que soient les perspectives 

de changement a l'Est. 

La politique dite "gaulliste" qui preconise l~ r6unification do l'Europe 

a travers le retrait des deux grandes puissances, pose un cas particulier, car 

elle a a sa bese non pas la reconnaissance d 'un fait nouveau (la "d6sideologisa

tion" du comrnunisme europGen), ma.is une tendance a nier 1 1 im;,Jortance des idBologios 

en general. Le general de Gaulle trouve "contraire a la nature des choses" que les 

alliances soient d€termin6es par des considerations idGologiques et non eeo-poli

tiques. La politique ext6rieure de tous les Etats est pour lui depuis toujours 

fonction de l'interllt national et non pas de la nature das regimes. Il faut recon

nartre que l'Gveil des nationalismes dans les pays ci-deva.nt satellites confirme 

a bien des egards ce scepticisme classique. En tout cas, les problemes ideologi-

j ques et de developpement global ne peuvent !ltre que secondaires pour les partisans 

du principe de restaurer et de perp6tuer l'indepGndance des Etats. 

Les perspectives de !'evolution interieure du comnunisme sont bien plus 

importantes pour les Americains et pour lGS Europeans qui, souhaitant la reunifi• 

cation de l'Europe et craignant a ln fois la renaissance du nilitnrisme allemand 

et des chauvinismes Gn Europe orientale, maintiennent que !'Alliance Atlantique 

et 1' integration de 1 'Europe occidentale sont des conditions indisr>ensables pour 

toute nesociation avec la Russie, pour la solution du probleme allemand, pour creer 
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des conditions de paix stables en Europe. Les solutions de cet ordre, preconisees 

entre autres par Zbigniew Brzezinski dans son livre "Alternative to Partition" et, 

d'une perspective plus europeenne, par Andre Fontaine, ont le merite de poser la 

reunification de l'Europe cor.une le "Grand Dessein" de notre temps, et d'accepter, 

a cette fin, la desirabilite d'une alliance atlantique plus souple. 

Finalement, !'evolution du connnunisme est determinante pour les parti

sans d'une politique a lone; tcrme, dont le but scrait de former une solidarite 

entre tous les pays developpes du monde. Le professeur Brzezinski definit ainsi 

cette politique, qu' il voudrai t voir adoptee par les Etats-Unis: "Encourager une 

eventuellc formation d'une plus l~che communaut6 des nations les plus d6veloppees 

du monde, y compris non seulement le Japon, mais aussi la plupart des Etats cotunu

nistes europeens, afin que les conflits presents entre ces nations d6veloppees 

puissent ~trc graduellement transformes en une amorce de cooperation, visant en 

particulier le Tiers-Monde. La volont6 des dirie;eants sovietiques de ;Jnrticiper 

a une telle cooperation augmentera a mesure qu'ils se rendront compte que l'unitG 

occidentale, d'une part, ne donne pus d'opportunitG 8. !'expansion cornmuniste et 

que, d'autre part, elle ne pose pas de menace hostile nux Etats communistes exis

tants, tandis que le chaos qui auvnente dans le Tiers-Monde, a ln faveur des divi

sions du monde developpe et exploite par les Chinois, peut, ou bien forcer l'Am6-

rique et la Russie dans un conflit direct qu'elles ne souhaitent pas, ou bien 

donner lieu a de nouveaux systemes politiques qui soutiendront Pekin dans sa ca~

pagne anti-Moscou".(l) 

11 est evident que ces deux dernieres perspectives, celle qui envisage 

la r6unification de !'Europe non pas contre l'AmCrique ni sans elle, mais avec 

sa participation active, et celle qui souho.ite poser des fondements 3. une communau~ 

te globale de nations developpees, sont pour !'instant compromises par le tour 

qu'a pris la guerre nu Vietnam. 

En un sens, cette situation nouvelle confirme certains avantages du poly

centrisme accidental. Dans un essni intitul6 "Polycentrisme, Ouest et Est", Pierre 

Hassner disait deja que nous devrions, dans notre monde polycentriste, profiter 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(1) "survey", Janvier 1966. 
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des avantages que peuvent donner les relations multilaterales: "Los trois nivenux 

national, euro;:u:ien, atlnntique - ccrivait-il - nuraient chncun un r8le specifique 

a jouer dans une optique occidentale largement con~ue,,, Le cadre atlantique offre 

les conditions militaires de securite et les conditions eoonomiques d'un engagement 

paoifique aujourd'hui, et un jour celles d'un reglement negocie, La oommunaute 

europeenne offre une base solide de stabilite, un centre d'attraction et a longue 

echennce la perspective de transformer le probleme politique par la devaluation 

de la nation-Etnt. Les differentes nations peuvent etablir a trnvers leurs contacts 

quotidiens les liens qui servant a preparer les initiatives collectives et les 

transformations a longue echeance".Dans cette conception, le dissentimont exprime 

par le general de Gaulle de la politique americaine nu Vietnam assure du moins une 

continuite de ces echanges necessaires et rendus difficiles momentanement nu niveau 

russo-am6ricain. 

Enfin, si la guerre nu Vietnam semble !Jaralyser en ce moment toute possi

bilite d'initiative atlantique commune en Europe, il n'est peut-§tre pas hors de 

propos de s'interroger sur le sons de !'engagement americain en Asie du Sud-Est 

a la lumiere de !'evolution ideologique et sociale du communisme polycentriste. 

L'argument pr~nCi!Jal pour continuer la guerre au Vietnam est que le 

retrait des Etats-Unis ouvrirait toute l'Asie a !'influence chinoise. Il serait 

plus logique de s'attendre ace que les partis communistes d'Asie profitent du 

conflit russo-chi11ois pour s 'assurer une ccrtaine libertC de manoeuvre, en suivant 

l'exemple des pays de l'Euro~e de l'Est. L'evolution du r0gimc communiste en Cor8e 

du Nord confirme d'ailleurs cette attente. Incidemment, rien ne senble plus 61oignG 

,I du caractere que 1' on attribue aux peuples du Sud-Est asiatique que les slogans de 

la "revolution culturelle" chinoise. Les trois pays qui se sont totalement emanci

pes de la tutelle sovietiqua sont ceux oU la r6volution a GtG eagn6e a l'int6rieur 

et non pas importee par l'Armee Rour;e: la You(ioslavie, l'Albanie et la Chine. Il 

y a une vingtaine d'annGes, les Yougoslnves repr6sentaient, a l'int0rieur du bloc 

sovietique, la position equivalente a celle de la Chine aujourd'hui. Une des rai

sons majeures de la rupture Tito-Staline etait la pression des YoU(\OSlaves pour 

que l'URSS adopte une politique plus "aventuriste" a l'egard de l'Occident. 

Aujourd'hui, la Yougoslavie est le pays le plus "revisionniste" de tous les pays 
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COmJUUDiSteS I le plUS llVnnCO Sur le plan de re forme OCOnOmiqUe 1 le ill US liberal 

sur le plan culture! et ideologique, le plus ouvert a !'influence occidentnle. 

D'autre part, !'evolution generale du Tiers-Monde semble contredire 

certaines craintes recentes, ll y a quelques annees encore, 11 semblait que s'il 

y a une perspective de la fin des ideologies dans le monde developpe, ceci n'est 

sarement pas le cas pour le Tiers-Monde, Il est vrai que le centre de gravite de 

la confrontation Est-Ouest n'est plus en Europe, mais en Asie du Sud-Est, dans 

les Cararbes et en Amerique Latine, en Proche-Orient et en Afrique. Mais le temps 

d'un ncutralisme militant a pretentions socinlistes et universnlistes d'un Soeknrno 

ou d'un N'Kroumnh est passe et l'on voit appnrnttre des nationalismes neutralistes, 

preoccupes davantage par le developpement economique interieur que par des ideo

logies. La periode de la fascination du Tiers-Monde par le communisme en tant que 

formule magique d'industrialisation a ete plus courte que ne le pensaient les 

observateurs occidentaux, Les evenements en Egypte, au Ghana, en Alr;erie, en 

Indonesie semblent indiquer que les tendances nu totalitarisme utopique cedent 

le pas a un dirigisme nntionaliste et pragma.tique, Sur le plan du conflit Est

Quest, il est utile de rappeler que la majorite des pays du Tiers-Monde qui ndh€

rent apparemment nu socialisme ont toujours demande nux deux grandes puissances 

de cooperer et non pas de se battre: le profit qu'elles tirent de leur rivalite 

serait aneanti par un conflit direct, 

Le fait m@me que l'on nit introduit dans le lanr;ar;e politique courant 

le terme de "polycentrisme accidental" prouve tout le proe;res accompli par l'Oc

cident sur la route de l'unite, car l'histoire de l 1 0ccident est essentiellement 

"polycentriste", Dans les perspectives m~mes d'integration occidentale- federa

tion europeenne, communaute ntlantique- un pluralisme de structure·est sous

entendu, Si l'on veut depnsser le stade du nationalisme, c'est precisement a cause 

des dangers que celui-ci presente pour la tradition pluraliste et liberale de 

l'Occident, 

Le contraire est vrai pour le monde communiste, voue a un universalisme 

monolithique, Le polycentrisme communiste a ebranle 1 1 unite politique et l'unite 

ideologique du camp, Il y a aujourd'hui autant de "marxismes" que de centres inde

pend~nts de pouvoir dans le communisme mondial, 
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En ce sens, quelles que scient les difficultes que Jeut poser la nouvelle 

situation polycentriste a la solidarite occidentnle, et en particulier aux rela

tions entre l'Europe OCcidentale et l'Amerique, le polycentrisme ne peut que jouer, 

a loneue echeance, en faveur de l'Occident dans son ensemble. 

K. A. JELENSKI 

Septembre 1S66. 
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It would be surprising if, in an epoch of wotld wide atl.ci revolutionary 

changE!,· significant changes had not beeti occuHng in the pollHcal, social, 

and ec:ohofuit iitructure of the East Central arid East European peoples. 

The sdentlfic·t~chrtbiogid.i revolution does n6t respect political systems 

and ideologies" Yet, the implications of changes within the communist 

orbit to East- West relations in general and to the security of the United 

States and Western Europe in particular are not readily discernable. The 

problem of assessment is complicated by the fact that the changes them-

selves are, in part, the result of an East- West interactive process. 

Western Europe, reinforced by the United States, has long influenced 

events in East Central Europe. Similarly, the Soviet Union has acted on 

Western Europe and the United States either directly or via Poland, 

Czechoslovakia, and the other associated or "allied" nations of East 

Central Europe. 

In recent years, the volume of East- West transactions in trade, loans, 

technical assistance, travel, tourism, and cultural contacts has been in-

creasing at a considerable rate -- perhaps not as fast as world transactions 

in general but fast enough to alter profoundly the psychological climate of 

the East-West confrontation. Many leaders in Western Europe believe 

9-15-66-114 
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the Cold War to be over.· De Gaulle, who always professed to view the 

conflict of opposing icLologics as the foam and froth of the historical 

current, told the Soviets on the occasion of his June 1966 visit to Moscow 

that France would like to see "the start of the implementation of new 

relations with the so-called Eastern European states, toward d~tente, 

entente, and cooperation. " De Gaulle 's policy is premised on the 

assumption that the Soviet threat to ·western Europe is greatly diminished, 

if in fact, it has not disappeared. Acting on this premise, De Gaulle has 

engineered a de facto French withdrawal from the military structure of 

NATO-- the primary security. organization of the West. 

Assumptions that Viesterners make regarding future Soviet behavior 

are directly related to their perceptions of the changes that have trans

spired in East Central Europe and in the Soviet Union. Soviet military 

capabilities to threaten Western Europe and the United States have grown 

progressively since the founding of NATO. But ·western perceptions of 

the Soviet threat have fluctuated. They were high during the Korean War 

they dropped during the post-Stalin thaw, culminating in the 1955 Geneva 

Summit meeting. They rose again as a result of the Soviet suppression 

of the Hungarian Rlvolution. Following the first Sputnik, the Soviets 

began a sustained diplomatic offensive against the West, expressed through 

a series of ultimatums demanding that the Western allies get out of West 

9-15-66-114 
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Berlin. The Soviet offensive reached its peak and ended in the resolut

ion of the 1962 Cuban Missile t~isis; 

Even while the Soviets pursued their diplom~tic offeniiive in Europe 

and the Middle East, the yeast of change fermented iri East-Central 

Europe. Following Khruschchev's speech denouncing Stalin at the lOth 

Party Congress, the tight grip the Soviets had fixed on their Eastern 

satellites was challenged by the riots in Poland and the Hungarian 

Revolution. The Poles succeeded in wresting a measure of independence 

from the Soviet Union; the Hungarians were forced back into submission 

by Soviet tanks. Some pressures for change were dammed, but others 

flowed irresistibly. There began what many Western observers today 

perceive to be a trend in the East toward greater national independence, 

toward communist polycentricity and, -in the last resort, a better deal 

for the average man. The rate of change accelerated during the Sixties. 

Vlhen the Sine-Soviet dispute erupted in open polemics, and wheri, after 

the Cuban Missile Crisis, the Soviet Union embarked on a policy of apparent 

d6tente with the West, the West launched itself on the search for new in

sights and theories wherewith to account for these shifting trends. 

Hard evidence confirming the substance of any given trend is difficult 

to come by. Even more difficult is the task of relating identifiable 

9-15-66-114 
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changes with the perceptions of political leaders in East Central Europe, 

the Soviet Union, V/estern Europe, and the United States regarding the 

significance of these changes. If all these leaders have one character

istic in common it is reluctance to state basic assumptions explicitly 

and simply, rather than implicitly and metaphorically. It seems obvious, 

however, that Soviet leaders have a far easier task of gauging changes 

not only in their own country but also in East Central Europe than do 

their Western counterparts. Consequently, their perceptions of these 

changes may be more valid and their potential for influencing developments 

far greater than those of Western leaders. Yet, what the latter perceive, 

rightly or wrongly, to be the significance of change in East Central Europe 

cannot help but influence their assessment of West-East relationships in 

general and Soviet intentions and capabilities in particular. 

It would appear, then, that one of the most crucial and far-reaching 

implications of any and all trends in East Central Europe is their effect 

on Western perceptions of the Soviet threat. If, for example, it could 

be shown that the changes taking place in East Central Europe indicated 

a major transformation in the character of Soviet control -- in,. let us 

say, the direction of greater autonomy -- this conclusion is likely to 

reinforce the belief that the Soviet Union had committed itself to a policy 

of long-term, if not permanent do;tente. If meetings between the Soviet 

9-15-66-114 
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Union and the East Central European countries within the Warsaw Pact 

and COMECON took on the character of consultation between allies rather 

than unilateral Soviet dictation, the communist threat toward Western 

Europe could be assumed to have been diminished -- the ·fact notwith

standing that changes in military-technology and strategy might have 

annulled the significance of inter-allied consultation •. 

Similarly, if a prolonged struggle were to be waged by the govern

ments of East Central Europe for independence from the Soviet Union, 

the assessment in Western capitals of the Soviet threat might be premised 

on the assumption that the Soviet Union had enough trouble within its· own 

camp and no time to engage in plots outside its own borders. In the West

ern mirror image the Soviet threat might, again, be diminished. 

If this be the case, the most crucial issue is how to . disti"nguish: 

between changes which originate spontaneously in the Soviet orbit that 

may run counter to Soviet desires and those which are in accord with 

Soviet wishes. On purely domestic grounds, the Soviets may find it 

advantageous to disengage from the day-to-day operations of East Central 

European politics. The Soviet influence over the foreign and security 

policies of the East Central European countries probably differs in degree 

and kind. It is more difficult to determine just how independent East 

9-15-66-114 
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Central European governments are with respect to matters other than 

those of local concern. Under certain circumstances, the Soviets may 

wish the East Central European governments to appear to act independ

ently. Or conversely, the Soviets may not be able to control in every 

respect the decisions and actions of the lesser communist governments. 

II 

·western perceptions of increasing East European independence, 

real or imagined, from the Soviet Union -- by Soviet consent or without 

it -- cannot but affect significantly the Western image of the Soviet 

Union, especially if reinforced by a Soviet policy of d~Stente. To a 

large extent, this image conditions the psychological readiness of Western 

peoples and governments to provide for the timely defense of their vital 

interests against possible Soviet encroachments in the future. 

Several times during the past two decades the Soviet Union has sought 

to convince the West that it wants a genuine dGtente. The present period 

of avowed dGtente has been the longest. Yet, on the eve of the 23rd 

Party Congress, held at the beginning of Aprill966, the K~emlin circulated 

a 10, 000 word letter to East European communist parties in refutation of 

Peking's charges that the Soviets had become "revisionists. "* 

*Reprinted in Die ·welt, March 21, ~966, p. 6. 

9-15-66-114 
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The foilowing passage seems fraught with meaningful operational implicat-

ions: 

. The success of the struggle of the working .dass 
for the victory of revolution will depe,nci on the extent 
to which it and its party lea~ri tb employ all forms ,cif 
struggle, peaceful and nonpeacefui; iegal and ext~a'
legal, and on whether they are prepared for the 
swiftest and most surprising replacement of one form 
of struggle with another.* 

Since Mr. Brezhnev and Mr. Kosygin, like all communist function-

aries, are not given to speculative effusions, this passage must be taken 

as a pragmatic statement: the acquisition of strategic superiority might 

terminate a policy of d;;tente. 

Thus change within the communist world should be apprehended as a 

function of East-West power relationships. Though much has changed in 

both camps, that power relationship has changed little -- certainly, not 

as yet significantly. Indeed, a significant change in the power equilibrium 

the stable balance of deterrence --be it by the default of one of the parties 

to the balance, be it by a unilateral military-technological break-through, 

would profoundly alter the now perceived patterns of political and social 

change. A termination of this power dialogue now seems unlikely. All 

now likely steps that might be taken towards arms control, will not alter 

its dialectic. Certainly, a treaty on the prevention of nuclear prolifera. 

tion.will affect it little -- and probably even that little, from the point of 

*Ibid. Emphasis added. 
9-15-66-114 
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\riew o! those opposed to all "destal:lilizing" weaporis acquisitions, not 

necessarily for the better. 

A recent study* ponders the paradoxical question of whether 

nuclear weapons can be politically useful even if they are never used. 

The authors recognize that the Soviet Union's difficulty in achieving 

strategic parity, "not to speak of some form of superiority, depends in 

no small degree on the magnitude and success of countervailing efforts 

of the United States. " 

Strategic inferiority compels the Soviet leaders to act cautiously 

in foreign policy. The Soviet leaders, however, have made every effort 

to avoid the appearance of inferiority, "short of actually procuring the 

necessary strategic forces. " The authors recognize that unforseen 

technological developments might reduce the costs of "catching up" so 

that the Soviet leaders might find "irresistibly attractive the prospect 

of strategic parity or superiority. " They suggest that "the stabilizing 

and politically equalizing effects of United States strategic superiority 

are often overlooked by those who contend that strategic parity is a pre-

condition for reaching a stable understanding with the Soviet Union and 

ending the cold war," and that "the advent of a mutually acknowledged 

*Arnold L. Horelick and Myron Rush, Strategic Power and Soviet 
Foreign Policy {Chicago: Unive:r.,;ity o£ Chicago Press, 1965). 
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state of strategic parity would signify to the Soviet leaders a major 

improvement in the relative stritegic position of the U. S. S. R. and 

a deterioration in that of the United States. " 

Some Western strategists contend that decisive strategic superiority 

is no longer attainable, and that: lesser forms of superiority are meaning-

less (not credible), wasteful ('overkill'), and potentially dangerous 

I 

(provocative). T.hese contentions notwithstanding, there is, the study 

concludes, historical evidence that the Soviet leaders would value highly 

the political advantages conferred by "ambiguous forms of strategic 

superiority," even though they fell far short of a manifest capability 

to strike first without suffering substantial damage in retaliation. 

It is quite possible that a long-term period of apparent d~tente 

would provide the most useful psychological environment for a Soviet 

search for "ambiguous forms of strategic superiority. " Since the 
' 

political utility of strategic power is intimately related to a nation's 

psychological preparedness to use its military potential and to accept 

the consequences of such action, the effect of current and future develop-

ments in the Soviet block on We'stern perceptions of the Soviet threat - -. 

hence, on the ·western psychological posture -- becomes one of 
' 

paramount importance. 

9-15-66-ll4 
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III 

The principal causative agent of what is called the dt!tente and what 

should better be called a surcease of communist expansionist pressure, 

has been the resistance to that communist expansionist pressure by the 

Western countries under the leadership of the United States. The West's 

strategic superiority contained the Soviets in Europe; the initatives of the 

United States, supported by Great Britain and Australia, contained 

Chinese expansionism in Asia. Had Western resistance not accomplished 

this purpose, both the Soviet Union and Red China would have exported 

their insoluble internal dilemmas into world politics. Both would have 

been absorbed in the exploitation of their foreign conquests. The issue 

of how to advance best the cause of the World Revolution would not have 

arisen. Both would have looked outward and not at one another. Both 

were stopped in their tracks. Both were forced to grapple with their 

respective insoluble domestic problems and, in the case of the Soviet 

Union, with the insoluble domestic problems of the Communist Satellite 

States. Here we find the true cause of communist polycentrism, the 

Sine-Soviet rift -- and the dt!tente. 

H the above hypothesis is a correct one, then it follows that the 

disintegration of the Western Alliance not only invites the resurgence 

of communist expansionism but also eases the difficulties in the way 

9-15-66-ll4 
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of the restoration of communist solidarity. 

The philosophers of communism have begun to discover that dialetics 

does not stop with communism but operates within the communist system 

as it does within any other socio-economic system. From the point-of

view of those who are looking in, namely ourselves, the salient question 

is as to whether the socio-economic changes within the communist world 

diminish or enhance communist expansionism? It is here that the views 

of Western experts on Soviet and Chinese affairs diverge most notably. 

To say the least, the evidence for adjudging this question is ambiguous 

as ambiguous as are the foreign and domestic policies of both the Soviet 

Union and Red China. One thing is certain: the loosening up, real or 

perceived, within the communist sphere has been paced by a very real 

disintegration of the Western Alliance. There might be a coreration 

between these two phenomena. This corelatibn might be accidental; 

then again, it might derive from a conscious strategy pursued by the 

communists. 

An example that illustrates the ambiguous consequences of communist 

polycentrism and of the dGtente, is the profound change in the German 

mood. It seems that some of the assumptions on which, ever since the 

lifting of the Occupation Statute rested the United States German policy, 

are no longer valid. The net result of the last few years development, 

9-15-66-114 
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as far as Germany is concerned, is the weakeni~g of derfuany's ties 

\vith the West and the strengthening bf Certnany's ties wtth the East. 

To say this might be heresy: ls there nota s~eeiai Afuetican-German 

connection? Yet the fact remaihs that in ail Gerrnari political parties 

ever louder voices call for a ril~pro~bemerit with the Central European 

Communist states and with the Soviet Union. 

It is implausible that the Soviets take seriously French nuclear 

power or. believe that they can achieve the neutralization of Germany 

without American agreement. It is much more likely that the Soviets 

believe that a United States, tied down in Asia and fed up with the 

divisions and laxness of Europe, will be receptive to the offer of a 

German settlement along the Rapacki model -- especially when, for 

reasons of their own, the Germans themselves will embrace this model. 

IV 

Among the ambiguities to which the dlltente has given rise perhaps 

the most disturbing is the ambiguity of language that pervades the West's 

discourse on the meaning of political change. One of the most beneficial 

causes or consequences of the dlltente is said to be the "liberalization" 

which is said to pervade communist societies. Not least among the 

purposes of the ''bridges" that are to span the Cold Viar battlefield is 

to foster and speed that "liberalization. " 

9-15-66-114 
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Exactly what is it that we want to "liberalize" or expect to ''liberalize;' 

,, 

itself within the communist states? If we talk about economic "liberalizat-

ion," do we mean that the respective national economies will betorhe more 

efficient or more consumer-oriented, or do we mean that changes in the 

economic structure will, as a matter of course, give rise to significant 

changes in the political structure, not to speak of the power political 

posture of the Soviet Union? Only to raise these questions is to expose 

some .of the logical gaps in the designs, thus far disclosed, for East-West 

''bridges. " 

But these ambiguities -- products of cognitive dissonance -- need 

not be fraught with fatal consequences. By far the most conspicuous 

and ominous inconsistency of the dGtente is the continuation and accelerat-

ion of the military-technological race. In this field, there is no "relaxat-

ion. " The Soviet military budget has steadily increased. The American 

budget is being sapped by the expenditure of the Vietnamese War and the 

• unwillingness of the Administration to face up publicly to the uncooperative 

attitude of the Soviets in matters of arms "stability. " Yet even so, the 

Administration's estimates of additional requirements -- the Improved 

Capability Missile to overwhelm the deployed Soviet ABM defenses --

convey a most unambiguous message: There is nothing static about the 

military balance. Whatever equilibrium there is is a dynamic one • 

9-15-66-ll4 
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We are falling behind; and our strategic superiority, which was the 

decisive factor in Cuba, is being eroded. The cohesiveness of the 

Western Alliance is being eroded apace. While we rejoice in the 

tree-of~change in bloom, its roots might already have died. 
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I. PERSPECTIVES ON UNITED STJ\J~ES EXCHANGES lqiTH THE SOVIE'r UNION 
AND EASTERN EUROPE 

hlong with their normal diplomatic contacts, the Soviet Union 
and Eastern Europe are today linked •.rith the Uni"i::ed States and to 
the Nest in a widespread complex of inter-governmental, group, and 
individual relationshins and contacts which have arisen and developed 
at times \llith official encouragement -- despite substantial political 
antagonisms and restrictive measures imposed from each side. 

From the United States' point o:E view, the most impor-tant 
intergovernmental relationship in this complex is the U.S.-Soviet 
Exchan;res Agreement, first signed in 1958. This agreement marked 
the beginning of a progression of bilateral and multilateral under
takings which has accompanied the hesitant but consistent ?rocess 
of thaw in the Soviet bloc during the .Past decade, and which includ•3s 
the so-called "hot-line" agreement, the Test Ban ·.r:ceaty, and the U.N. 
Resolution banning nuclear weapons in orbit. By 1952,, pressures .,,i thin 
the Soviet Union for increased contact and interchange with the capi
talist world, arising from technological needs and a recognition of 
implications of the nuclear and space age for international relations, 
began to outweigh traditional concerns for absolute internal physical 
security. 

'rhe exchanges agreement perm1cs and regulates the flo\<J of a 
mixed bag of scien·tists, technical specialists, teachers, students, 
performing artists, exhibits, and magazines on a reciprocal basis, 
and comprises a small but highly significant portion of the tons of 
books and documents, hours of radio broadcasts, thousands of touris·ts, 
correspondents, businessmen, and other travellers who are moving back 
and forth between the two countries. 

This net\llork of cross-border contacts is still impeded by a 
great variety of politically and economically motivated restrictions, 
barriers, and stumbling blocks. Passports are difficult i:o obtain 
in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, entry into the United States 
for Communist Party members is a complicated procedure, censorship 
in the East is still wL:espread, and some radio progrmns are jammed. 
'rhe opposition of organized 1\merican veterans and labor groups and 
of some ethnic groups from Eastern Europe to any exchange at all v!i th 
communist count:ries has also been an inhibiting factor. 
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On the economic side, tourism for Soviet and Eas'c European 
nationals is hampered by a lack of foreign exchange, a factor which 
also affects their impor·ts of newspapers, magazines, and books, even 
when these are allowed by the censor. United St,tes restrictions on 
trade with the Sovie·t Union and Eastern Europe have discouraged t.he 
export of 'i'Jestern technical methods and products. Business relation
ships have a·t best been difficult to arrange. 

~~he exchanges agreement with ::he Soviet Union is unique as 
far as the United States is concerned. 1/'Jith no other country in the 
w-,rld are l'-merican technical, scientific, educational, and cultural 
exchanges regulated by formal international Gxecutive agreement:. '\'his 
is not the case for the Soviet Union, ,.,hich customa.rily regulai:es 
its cultural and other exchanges >·Tith both capitalist and socialist 
countries by detailed international agreements. United s·tates ex
changes •,.Ti·th the Easi: European countries are on an ad hoc basis or 
covered by written unders·tandings 1Jet1.veen priva·i:e and sc.;::li.-·· .. ;:·iv.~.:~e 
organizations on each side, such as the respective national scientific 
academies. \'Jith Rounania there has been ever since 1a6o a biennial 
exchange of letters establishing an "arrangement" to facilitate 
exchanges on a governmental and privai:e level. 

'rhe first United States exchanges agr'S'iiC\n~tc with the Soviet 
Union was negotiated in ·the autumn o:E 195 7 and in January, 1 S58. ·:rhe 
agreement is for tv1o years and has been regularly renewed, most recent
ly in r-1arch of this year, 1966. Exchanges ~"i th posi:-Stalin Eastern 
Europe began a li tt.le earlier, \.,i th i:he invitation of the Polish 
government late in 1956 to the Rocke:':eller Foundation to revive 
its pre-war program of study grants for P: lish doctors, biologists, 
and agronomists. Exchanges with the other East European countries 
began at a considerably la·ter date, as travel restrictions ,.,ere 
lif·tecl, and the Hungarians, Czechs, 81:)vaJ~s, andR::J.'llmanians began 
to spill out of their countries in greater and greater numbers to 
seek that contact >:7il:h the Nest of ~.,hich <:hey had been deprived :Eox
mrer twenty years. 

II. CONTEN:•: OF UNII'ED S'?.ll'.~ES EXCHl;NGES iH:c'H 'fHE SOVIE·I' Ui:UO!:J AWJ 
El.s'l'ERN EUROPEl 

'l'he current U. S. -Soviet exchanges agreement provic1,2s for the 
exchanges of delega·tions and specialis::s in i:.echnical fields and 
science, in agriculture and public heali:h.. l:.merican graduate stude~ts, 
language teachers, and professors in other 0isciplines are ~o spend 
a semester or an academic year in the USSR, anc~ vice versa. ·:'he 
agreement includes exchanges in the performing ar·ts, such as the 
J)!!lerican Ballet Theai:re and the Bolshoi Ballet; it provides for 
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the showing of tvm exhibits in each country c.uring the tvro 
year period, encourages joint athletic events and touri:om, 
and permits the u.s. Information Agency's monthly magazine, 
Arnerika, to be put on sale in the soviet Union in exchange for 
the privilege of distributing an equal number of copies of 
Soviet Life in the United States. 

De'.:ailed arrangements for exchanges of students, 
professors, scientists, and a.tomic scien;tists are not prescribed 
in the agreement but are left up to the Inter-University 
Committee on 'Pravel Grants, the American council of r,earned 
Societies, the National 1\.cademy of Sciences, and the U.S. 
A.tomic Energy Commission, i:o be negotiated with the appropriate 
Soviet Academy or Ministry. 

Neither trade, cowaercial visitors, nor reciprocal 
air rights are mentioned in or covered by the ti.S.-Soviet 
agreement. 

In the case of the East European countries the Gxchange 
activii:y is in large part a function of the day-to-day diplomatic 
relationships. As a rule i:hore a.re no govermnent-sponso:red 
exchanges with Hungary, with \vhom the UnitGC1 SLates does not 
have normal rel21tions. Large Unit<.?d States holdings o:E counter
part funds in Polish currency help t.o maintain a more active 
exchange program with that country. 

Priva·te foundations have played a more important role in 
the United States exchanges •.vith the East European countries 
than with the Soviet Union. Between 1957 and 1954 both the Ford 
and Rockefeller Foundations have aperc-,ted substantial progrcuns 
in R-~anC and Ford has recently undertaken a major ·task in 
finauc~ng the visits of Hungarian humanist:s, natural and social 
scientists to the United St?.tes. l'he Rockefeller Program in 
Polancl was discont.inued in l9S4, follovring a reorientation 
of the Foundation's overall policy. By this time most: of tho 
leading doctors and bi::logists in the country had benefitted 
from the program. ':>:'he Ford Polish program included grants for 
political scientists and humanists as well as natural sciend.sts. 
Since the first t~.ro groups tend by nature to be more contro
versial politically than doctors or biologists, the Ford FOlmd-· 
a\:ion found itself in continuing arguments with the Polish 
authorities who prevented the Foundation from exercising a 
free choice in the seh:ction of its grantees. In 1962 the 
program was discontinued as a direct result of these disagree
ments. These difficulties appeared to have been successfully 
avoided in the case of the Ford Hungarian program. 
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The United States and. Polnnc~ reached an agreement 
in 1 ')58, whereby 30,000 cOpi<~s of the Polish-language 1\meryka 
are sol0 in Poland, while an equal number of copies of the 
English-language Poland are put on the nevlss'-:ands in the 
United St.ai:es. 

During the current year, the u.s. Hational AcaC:emy 
of Sciences has signed agreoments with the Polish, Roumanian, 
and Czechoslovak Academies :for exchange visits o:E up to 
40 man-moni:hs per year, for the <~!cchange of publications, and 
for the exchange of information on research programs. 

u.s. Exchanges with Bulgaria have been minimal and 
with 1\lbanl.a non-existent. u.s. trade •:~ith Bulgaria is the 
smallest of all the East European countries. Americans' share 
in Bulgaria's tourist boom has been practically nil. Diplomatic 
relations were suspended for nearly v. decade in the 50's; and 
Bulgaria is the only country which still jams both the Voice 
of 1\merica and Radio Free Europe. Since the United StC!tes 
does not recognize the exis·tencc: of a separate East German 
State, exchanges wil:h East Germany are a diplomatic, logical, 
and prac·tical impossibility. 'I'he U. S. exchange progra'll with 
Yugoslavia is atypical, and tenr.':.s more to follm~ the pattern 
of exchan9es with ~"lostern Europe .. 

III. OJ3.JECTIVES OF '"rHE UNITED S"l'A::t'ES EXCHl'JNGES PROGRl\H WE'H 
THE SOVIE·:r UNION AND EhS'I'ERN EUROPE 

,Just as the l,merican exchanges agreement \·lith the 
Soviet Union springs from a colh1ction of disp."lrate interests, 
so the various aspects of ·::.he Uni:.-.ed States m;changes prog:ram 
with the Soviet Union and with Eastern Europe have differing 
and at times conflicting objectives, •.vhich do no-t immediately 
suggest "- coherenl: whole. 

Ekaterina Furtseva, ~'linister of Culture of the USSR, 
addressing thE' 23rd Party Congress of CPSU last spring said 

11 Everyone is well a.-waro that cultural excha.nqes contri
bute i:o l:he understanding of peoples and to the stru·::rgle for 
peace :)f the whole world." 

•:•chis may or may not be true. In any case it is a 
vast oversimplification of a very complex phenomenon. One 
of the principal problem:?. here ie that the at::ainable object
ive of improving the ability to understanc1 the rationale for 
various moves of a great power has been confused '\<Jii:h the 
idea that exchanges can lead to a growth of affection, sympathy, 
or appreciation for individual or group behavior in one 
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country on the part of visitors from anothE:r. 

A. thorough study of the attitudes of visitors travelling 
to the Soviet Union and vice versa still remains to be llnr'l"'~

taken. There are indications that travel among all . .LC.'nalities, 
particularly short term visits, may tend to reenforce stereotyped 
prejudices in the visitors toward the host coun!:ry.2 In the 
case of longer term visits, the visitors, both American and 
Soviet, in some cases seem to be able to isolai:e t.h'"ir appre
ciation for specific professional or intellectual aspects of 
life in the host country from a more generalized antipathy 
toward the country's foreign policy anCJ economic system. 

Most qualified observers agree that the impact of travel 
abroac: on Soviet citizens over a longer period of time is 
substantial, in some cases even traumatic, in terms of corn;ct
ing distortions learned over a long period anr't of arousing 
a questionin9 attitude toward their own information, eeucation, 
and propaganoa services. l' • .c'mittec1ly, hmvever, this type of 
impac·t is difficult, if not impossible, to measure; and its 
traumatic aspects in particular deserve study in depth to 
determine what role they play in the c:Jevelopmen-<: of new 
attitudes. 

A. few general and definable goals are to be found in all 
exchange programs, both American an cl those of ot!-wr countries. 3 

For example, each country see"P;.s to create and project a favorable 
ima,:re of itself among the populace of the host countries and to 
offset negative propaganda. '.I'he United St.ates v1ants to demons
trate both i i:s technological and material progress, which he'-S 
continued despite l•larxist predictions to the contrary, and 
its cul. t:ural <md artistic achievements. The USSR seeks to 
esi:.ablish its image as a peace-loving, cultu;ted, ane. techno
logically superior nation and social system. • 

Furthermore, exchanges are as much a part of a nation's 
educational policy as they are a part of its foreign policy. 
1'he United States and other countries need experts in each 
others' political, cultural, and social systems, who can 
correctly interpret the intentions and capabil.i,:ies of their 
neighbors and perform a re:ll.ec<:ive and stabilizing function. 
It: is through exchanges 'chat this training can be best: ach9ever:. 
Such experts are needed to correct: misapprehensions, whether 
their origin bG ideological, psychological, or po-• ..rer-political, 
before they become miscalculations and leaC to fatal mistakGs 
of jutgement. The process of mutual education for mutual 
benefit spreads into all fields: the natural and social 
sciences, fine arts an!~ humanities, trade opport:uni ties, control 
of disease, improvements in ph\sical communication, and the like. 
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Finally, exchanges, particularly among grea'.: powers, wi t.h 
the personal contact, exchange of information, and reassurance 
through knm'l'ledge or experience which they imply, are elements 
in a peaceful world order; while secrecy, exclud.veness:; 
suspicion, and closed societies usually accompany an increase 
in armaments and the development of new \'l'eaponry. 5 In addition, 
they may open a channel of conununicati-:m which coulcl be main
tained in i:imes of strained relations. As \vill he seen later, 
there has b<:~en relatively little correlation bot~J-men exchange 
activities at any one time Gnci the clay-to-day stresses of 
international intercourse. 

\IJhile it is true that the objectives listed above apply 
to the United States exchanges with Ec:,_stern Europe as well as 
to the Sovie'::. Union, their application to Eastern Europe falls 
wit.hin quite a different context of historical 1mcl diplomatic 
relationships and perspectives. 

In Eatern Europe the United States seeks i::o re--establish 
i:he traditional his·toric, cultural, ancl ethnic ·ties, and to 
promote a peaceful evolution tm\larc"1 national independence and 
internal freedom ... "~.o buiJ.c~ bridges across the gulf '"hich 
has divided us from East:.ern Eur•:)pe", as President John~on said 
at Lexing·:~on, Virginia on May 23, 1 '364. 

i\mericans approach Eastern Europe '#ith a :..-,ackground of 
more than n cent.ury of sympathetic contnct and mu.i:ua.l concern, 
springin~J from an assumption of shared values anC:~ his·torical 
experience quite unlike the overtones of potential rivalry 
and inherent suspicion which have characterized limerican atti
tudes tov1ard Russia, both irsarisf.: and Bolshevik.. In Eastern 
Europe, nearly everyone over 40 years of acre v-.ras ec'.ucated in a 
culture :Eund<:llnenl~ally pro-l,merican and Western in poli·tical 
orientation. Thus the educational and ima.Je-huilding problem 
is much less chnllenging here than in the case o:C the Soviet 
Union. However, other factors complicate the picture. Nany 
East Europeans in all g3nerations share a genuine c.nc1 long
standing fear of GGrrnany, no-.:l't th~ UniteC: States. • principal 
continental ally~ Soviet "peace propaganda 11

, direct:.ed against 
the United State::_:, falls on more receptive ground in vJar
ravaged Eastern Europe, particulc.rly PoJ.anCl. Current: French 
policy, to the extent that it cnlls for a decentralization of 
military alliances may very well evoke a sympa\:hetic echo in 
Eastern Europe. 

United States educational objectives in Eastern Europe 
run J?arallel with the politica.l. 'rhe need :for American kno,,;ledge 
and expert.ise abou'c Eastern Europe is not. as urgent as in the 
case of ·the Soviet Union. ·rhe UoS. ec1ucnt.ional objective is 
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rather to disseminate -- through exchanges -- modern economic 
and political ic:eas which i:he Eas':ern Europeans can !rake use 
of in their efforts to liberalize and rationalize their economies 
and social structures. 

Here the objectives of the UnitGd Stat0s and of the East 
Europeans appear to coinci(}e. 1'he urge in Eastern Europe for 
modernization 21nd th0 realization that this can only come from 
the \Ck~st has buil·t up a strong pressuro for oxchanger;. In their 
own in·t.erests, anCl in part in r8sponse to this prest. ure, the 
East European ·Jovernments have accepted Lhe need for oxchan•:res, 
with v2u:ying degrees of enthusiasm, ev0n ;.Jhen this has m0ant 
condoning the importation t:hrough exchanges of political and 
social concepts they would far rai:her have excluded. 

1l10 a degree, United S·tates exchanges with Eastern Europe 
are a m0ans of reaching 'che Soviet Union as \.,rell. Eastern Europe, 
with its residue of '"Jestern values an· .. 1 slightly greater freedom 
for critical and creative thought can probably increasingly 
serve as a channel of conununication anc' interchange cf ideas 
between '.:he two blocs. More East Europeans travel abroac' than 
cio Soviet citizens, yet mora Soviet citizens go i:o Eastern 
Europe than to the Nest. Here they come into contac'c with ideas, 
economic innovations, anc1 ethical ancl esthetic challenges which 
penetrate in ·ic.his :Cashion into the solic'lities and stolitJities 
of -the Soviet. systGm .. 

IV. EXCP.J'JWES AND PERIODS OF HlmRNl'.TIONAL TENSION * 

Exchanges bet,tleen the Unite6 s·;_:at..;:;s anc1 the Sovie-t Union 
have at times been regarcle<J as a harbinger of Sovie·t-AJnericc.n 
relations. If <:he number of exchanges is increasing, tbere is 
a popular impression that relations bet,.,een the t\·lO countries 
will improve. If a major exhibit or theatrical performance 
is suddenly cancellecJ. or postponed, this sGems to foreshadow 
a ceterioratin·g or crisis situation in the relations beb1een 
\:he t'IIO couni:ries. Closer exrunination, however, shows ·that 
there is no hard anu fast direct correlation between the level 
of exchanges and periods of international tension. We shall 
consider a few exw~ples. 

* I a:n indeb'tec1 to Hr. Eric Stevenson, nmv General CDunsel o:E 
the Peace Corps, for his kindness in allmving me to mnke us0 

of the extensive research he has done on this particular aspect 
of the United States -- Soviet exchanges, as \Vell as on many 
other face·i:s of the program. 
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Before October, 1956, a handful of exchan::res \lie re 
uncJerway bet,.,een the United States and. the Soviet Union, which 
had been arranged o~ an ad hoc bas~s prior ~:o the negotiation 
of the first agreement of ''19'58. These exchnnges were immediately 
suspended by the Unit.ed Sta;tes follot'ling the Soviet in·:.~.erVention 

in Eun<Jary as a demonDtration of I~merican disaJ.1provC2l.. However, 
as cc.rly as January, 195 7, exchanges tr.Jer·::.:: renewed and arrangements 
cor;c:.ludec1 for the visit of Soviet meteorologists, pedagogues, 
an(' m:,celear physicis·ts to visit the Soviet Union cluring the 
early ·,~.·art of the year . 

. 'he first exchanges agreement •.>~as signed in January 1950. 
In the: c0 1l;mner of that year, Soviet-l;merican relations took a 
sharc:J tt1rn for ·the ~-'lorse, with the Ivlidclle East crisis, the 
tens:Lc-::1. c:va~ the off~shore islands in t:.he Form.0sa Strai ~~-s, ·the 
execut.i::·n of Imre- Hagy, and the harassment of Boris Pasterniik.. 
None of these events seems to have had any effect: at all en the 
exchanges program, which increase~: in quantity and vari•3ty c'uring 
this time.. If Jcou:r.ism can be consider(:c: as a popular be..rome·ter 
of relaxed in·i.:ernat.ional relations, it is interesting to note 
that during this period the number of l\merican tourists 'tlho 
visi?:.ec'l 'che USSR rose ·::o a new high o£ 12., 000 a year, figm:e 
which has been more or less constnn·i·: ever since. 1959 was markad 
by the I<hr,,_shchev, r-iikoyan, and Kozlov,r visits to the Uni l:ed States 
anc1 the Nixon and Harriman tours of the Soviet Union, an era of 
pronounced good feeling. 

J:he U-2 affair in the late spring of 19:50, likewise 
had no effect on the on-going exchanges between the two countriGs, 
although it did cause the cancellation of the planned s':ate 
visits of President Eisenhower to the USSR anc the then Air 
Marshal Vershinnen to the United States. "\'hile Khrushchev 
continued publicly to endorse the exchange programs, a campaign 
was mounted to discourage contacts between Soviet citizens and 
exchange visitors o.nd tourists by characterizing them as spies 
and troL:ble-mClkerE.. F16l marked another perioc} of Ciet.crioration, 
with t.he construction :yf the Berlin 'rJall and the resumption of 
nuclear testing. It was at this point thai: the Soviet Union 
estal:>lished the Institute of Soviet-Anterican Relations with the 
ostensible purpose of stimulating exchanges. In fact, hmvever, 
the effect of the Institute's nctions has been to exploit vis
iting l>mericans for political purposes, anc~ to attempt to bypass 
the reciprocity requirements of the u.s.-soviet exchanqes agree
ment. 

'i.'he war in Vietnam has had a measurable effect on 
Soviet-l',merican exchanges, al thon<Jh perpaps_ less than might 
have been expected unner the circumstances. Planned meetings 
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have been postponed, exhibits and theal.:.rical perfonnances 
postponed, and participation in athletic events demonstratively 
withdrawn. 'rhe Vietnam war he>.s not l:Jeen cited in each case as 
the specific reason for the breakdown, but it has supplied 
the backdrop for the entire chain of events. Nonetheless, in 
March, 1966, despite escalation of the war, a new' two-year 
exchanges agn~emeni: was signed by the ·united States and the 
USSR, ·the score of which is approximately the same as the 
preceding agreement. 

The war has had its impact on the United States exchanJes 
\vi th the East European countries as well, particularly Polcmd 
and I-!ungary, although with the former the war cam;10t be isolated 
from other factors such as the Church-State conflict and the 
repression of the int:elligenzia. The Vietnam war has been cited 
by the Hungarians as a major aggravating factor in preventing 
·the normalization of Hungarian-J'.merican relations. 

From the foregoing analysis, one could conclude ·that 
while exchanges as such do not necessarily contribute directly 
to the improvement in the international atmosphere, ·.:mce they 
have been estnblished in a period of c1eteni:e, \:hey acquire a 
momentum and resilience of their own v1hich has enabled them to 
survive subsequent. periods of increased international tension. 

V. DIFFERENCES BE'l'~'iEEN 1\l>IERICAN AND WES'.r EUROPEl\N EXPERIENCE 
IN EXCHl\NGES 1f1E'H THE SOVIE-l: UNION l'J:JD EAS~:ERN EUROPE 

Sovie·t exchanges policy tm,e.rd '\J'Jest:ern Europe ,,,oulc, 
indicate that she still regards Europe as the primary area of 
political action and chalJ.enge. Within the past :EevJ years, 
the USSR and East.ern Europe have ha.d more exchanges 1r1ith 1i1Testern 
Europe than wi.t:h all the rest of the v1orld combil1•~d, c1esr>ite 
their increased efforts in the underdeveloped countries in the 
face of mainlanc' Chinese competition. 

'~he ;·lilest European respon~.;c~ to this Sovie·t cul ~:-.ural drive 
has been energetic and, to a limitec' de•J-ree, coordinni:ec:. None 
of the _programs of thG VJ't!st EurcJpean countries are comparable 
in scope or size to t:.he U. S. -USSR progrmn; anc':l no :?rivate ·11est 
European prO•Jrams have approachec~ the dimensions of the Ford 
and Rockefeller programs for East European countries. 

. 'I'he Wes'c European countries have ·::renerally placed more 
emphasis on i:he teaching of their national languages nnd 
literat:ure than hcts the United States in its cultural e>.ncJ 
educationa approaches to the world at large. The trnditional 
ai:tii:udes of Europeans of the East. toward those of the West are 
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based on less tangible but more ancient ties. fljoreover, the 
facts of geography dictate that many more East Europeans, 
particularly in the student category, will come to eve stern 
Europe, ancl vice versa, than will for some time be the case 
with the United States. 

'l'he United Kingdom's exchange progrcun \.Ji·th the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Europe, operated by the semi-official British 
Council, resembles but is somewhat smailer than that: of the 
United States. Proportionately, the Council's effort :Cor the 
Soviet Union and Eastern :Europe is comparable in size to what 
the Council has done \•lith all of tvestern Europe. Like the United 
States, the U.K. has a biennial agreement with the Soviet Union; 
and the l\nglo-Saxon countries have shared similar political 
problems in the implementation of the agreement, such as an 
imbalance as between natural and social scientists, restrictions 
as to '.:ravel and access to archives; and Soviet efforts to control 
exchanges through front organizations • 

Again like the United. s::a·tes, the U.K. has no formal 
agreement with the East European coun·tries. The British Council's 
long experience in Eastern Europe has probably allowed more 
long-term exchange situations to arise than has been the case 
with the United States. For example, the Council sponsors full
time lecture-ships in English a·t eight East European and Soviet 
Universit.ies. About 2,300 visitors ccune to the U.K. from the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe under British council sponsorship 
in 1965. This is very close to the total number of exchanqe 
visitors from the area. to the Unlted States. 

The French exchanges program for the Soviet Union and 
Eastern Europe, as for other parts of the world, centers on 
the promo·tion of the teachin9 of the French languageo France 
has written agreements with the Soviet Union and the East European 
countries, and has been more successful than the Uni'ced s·tates 
or Great Britain: in arrangin:J" for resiClent _profer;sorships in the 

• host. countries o Sponsored st:.uc1ent: exchanges with the~ USSR anLl 
with 'che larcJer East European countries run to as much as lOO 
in each rJirection. This is more thnn t'<Nice as many stucJents as 
those covered by the program of the ;,merican coordinating group, 
the Inter-University CommittGe, with each of the countries in 
question. In ac1di tion there is probably a greater flo,.., of un
sponsored East European student:? to France than to any o·ther 
lvas tern coun·try. 

I\:aly' s exchanges with i:he Soviet Union and Eas·tern Europe, 
although smaller in scope than thG French or British programs, 
show an unexpectedly wide variety in su'Jject matter. ·m·lile 
architecture, music, and other fine arts understandably occupy 
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a prominent place, scientific exchanges and exchan')es in atomic 
energy research have occupied important positions in Italy's 
programs with the Soviet Union and Poland. ;,11 the Italicm 
programs, like the French exchanges, are based on written inter
governmental understanc~ings. Italy extends her hospitality to 
tens of thous anus of visitors from Ens tern Europe each year, 1.,rho 
come to study, absorb, and ad.'llire the ancient values of: Italian 
culture. 

The German Federal Ra )Ublic has diplomatic relations and 
a formal cultural agreement only with the Soviet Union from 
amon•J the countries \'Jith which this paper is concerned. Gcarman 

trade missions in Poland, Hungary, Roumania and Bulgaria promote 
cultural exchanges on an :.d hoc basis,and a considerable exchange 
of scientific pers.onnel takes place in Czechoslovakia. 'J.'he 
nec;rotiation of any cultural agreements with these countries has 
foundered in recent years on the so-called "Berlin cla.use", 
whereby the Federal Republic hns insisted that any international 
agreemeni:s i·l: concludes must also explicitly cover c·~es·t · ·'Jrlin. 
'l'his position has ·.':Jeen unacceptable to the Soviet Union c:nd its 
allies and may in C\ue course block renewal of the Fed~ral 
Republic's cultural agreement with the USSR. 

Despite these formal difficulties, however, it would 
appear that l:he Foreign Office in Bonn actively encouraCJCS 
cultural and educational exchanges with the East European 
countries, particularly in order to forestall the establishment 
of any monopoly in the representation of German culi.:ure in this 
part of the '"orld by the Soviet Union. 'l'he historic role of 
Germany in Eastern Europe, and the burden of the events of 
the war years have combined to make the Federal Republic eGpecial
ly conscious of the opportunities and limitations of its policy 
and possible actions in this area. 

VI. CONCLUDING OBSERVl>TIONS 

From these remarks it \1Till be clear that a number of 
lines of research and study of the impact of East-11/est exchanges 
could usefully be pursued. Some sytematic work on the effect 
of international travel on indj_vir2uals has been done in i:.he 
United States a'c the Bassachusetl:s Institute of I'echnolo'JY and 
else\1There; and Frederick Barghoorn a1: Yale is compiling data on 
the impressions anc1 reactions of l-;merican participants in the 
U. S. -Soviet exchanges progra.'ll. 'J:o my knowlecl::;e, no comparable 
study has been made either in the Unii:ec1 States or in Europe for 
participants in exchanges with the East European countries. If 
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the coopera·tion of research institutes in Eastern Europe 
could be secured in makinJ such a survey, the technicnl 
difficulties would be far less substc.ntial. '.!'his rnay not, 
however be politically feasillle. 

On the European side also i'c wouJ.c be extrem0ly 
interesting if a particular political or economic concept 
could be traced as it made it:s l.rVay in recent years from 
\'?estern Europe eo Yugoslavia, perhaps to Poland ea: Czech
oslovakin, and then to the Soviet Union. llnother useful linG 
of enquiry 1r1oulci be to determine if and in what. \'lay the 
exigencies of tracle beb1een Eastern and ~qsb3rn Europe arG 
affecting the economies of each country, and t~J what extent 
sales rcpresen·tatives, buyers, and other business ne(Jo"i:icitors 
ac·t as a channel of cultursl exchan<Je as well, ;·:ransmitting 
more humane,J.iberal, and rational concepts of economic and 
social organization . 

1111 thesG factors point \:o the development of a 
greater de·]ree of openness to a r;ocial structure in which 
a greater :Ereec1om of choice can be exercised, anc1 finally 
to the like.lihood that. once the countries of Eastern Europe 
in :_:>articular have embarked upon a course in this direction, 
it will be a most c1ifficul·\: and compl ec maneuver to attempt 
to reverse the ·trend. 
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Thoughts on Germany - A History of Ideas on Reunification 

by Theo Sommer 

Thirteen years have passed since the end of the East German 
rebellion of June 19 53, and five years since the erection of the Berlin Vliall. We have 
not, in this time, come one step closer to unifying our divided land. The old 
consolation that unification will come because it must come is not taken seriously any 
more by anyone, even by those who, each year, with pathetic voices, have glorified 
the 17th of June. The government rightly announces "Our past policies have not yet 
led to success. But the way that the German Federal Republic and her allies have 
chosen i!1 the right way. It must be continued." The people, however, if this way 
is at all clear to them, think more realistically about the chances of attaining their 
goal. Puplic opinion polls clearly point out that the wish for reunification has 
intensifi~d over the years, but that the belief in its success becomes more and more 
doubtful.' The gap between hopes for the future and expectations for the future 
becomes greater and greater. 

There is no cause to interpret these facts in an alarming way. When 
there is qoubt, so is it nothing more than realism. The majority of West Germans 
know wh~t they hope for, but they also realize the factors and circumstances that work 
against their wish. They do not live with illusions. 

There are generally three views prevalent in V'iest Germany today, 
even though they are not always formulatGcl with adequate acuteness of thinking. 

The first view is never questioned: War cannot and must not be the 
solution to the German qwOlstion. In our world, nuclear weapons forbid even the 
thought of such a solution. By the atom, the concept of "victory" has become 
meaningless. There would be no victor, no vanquished - only mutue.l extermination. 
War is, therefore, in the context of rational political thought, out of the question . 

In view of this, the r 'd saying of international law is painfully true ~ 
that peace serves justice better than justice serves peace. Discord because of 
differing views on justice would be an apocalyptic catastrophe; injustice must be 
accepted, endured for the sake of peace; it can only be mitigated; it cannot be removed 
entirely. Atomic weapons hinder solutions; they freeze the problem; temporary 
conditions become permanent conditions. The last sanction of power serves only to 
maintain the status quo, not to change it. Therefore, there will be no more "rollback", 
neither A la Dulles nor A la Khrushchev. And therefore the example of Poland, which 
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after one and one-half centuries of dismemberment and partition, once again was 
unified, can afford the Germans little hope or comfort, Poland achioved her unity 
as a result of a vlTorld War; this vory road is closed to us. 

The Germans reali~~e this very well. The enforced renunciation 
that they promised their allies in 1954 was not based on mere compulsion but on 
this deeper understanding. The Bonn Peacenote of March 25, 1966, containing a 
bid for a mutual non-offensive declaration with the East European people was a 
clear - if unduly late - confirmation of this attitude. No one in Germany wants a 
war. 

The second view is not as clear, although just as widely recognized 
in Germany. As by the atom the concept of "victory" has become void of meaning 
so the ideology renders pragmatic compromise more difficult. This also differentiates 
German from Polish division: their ideological and sociological background. Whether 
Krakow was Austrian, Prussian or Russian did not make much of a difference if one 
looks at it from the point of view of the ruling system; the people would have per
ceived only unimportant, meaningless differences. Today, however, there have come 
into being, in East and West, various social structures; within the rivalry of the 
systems, the social order has become a decisive criterion and has almost gained a 
sacrosanct character. The different systems are based on different ideologies; 
ideological compromise, however, does not exist as long as the ideologies remain 
uncorrupted and popular. Frontiers would let themselves be displaced, if it is 
a mere question of a square kilometer. They would be walled up as soon as they are 
separated by different "Vveltanschauungen ." The Elba is, however, in Krushchev' s 
work, a )'loly frontier. 

Both of these views gave rise to a third, which is seldom talked about, 
but which no thoughtful contemporary can evade - all parties of the Bundestag have 
failed i~ their attempts for reunification. 

This is true for the CDU which, at first, followed the concept of 
"politics of strength". They attempted to integrate vv·est Germany into the "~Ne stern 
world and tried to mobilize the combined potential of the Vve~t for reunification. 
The West was to be so strong - and Germany wanted to give its military share by 
joining NATO - that the Kremlin would resign and give up East Germany in face of 
such superior western p.,wer. It was not a bad idea, but it failed because Moscow. 
was ruled not l::ly orphans, but by men who had the same idea of "politics of strength", 
from their point of view. In the East-West stalema:ta. the idea of reunificati.on through 
greater strength suffocated. 
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Failure - this is also true for the SPD. It endeavored to re unify 
the country through just the opposite means. SPD was against too strong affiliation 
and commitment, military and economic, with the West. To the contrary, it wanted 
Germany to stand apart from two power blocs and set it up in a Garden of Eden of 
neutrality in Central Europe. At that time, one spoke of disengagement. This concept 
also had its logic. Certainly, however, one cannot always rely on logic in politics. 
The plan for disengagement failed because the El be became, to the Communists, a 
holy frontier. 

Thus, the old policy of the CDU was chafing at the atom, the 
policy of the SPD was chafing at ideology, the policies of the FDP were lost 
somewhere in the middle. Today, there is no direct way to reunification, Since 
the Berlip 'Nall, this has become clearer, )ear by year. 

Today, once again, people in Germany are reflecting on Germany
reflecting about a policy which, on one hand, uses the atomic patt for a political 
offensive, and on the other hand, can corrupt Communist ideology. Old fictions 
are being discarded. Many things arc I:Bing put in question that, for many years, 
were taboo. They aro turning away from the simple legal aspect and are initiating 
a road toward a creative policy. 

It may have been a mere coincidence that the impulse for a debate 
in Germany over reunification came from the exterior. The fact is that the first 
suggestions setting up a system were made by two American professors. Henry A. 
Kissing er of Harvard went lick, mutatis mutandis, to the concept of an offering of 
"peace Within the precincts of the castle" which had been rejected by Khrushchev 
in the summer of 1962, when Adenauer went to Moscow. Zbigniew Brzezinski, 
Sovietologist from New York's Columbia University, proposed a different concept. 
He does not want to accept the German Democratic Republic for a given period, he 
would rather isolate and blockade them - this in the framework of a political program 
that stril;es at the kernel of reassociation with East Europe. The vehicle of peaceful 
engagement - the peaceful reinvolvement of Europe • s separated halves - should be a 
grandiose undertaking of assistance, a kind of new Marshal! Plan. These two 
proposals did not find very much success: Kissing er, because his ideas appear too 
synthetic, and Brzezinski, because his thoughts, so far as they concern Bonn' s 
policies toward East Berlin, are too easily adapted to the orthodoxy of the dogma of 
sovereignty, whereas the SPD, during the election year, was careful to express 
divergent opinions. 

The reflections on Germany, however, began soon from another 
source as well. On April 24, 1965, the Bavarian FDP in Munich published a 
memorandum "The German C!uestion". The author was Ambassador Fritz Oeller, with 
assistance from Thomas Dehler. It proceeded from six theses. The four most 
important are: 
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- The German question today is no longer to be solved alone on the 
the basis of the responsibility of the Allied Powers Of the Potsdam 
Conference of August 1945; 

- German reunification today is only conceivable in the framework of 
world-wide agreements on political, military and economic matters, 
but certainly not with the pmsentation of a "status quo ante"; 

- Neither the states of the East bloc nor those of the V'fest are interested 
in a restoration of the national unity of Germany. The fear of a rearmed, 

strong Germany is still evident and tends to reduce their interest in 
re unification; 

- From the point of view of the Bundesrepul:iik, the reference to the four
power responsibility and the pressure for initiative by our allies is not 
enough. More and more it becomes necessary to develop own initiatives 

and concepts which might serve as the basis for negotii:tions on German 
reunification, in the framework af world-wide detente. The policy of the 
small steps alone, as welcome as it may be, is certainly not sufficient. 

After an analysis of the Allied Powers' policy on Germany, the 
Oellers memorandum recomms·.c,.ds: the abstinence of the German Federal Republic 
in any nuclear activities as well as with regard to MLF, ANF, or force de frappe; no 
military integration of the EEC states; taking up diplomatic relations with the East 
European states, and flexible interpretation of the Hall stein doctrine; stronger and 
more normal relations with East Germany, without recognition of any kind of the DDR. 
When establishing a German concept for reunification, the following points would 
have to !de considered: the limitation of arms and a nuclear free-zone in Europe; 
the separation of the German Federul Republic fr-om NATO and the separution of the 
German Democratic Republic from the Vvarsvw Pact, after creating· u now European 
control system comprising USA and USSR; a system of non-aggression pacts and 
security treaties; the right of self-determination for the newly united German people; 
military status of the united Germany; determination of a permanent frontier; a peace 
agreement with reunified Germany. 

The Oellers-Dehler memorandum touched upon ull the factors 
prevalent and important in Germany toduy. Principally, the de sire for il draft peace 
treaty with more significance than a recnpitulation of ulready existing proposals, 
and which would have at least publicity value - even if not having uny value for 
immediate reunification - and which would also clarify the military status of 
reunited Germany, her Eastern borders and the manner of her integration in the 
context of un overlapping European-American security system. 

---- ·----~~-- ·---
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Indeed, in the preamble of the constituti•:m, the whole German 
people is invited to achieve unity and freedom in free self-determin.':'.tion. Germany, 
however, wns not defined with regard to its territory, and it is left open whether 
Germany, in this context, was at all considered as a territorial boncept. In any 
case, the most determining aspect in the preamble !:i.ci for rei.mificution was not the 
territorial one, but the "will of the German pecple to maintain their national and 
political unity". Should one day ·::>ur tw;:, great desires for naticJnal c:tnd political 
unity, on the ono h;:md, and the territorial integrity of Germany us en objGct of 
internutionallaw, ·::m the other hand, come into irrec•Jncil."tble competition, then the 
bid for reunification an the princip,J.l priDrity of the rwtional ::1nd politici.ll unity ·::>f the 
German peaple must be respected. 

Of course, the opinion of a reporter is not binding for the policies 
of a government. Even so, the echo to this statement, as with the rec:tction to the EKD 
memorandum, has brought to light that, considering all the shrill c:trguments in certain 
circles, the bro.od public does appreciate, if not even share, an a ttitucie of re a son and 
renunciation in order to promote reunification between the Rhine and the Oder. Th3.t 
Germany, if it ever is to be unified, must accept, by and large, the East frontier, 
is not diiJputed by any serious German politician; it is only still controversial when 
this can be admitted openly. The sarne is true for the non-nuclear status of a 
reunified Germany. Here, the will of total renunciati0n is even more unequivocal. 
The question is only whether negative commitments in this direction should be made 
now, or y.rhether it would not be more advis.:.~ble to "be paid by the East for renunciation 
of atomic weapons in all-German mot1ey". 

Also in this respect, realism is trump. Everything that is connected 
with atomic warfare meets with skepticism and aversion. Insofm, Vifilhelm Violfgang 
SchUtz, the director of the trusteeship of Udivided Germany, expressed an opinion 
which is widely spread, "Arguments against a German atomic power 0re present in 
every Capital. Nothing will chi"mge in this respect for a long time, neither in the 
East nor in the West. Is it not, then, in the interest of German politics th3t the 
German Federal Republic be on the top of the nonutomic powers, instead of on the 
edge of the atomic powers? It is of no use nt all tc_) German policy that, rightly or 
wrongly, the impression was given that the Federal Republic was uctually looking 
for her own nuclear-weapons, in spite cf all agreements and C<ssurances." 

Schtltz' memorandum Qlso bel-::mg s in the list of unorthodcx publica
tions. It begins with the lapidary sentences "A political strategy for rounificati.::>n is 
indispensuble. Until now, it has been missing." He then presents such a strategy -
a grund reform of German politics. In sc,me detail, one might qu'lrrcl with SchUtz. 
But, in the core, his c;.pproach complies with everyone's beliefs and thoughts who 
demand m:xe dynamics and imagination in German foreign policy. 



II Turning Away from the Old D:Jgmas 

Apart from the interri.ational aspects of the German question, its 
inner-Germ an aspect has gained more and more attention. This is not surprising 
because at present it is not very likely that any initiative ii1 fCJreign poiicy m.3y 
promote reunification. A scheme is nocessuryfor the day when the Germ,:m qu,~stbn 
will be brought up aguin, but time is n0t yet ripe for that. This means: until that 
day, we need an interim policy which w:>uld bring about reliofhr the 17 million 
people across the Elbe, ::>r which would at leo.st prevent that Germans in East and 
1Nest become more und more estranged. 

There will be nobody who has any illusions about whilt is possible, 
although the spokesmen of a "policy of small steps below the sill of recognition" 
this side of the Elbe have often enough been reproached for their illusionism, 
whereas, on the other side of the Elm, they have been reproached for their "counter
revCJlution in slippers". In the meantime, however, the simple thought seems to gain 
ground in the Bundesrepublik: if there is still a long time to go till m unification, 
then we have to do Gll we can in order to prevent that only the East Germuns have 
to pay the price for the separation. 

Erich Muller-Gangbff, Head cf the Evangelical Ac::~d0my in Berlin, 
has gone furthest in this direction. Following the steps of Karl J<1spers, he demands 
"end of reunification" and "an alternative LJ reunification". In his bo0k "Mit der 
Teilung le ben" he writes: 

Re unification is not a erodible ilim of present Germ."\n policy. The 
division of Germany is n:.Jt only thG cons<2quence d a w"lr which we 
initiated and which we lost and which has brought the mmies of the 
two hemispheres into our country; the separation is, moreuver, the 
inevitable consequence of 20 yeurs of a policy which has deepened 
the ideologicul contrasts between the victorious powers, instead of 

mitigating these contrasts. There is n::> price conceivablG ·which would 
even approximately countor-bulance the Vulue of the DDR for the Soviet 
Union ... At last, we; huve to begin thinking ·:'lbc;ut non-reunification, 
i.e., :c concept which can leud us out of the seif-inflicted cc,ge of 

a line of thinking which hus become senseless, and into a future of 
minimal hopes. 
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Radical Analyses 

Gangloff' s motivation is influenced by the strong conviction that, 
from the historical point of view, Germany has gamlied away its national unity; 
that it has no more right to claim reuniEcation; thi:lt there will be no all-German 
future, just a common German future ag,'linst the background of permm:ont separation. 
In this he differs from Karl Kaiser, c; young Germnn scientist working ett Harvard 
University. Kaiser, in a remarkable analysis, writes crystal-clear: 

The immediate task for the politicnl leaders of the Bundeswpublik 
should not cqnsist in attaining what up to novY thGy had considered their 
dominating and most urgent aim: reconstitution of 11 united Germany 
in fmedom. The present constellation cf power in Europe and in the 
world excludes this possibility for the near future .... The uctual 
problem is to promote freedom of the individuals eust of the> Berlin 
Wu.ll uncl of the Iron Curtain, to mu.intuin the feelings umunsst ull 

Germuns thut thGy belon-;r together, and to create, in the roultions 
bGtween Eust and V.fGst, conditions -which mnke possilie u. ro.pprochemont. ... 
It remains to be exetmined if the Bundesrepublik cmd her ·'lllies 
should make the first step towurds il new policy on Germany by 

starting from the assumption that liberalization of the East German 
regime in the future is their most pressing aim .... Since the gap 
widens ouch year, the policy of renouncing inner-Germcm contucts 
may well bGcoma a de facu rec,Jgnition A the Gormao·l division ..•. 

Vhlter Buchner, Gel't Sch~fer aad Dieter Sengh.:<as, 3 young Germ:ms 
special~zed in political science ( hu.v8 expressed their views just as radically us fc~.r 

as analysis is concerned and even stri.cter us far as form is concerned; their book, 
published by Enzensbcrger, is called "Katechismus zur deutschen Frc:ge". They 
suy: "A politicul concept is superfluous when it reflects the wishes of its 
originators, but not the difficulties which hinder the realization of th0se wishes." 
Instead of total and perfect suggestions for solution, they demand "wtiom1lity of 
non-codified and non-codW.able political actions, viz, the unilateral gesture which 
presupposes common interests and which expresses the expectuncy of an adequate 
reuction; the symbolical testing of such reciprocity as a p3.rs pro toto; the tacit 
agreement; the culculnted risk of detente; the attempt to reverse th;) mechanism of 
military growth: constructive escalation." And they renlize this: "It is not 
possible to guarantee these steps in advar;ce by a treaty, this would not be in their 
nature. They are only codifiable - if ut all - post festum." 

The program suggested by the Gerrnun cutechists is reflected in the 
sentence: "The interests of the populations of both German states - ;:JS ficr ,Js they 
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are clearly to be discerned - require peaceful stabilization of the situ.::~tion in Centrul 
Europe.': They do not believe that putting together the two Gcrmun st.:Jtes to one 
single state would be possible at present nor in the near future. A realistic policy 
for Germany must, in their opinion, uim at establishing the most intimate re 1 tionshi!l 
possible -in the economic, cultural und personal sphere - between the Bundesrepublik 
and the DDR; such relationship, if stubilized, couid be the fomrunncr to a future 
politiCal unity. 

A policy of cooperation with the DDR should take the place of the 
present policy of the Bundesrepul:iik which claims the right to be the only recognized 
German ~tate. This means that the Bundesrepublik should discard with its politicu.l, 
legal an~ militury doctrines, recognize the DDR and renounce its territorial claims; 
the DDR; on the other hand, would have to respect the status of Berlin, guaruntee free 
access and give up the doctrine according to which Berlir, is on DDR territory, 
furthermore, renounce to a formal diplomutic recognition by the Bundosrepublik, 
including exchange of Ambassadors. Those time-t<lble catcchets thLlk little of an 
arrungement by moons of c peace treaty. They think it is still appropriD.te to 
approacl). the confederation o:f the 2 German states with skepticism. "A premature 
federative construction without any politi.cal buckground could do more harm thc:m 
good. S11ch a confedorution would be useful not for bringing ubout the desired effect, 
but for dunctioning what has been achieved. This will tilke a good while." 

In some respects, Theodor Eschenburg goes even further. He does 
not only speuk of respecting the DDR, rut he even thinks it indispensable to finally 
recognize it. His mgumentation is full of good reasons and, therefore, escapes 
simplifi~ation in mere phrases. The core of this mgumentation is the statement that 
the Bundesrepublik, in view of the lutont threatening of 'Nest Berlin, will not 
be able 'to avoid accepting the E:Jstern theory of two states, thus tu king mvuy the 
basis for their theory of three states. 

At this point, Eschenburg breaks through the "Maginot lino of 
thinking" which GUnter Kartkopf, Director of the Berlin Sen2te for Foderul Affairs, 
had pilloried 2t the end of February 19 66. Hurtkopf warned of the clcnger of an 
all-German euphory; he explicitlyundcrli!1CS that the frame within wh!.ch we can 
politicully move is more than restricted. He stresses the "pre-oril of the small 
steps" and demunds "merciless clenring of the all' German lumber-room" as basis 
for any further steps of reintegration. He also demands: 

Let's begin not to put legal questions in the foreground when dealing 
with the question of how to come to an agreement with the Germans 

in the middle of our fe.therland. Our legal claim is, morally etnd also 
from the point of view of international law, well foundcci; but it should 
not be continuously pushed in the foreground, because neither politically 
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nor otherwise does it bring us J.ny further. What we need is a 
clear concept for the stops to be taken during the pre-ew, for 
the smell steps themselves, and for the grund concept of re

unification. Here, the poli.ticuliy responsible ones are cclled upon 
to find f! line, to tell us what we want, how we want it nnd how much 
it will cost us. 

Hartkopf is a man of the FEDP; however, ulso 'Nithin the SPD 
there are simil.:c.r thoughts. Herbert \"lehncr, during the election yem 1::!65, had 
triod to push these thoughts in the background, but in this .J.ttempt he fnil8d; 
therenfter, during the <lebi!te about tho exch:mg,, of spec:>kers, he vigoumusly heuded 
the group of those who, within his party, d'"mcmded an <1ctive policy cm Germany. 
The resolution taken by the SPD-1-:tndGspc:;rteitag in Schleswig-Holstel.n on January 22, 
expresses this thought with <1 certC~in precision: "The positions of the respectivE: 
governme-nts in il split Germany ure at present more incompatible thc:m ever. The 
attitude of the Bundesregierung, ·::>ften anxiously withdrawing to long-abandoned grounds 
of cold wur, has the inherent danger of an isolation in foreign policy. The East 
German stc.te is more and more being entangled with the East block; therefore it is 
gaining, ~n the East block and in some purts of the world, poli.tical scope. 

Political Fictions 

"It is only in the Western part of our country thi:!t we Germans have 
the possibility of examining in open discussion the situuiicn of our psople and deciding 
upon measures for improving that situation. If we don't have the courcge to cdmit 
that our- former ctti.tude cannot be maint:::,ined, then we ourselves restrict our possibilities 
Assertions that we wont to maintain the unity of the people will, then, be nothing but 
empty declumations •.. " 

It wus inevitable that the topic of Germany penetr1:1ted not only the 
intellect of the intellectuals, but also the imagil'll'.tion ::>f the imaginative. The Kiel 
professor for International Luw Eberharcl Menzel was the first to tGke a step in this 
direction - with an imwginary retrospective from the your 1985, which he presented 
in Berlin in November 1965 during i1 meeting of the Berlin Evangolicul Academy. Out 
of the retrospective of fiction, Menzol drew up a plnn for reunification which the 
Bundesregierung, however, had only adopted after throwing over an cuthoritative 
government which had ruled in Bonn for scvoral years: 

The new government, upon instruction of th8 ParliG.mont, 
declared its willingness to deul with all politic11l quastions; 
ah:tndonGd nll empty formulae n1nintained hithGrtJ and <:!greed to 
sign u. no~'l-<J.ggression ugreem2nt. In this new1y creatod fuvGurable 
atmosphere, the governm•3nt succeeded in evading the spoctre of a 
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peac0 tr0aty. An extensive s0ries of treaties on th0 new form:-ltion 
of Europe was set up, including agwements on th0 militury safety 
syst0m. 

These treaties brought i1bout changes in military :cgroeme;Jllts 
install0d the US and the; USSR as guaranteeing powers and settled 

measv.res for inspection and control. imitating the plcms of the Arms 
Control, ilS in vigour in th0 Sixties, agair,st surprise nggrcssion. 

Of special signific:mce was the ngreement renched between 
the BJr; Powers CDncorning pluns for Gcrmo.n reunifSc:1!.ion. The 
American proposr1l of 1959 concerning jcint technicnl commissions 
wus, with o. fGw modific:::ttions, ::-tdopted. Sornc sub-committees 
convened u11dcr o.lliecl chuirm:tnship, others were composed of even 
numbers of representatives of both parts of Germuny; there resulted 
a variety of organic formntions each of which was speciulized in a 

specific topic of negotiution. One important bctor was that the 
principle of self-determination was acknowledged as a decisive 
criterion. It was agreed that within 10 years a plebiscite should 
be held. Thus, both parts of Germany WGre to de terminG freely about 
tho nationul reunification. 

This arr'lngement of 1980 resulted in a rapid improvement 
of the relations between the 2 parts of the population, ull the more 
since the political leaders on both sides reduced their prop::tganda 
to a large degree. There were specinl agreements on free <J.ccess :md 
unhindered travelling of visitors; press and pul:iishing mstrictions 
were ubolished and officii'll funds for news agencies were restricted; 
a political amnesty was proclaimed. Icleologic:ll reserves became less 
accentuated, especiully since the Bundesrepublik had c.vercome '1 

period of authoritative ruling. The common fuctors were strossod 
more than the dividing factors. The ten years were considered as a 
period of mutual trial. 

Thus, it is true that 1:1 1985 the decision on reunification had 
not yet been tal:en, however, the roud to definitivG settlement was 
now paved ••. 

The idea seemed to be in the air - ::;therwise, it canncot te expli1inod 
why Rttdiger Altmann (wh::> ::>nee had V<Jritten '.l critic3l hrewell-song to the Adenuuer 
era and who, C~fterwards, had coined for the second Bunclosk,unzlor the slogun of 
"Formiertc~ Gesellschaft") at the se1mo time developed a simihr idee~, though m::;re 
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detailed, which he also presented in the form of retrospective political fiction. 
On March l, 1966, his political fiction "Der deutsche Bund" was broadcast in 
the 3rd program of the NDR (*) television; on April 20, one day before the 
stock-taking talks of the party leaders with Chancellor Erhard, the broadcast 
was repeated by the first program in the whole territory of the Bundesrepublik. 

There is no doubt that the long years of stagnation in thinking 
are gradually coming to an end. It is a striking fact that new ideas are being 
brought up, above all, by the press and by men of political science and by 
politicians within FDP and SPD; so far, CDU/CSU has contributed little but 
phrases; of the latter party, only Johann Baptist Gradl has caused some attention 
by putting ideas, which were not new at all, at least into new words, and Rainer 
Barzel had made a temporary advance into t.'te field of concreteness. The assumption 
is·, however, not true that the readiness for a re-calculation of the German bill is 
only to be found at the esoteric fringes of the universities and the Parties. 

As a proof for this assertion, we give hereafter some excerpts from 
a speech made, on January 11,1966, by the Vice-President of the Deutscher Industrie
und Handelstag and Vice-President of the Hamburg Chamber of Commerce, Alwin 
MUnchmeyer. In his closing remarks, the German banker states: 

Our principle of a German state is based on an incontestable 
right; it is in logical consequence of this that, again and again, it 
has l:een demanded that West Germany should be the sole qualified 
speaker for the whole of Germany. There is no doubt that this point 
of view submits us, on the one hand, to continuous blackmail and, 
on the other hand, it is considered a nuisance, not last by our friends. 

New Realism 

This would not do any harm and should not impress us in the 
least, if only we had the feeling that with this attitude we would approach 
our aim, i.e. reunification, and, especially, to be of help to the people 
in the East zone. But do we not have reason to ask ourselves frorrt 
time to time whether this is really the case? If - I want to leil.ve it 
open for the moment - it is Eot possible to give a positive :mswer 

to this question, we should also examine the following possibility: 
If one assumes - as I suppose we have to - that, as time goes by, some 

of our friends will accept the theory of the 2 states and that in the end 

· * Norddeutscher Rundfunk 
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we' 11 be quite alone with our concept of one single state;, and if, 
on the other hand, one starts from the reflection that our primary 
desire must be to secure in the East Zone living conditions com
patible with human dignity, then we may consider to stmt a new 
initiative, perhaps as follows: 

At first, we would define our indispensable demands, e.g. 
esp. disappearance of the Wall, free interchange of pclCple and 
thoughts and guarantee thut in the future no new hindrances will 
be put up. 

Then, we would make it clear to the world that we would be 
ready, in cuse that these demands .are being fulfilled, to takG the 
factual condition of 2 states as the starting point for futuw 

negotiations on reunification. I think it is conceivable that this 
formulation would not restrict the scope of an effective poli.cy on 
reunification, but, to the contrary, .tbat it would release it. 

All in all, one assertion was incontestable in 1966: Germany 
has started anew to think about Germany. A new realism is spreaciing which made 
it possible for Franz Josef Strauss to say bluntly: ."I do not relieve !.n reconstitution 
of a German national state, not even within the frame of the 4 occupation zones." 
The unification of the 2 Germanies in the frame of a national s·tate he thinks to be 
"rationally, and measured i:¥ the experience of history, unfortunately not possitle 
in the near future." There are many others who share his views, but they lack the 
carelessness to express their opinions so openly. One might almost say that there 
is already a secret consensus on the question of the aim of German policies. One 
might put it like this: the aim of the German policy must be to bring about reunific<:;tion 
or to create conditions which make reunification superfluous or wh:\ch render its 
absence bearable. 

So fer, this knowledge has r;ot been conc'Gnsed into ,, political 
program, nor is there a man visible on the German stage who would li.nk his name to 
this theory. Howcwer, u switch in attitud0 is taking place in Germany. Something 
fundamental has been stirred up, a new development is on the way. Theoreticolly, 
them are at least three men who are likely to adopt this policy which would be 
"Gaullist" towards the E:1st, "Atlantic" towards the vVest and Germun in the very 
unpathetic senr; that it would not be afraid of contacts with Communist Germans. 
One of the three men is Rain er Barzel, Deputy Head of the CDU. For :1 long time 
he has been busy mitigating the opinions of others, but one day he will want to define 
his very own opinion and, in spite of all his oscillettions in the petst, nobody can 
reproach him for l"lck of reulism. A second man is Helmut Schmidt whose impetuous 
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political temperament certainly tempts him to take the le<:1d, brec;king through 
sterility to activity. The third of these men is, surprising as it nF1Y be, Fram: 
Josef Strauss. A common charucteri.stic of the three is some pr-:!gmatism, even 
opportunism. Of all three of them it would be conceivable that they .Jiwct their 
boats into the current of a new majori.ty opinion, once the direction of that curreot 
becomes discernable. 

However, it takes two sides to establish a new policy for Germany. 
And for the time being it does not look ns if in East Berlin it were alrec<dy possible 
to turn away from the old d:Jgm."'\5. On the 'Jther side of the vv'all, VJO, doubts and 
anxiety render ony initiative towards 0 reshufflin9 of the inner-GermiJn relationship 
difficult. That there are ·uch initi"tives has been proved by the Jl.pel case as w0ll 
as, in the spring of 1966, the arguments which took place wlthh the Politburo on 
the question of the exchange of speakers. It is now the time for VV'e0t Germany to 
prepare itself for the doy when the SED lee1dership will ·'!dopt ,, sensible course . 
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SOVIET MILITARY POWER AND EUROPEAN SECURITY 

* Thomas W. Wolfe 

The RAND Corporation, Santa Monica, California 

Introduction 

Today, some twenty years after the end of World War 

II, the politics of Europe are again in flux. Although 

one can hardly predict what the future will bring, there 

is .a growing presentiment that it will work substantial 

changes in the status quo which settled upon a divided 

Europe during the past two decades of East-West Cold War. 

Throughout most of these two decades, the life of 

Europe was dominated by the East-West confrontation. Each 

half of a partitioned Europe, as George Kennan has put it,· 

fell under the political and military influence of a super

power peripheral to Europe proper. The bipolarity of power 

in postwar Europe was brought home above all by the emer

gence of mutual U.S.-Soviet nuclear deterrence, which, 

following a transient phase of American atomic monopoly, 

served to stabilize the military division of Europe and 

tended to immobilize its politics as well. 

In the meantime, however, the postwar status quo was 

being slowly undermined by forces of change at work both 

in the West and in the East. The revival of nationalism, 

* . Any views· expressed in this paper are those of the 
author. They should not be interpreted as reflecting the 
views of The RAND Corporation or the official opinion or 
policy of any of its governmental or private research 
sponsors. Papers are reproduced by The RAND Corporation 
as a courtesy to members of its staff. 

The present paper was prepared for a forthcoming 
meeting of the Atlantic Institute in October 1966. 
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or what has sometimes been called the process of poly

centrism, was probably the key element in the gradual break

down of bipolarity on both sides of the European dividing 

line. Ironically, the reassertion of nationalist interests 

in the politics of Europe was perhaps made possible, more 

than anything else, by the nuclear stalemate between the 

superpowers, which seemed to many people to dispel the 

danger that another great war might arise in Europe. 

At any rate, although the old rigidities and tensions 

of the Cold War era have by no means disappeared, it has 

become generally recognized today that the opposing. 

political-military alliance systems led by the United States 

and the Soviet Union are evolving into something new, 

reflecting important if not fundamental shifts in the 

political climate of Europe on both sides of the river 

El be. 

The present paper, to come now to its purpose, is not 

intended to explore such sweeping questions as the possible 

paths of future·European development, nor the complex 

influence of interacting Soviet and American policies upon 

Europe's destiny. Rather, the paper has a much more modest 

aim: to examine the military dimensions of.Soviet.policy 

toward an evolving Europe. 

It goes without saying, of course, that the military 

dimensions of policy are but one aspect of the seamless 

web of political, economic, strategic, and other considera

tions out of which Soviet policy -- or that of any state 

in the modern world -- is woven. At the same time, there 

is at least one cogent reason why the bearlng of Soviet 

military power and posture upon the problems of Europe 

merits close attention. Not only did the Soviet milita~y ·. 
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threat to Europe, as perceived in-the past, have a great 

deal to do with bringing a Western defense alliance into 

being, but much of today's preoccupation with the future 

fate of NATO turns upon the assumption that the character 

of this threat has now changed. It therefore seems 

appropriate to try to sort out_some of the politico-military 

considerations upon which this assumption rests. 

Time-wise, the paper is addressed most closely to 

relevant Soviet military policy developments during the 

latter years of Khrushchev's rule and since his successors 

came to power. in October 1964. However, the author has 

felt it necessary to begin with a review of the earlier 

postwar years under Stalin, for the Cold War decisions of 

that period have left a lasting mark even today on the 

Soviet military posture _toward Europe. 

Stalin's Military Policies in the Early Postwar Years 

Among the immediate consequences of World War II 

which went far toward shaping the postwar environment of 

Europe was the penetration of Soviet military power into 

Central and Eastern Europe and the employment of this 

military presence to serve a Soviet political strategy 

aimed at goals beyond the defeat of Nazi Germany. As 

Stalin had put it to a Yugoslav visitor in April 1945: 

This war is not as in the past; whoever 
occupies a territory imposes on it his own 
social system. Everyone imposes his own system 
as far as his army can reach. It cannot be 
otherwise.! 

In postwar Europe, as the Soviet Union set out to 

consolidate its share of the victory over Germany, it 

became apparent that this prescription had indeed been 
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put to work. Besides die obvious task of· securing the 

Soviet position in occupied Germany, the Soviet armed 

forces were used to garrison other parts of Eastern Europe 

and to pave the way for subsequent absorption of this 

region into the communist fold. 

Since the Western allies, for all practical purposes, 

had acquiesced in the early postwar period to Soviet 

hegemony in Eastern Europe, and had moreover largely 

demobilized their own wartime forces, one might have thought 

that relatively modest Soviet forces would have sufficed 

to safeguard Soviet gains and to shield the process of 

revolutionary takeover in Eastern Europe. On the contrary, 

however, the Soviet Union chose to keep very substantial 

forces under arms. 

Precisely what the actual over-all level of the Soviet 

military establishment may have been in the early postwar 

years remains a matter of some controversy. 2 Nevertheless, 

it is quite clear that a large combined-arms force of Soviet 

ground troops and tactical support aircraft was left in 

place in occupied Germany and elsewhere in Eastern Europe. 

Numbering around 30 divisions and well upward of a half 

million men, the equivalent of a Soviet wartime Front, this 

forward deployment of Soviet military power at the thresh

old of Western Europe was to remain relatively constant in 

size thereafter, being reduced only marginally during the 

next two decades. 

It was this visible Soviet military presence in Europe, 

backed up by additional forces of substantial though perhaps 

exaggerated size in the bordering territory of the USSR 

itself, which initially gave rise to deep-seated concern 

in the West that an "imbalance of forces" existed that 
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might prejudice the postwar security of Europe. Why then 

should Stalin have decided to keep under arms what seemed 

like unreasonably large forces, when a less formidable 

image of Soviet military power might have allayed Western 

concern and helped to alter profoundly the climate of post

war relations between the Soviet Union and her wartime 

allies? 

There is no room in this brief account to explore the 

roots of Stalin's motivation in the early postwar years 

when, as McGeorge Bundy has described it, Stalin seemed 

bent on squandering the "reservoir of good will" he had 

inherited from the wartime years of partnership with the 
3 West. However, one may identify several factors that 

seem to have conditioned his military policy decisions. 

The frame of mind which led Stalin to interpret every 

defensive move in the West as confirmation of ingrained 

hostility to the Soviet Union was probably one of the chief 

factors that underlay his decision to maintain large military 

forces. A desire to stake out a protective belt of terri

tory to cover the Soviet Union's traditionally vulnerable 

frontier with Europe was probably another factor that led 

him to keep strong Soviet forces deployed in Central and 

Eastern Europe. Stalin's reluctance to remove these forces 

from their wartime lodgement may also have rested on the 

belief that local resistance to satellization of the area 

would otherwise present serious problems. Another key 

element in Stalin's perception of the postwar scene was 

the prospect that American involvement in Europe might 

threaten not only the Soviet Union's wartime gains, but 

also its prospects for future political advance. 
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After the militant pressures of Soviet European policy 

during the so-called Zhdanov period in 1947-48 had foreclosed 

any possibility of American disengagement from postwar 

Europe, 4 tWo considerations tended to become paramount on 

Stalin's military agenda. The first was to find a way 

to deter the United States from either exploiting potential 

unrest in Eastern Europe or from reacting in a dangerous 

fashion to Soviet political moves calculated to play upon 

divergencies within the West. The second was that of 

breaking the Western nuclear monopoly and providing the 

Soviet Union with modern arms, an effort calling for heavy 

commitment of Soviet scientific and industrial resources. 

The first of these problems, that of imposing adequate 

restraint upon a powerful opponent like the United States, 

posed serious difficulties for Soviet policy, particularly 

when the U.S. atomic monopoly was accompanied by an advantage 

in strategic delivery forces that seemed likely to persist 

for some time. From the Soviet viewpoint, the United 

States was inherently hostile, and any restraint on its 

part therefore would be largely the result, not of American 

good will, but of the price the Soviet'armed forces could 

exact in the event of war. 

However, since the continental military power at the 

disposal of the Soviet Union was ill-suited to bring direct 

pressure on the United States, an alternative solution was 

necessary. It was sought in the large combined-arms forces 

of conventional character that the Soviet Union had 

conveniently at hand. Lacking as yet the means to adopt 

a strategy of nuclear deterrence, a concept which had 

already gained wide acceptance in the United States, 5 

Stalin was obliged to rely on Russia's traditional theater 

forces as the primary instrument of Soviet military policy. 
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Although the task of inhibiting the Uni.ted States 

from exploiting its nuclear status was also approached 

through other avenues, such as systematic use of the 
6 Stockholm Appeal and the worldwide Peace Movement, 

Stalin's main recourse lay in the concept of "hostage 

Europe," under which the threat of Soviet landpower 

against Europe was conceived as the counterpoise to U.S. 

nuclear power. This circumstance was to have a number of 

far-reaching political and military consequences which 

Stalin .may not have foreseen. 

In contrast with the U.S. military posture, which 

enabled the United States to practice deterrence during 

the early years of the nuclear age by the threat of stra

tegic retaliatory attack against a few vital centers in 

the Soviet Union, the Soviet military posture lent itself 

to deterrence only if the threat of Soviet invasion and 

occupation of Western Europe were made to seem credible. 

Thus, whether he preferred it that way or not, Stalin 

could hardly afford to deflate military programs and 

preparations which would give substance to the threat of 
7 a Soviet sweep across Europe. Rather than helping to 

keep Europe weak and disunited, however, this Soviet 

stance led to growing affirmation of political solidarity 

among the countries of Western Europe and the United States, 

and gave additional impetus to the planning for the common 

defense of Europe which had brought NATO into being in 

1949. 

The priority placed by Stalin on the role of the 

combined-arms forces in the European theater did not mean, 

of course, that Stalin was indifferent to the military

technical revolution which ushered in the nuclear age. 
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Indeed, he came early to recognize the need for breaking 

the u.s. atomic monopoly and for developing capabilities 

which would pose a direct threat to the American homeland. 

As the record testifies, Stalin bent great efforts to make 

the Soviet Union a nuclear power. These included both 

weapons development programs and a diplomatic-propaganda 

campaign to avoid international constraints,. such as those 

implied by the Baruch proposal, 

t . d 1 . . . 8 a omLc eve opment actLVLtLes. 

upon unilateral Soviet 

In August 1949, well in 

advance of expectations in the Western world, the Soviet 

Union exploded its first atomic device, and four years 

later, its first thermonuclear device. Credit for 

initiating parallel programs of research and development 

that ultimately gave the Soviet Union aircraft and missile 

delivery systems of intercontinental range must also .go to 

Stalin. 

Development of the Soviet Military Posture Up To Stalin's 
Death 

The years from 1949 to Stalin's death in 1953 brought 

important developments in the Soviet military posture, but 

at the same time they illustrated that requirements for 

theater warfare in Europe still had first call on Soviet 

·military resources and planning. As new programs were 

undertaken to modernize and improve the Soviet military 

establishment9 -- a process that picked up tempo 

coincident with the Korean War and the beginning of 

serious efforts in Western Europe in 1951 to organize 

an integrated NATO force under General Eisenhower -- the 

Soviet forces deployed against Europe were among the first 

whose re-equipment and training received attention. 
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.The "ready-made spearhead" .of these forces, to use 
1 lQ · Field Marshal Montgomery s description, was composed of 

22 divisions and a supporting tactical air army in the 

Soviet group of forces in Germany (GSFG), and another 

eight divisions with tactical air elements in the two 

smaller groups of Soviet forces in Eastern Europe -- a 

northern group based in Poland and a southern group 

including the Soviet occupation forces in Austria and 

along the lines of communication through Hungary and 

Rumania. An additional though less visible force of some 

50 to 60 Soviet divisions was estimated to stand behind 

this forward spearhead in the western military districts 

of the USSR itself. 11 

Interestingly enough, the continental orientation of 

.Soviet military preparations remained in evidence after · 

nuclear weapons were initially introduced into operational 

Soviet forces in the early fifties. Although it later 

became known that Soviet energies at that time were also 

being devoted to development of modern heavy bomber air

craft (such as the "Bison" jet bomber and the "Bear" 
12 turboprop bomber ) that could directly threaten the 

United States once they began to appear in operational 

units of the long-range air arm from the mid-fifties 

onward, the bulk of the initial Soviet effort to fashion 

a nuclear-delivery capability in Stalin's time went into 

delivery forces that were equipped and trained essentially 

for Eurasian operations rather than intercontinental stra-
. 13 

tegic missions. 

Parallel to the strengthening of the Soviet military 

posture against Europe during the latter years of the 

Stalinist period was the process of rebuilding the armed 
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forces of the Soviet.Union's East European satellites. In 

the first postwar years, the fortunes of the badly dis-

organized 

were at a 

national armies of the East European countries 

low ebb. 14 .By 1949, with communist regimes 

firmly established in these countries, Stalin evidently 

decided the time had come to rehabilitate their military 

forces, perhaps in line with a general plan to add the 

military potential of Eastern Europe to that already 

opposing NATO, or at the least in order to begin inte-

grating the satellite armies 

system of control in Eastern 

more closely 
15 

Europe. 

into the Soviet. 

On the whole, the buildup of the East European forces 

on the Soviet model can be regarded as a process far from 

complete at the time of Stalin's death. Although these 

forces by 1953 attained a strength of around 1,500,000 men, 

providing a total number of divisions estimated variously 

at from 65-80, perhaps only about half were sufficiently 
16 

well-trained and equipped to be of some combat significance. 

Moreover, their reliability as well as their efficiency 

posed a major question mark. While military integration 

of the Eastern bloc countries made some progress under 

the bilateral arrangements which prevailed at this time, 

it fell notably short of the objectives to be set after 

the Warsaw Pact came into being, as we shall see later 

in this paper. For all practical purposes, the Soviet 

Union up to and beyond the end of the Stalin era counted 

essentially upon its own military forces to carry the 

burden of any military undertakings in Europe in which 

the Soviet Union might become involved. At the same 

time, it must be recognized that Stalin did set in 

motion important changes which led during the next decade 

to development of a meaningful East European military 

potential. 
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·Before leaving the subject of Soviet military develop

ments of the Stalinist period, two other major undertakings 

initiated by Stalin merit mention. One of these was an 

ambitious naval expansion effort. Its main feature was 

a submarine construction program which by 1953 gave the 

Soviet navy an underseas fleet in excess of 300 sub-
17 . 

marines, and which seemed to be Stalin's response to 

the new strategic problem of interdicting sea communications 

between the United States and Europe in the event of war. 

The naval expansion effort under Stalin also included a 

major program of surface ship construction, centered · 

mainly on building up Soviet strength in cruisers and 
18 destroyers. However, this incipient challenge to Western 

surface dominance -- which, incidentally, did not include 

plans for competing with the West in aircraft carrier 
19 

forces -- failed to materialize fully, for the surface 

construction program was curtailed sharply not long after 

Stalin 1 s demise. 

The second major undertaking in question was the effort 

initiated under Stalin to strengthen the Soviet Union's air 

defense system, known as the PVo. 20 Given the vast de

structive possibilities of strategic air attack posed by 

the adven·t of nuclear weapons, it had become obvious in 

the postwar period that urgent measures were required to 

improve Soviet air defenses, which were rudimentary at best 

at the close of the war. Under Stalin, intensive effort 

was put into jet fighter development and production in 

the late forties and early fifties, with the result that 

by 1951 about 20 per cent of Soviet fighter units were re-

equipped with jet types of 

by 1953 the changeover was 

the famous Mig design, 
21 virtually complete. 

while 

At the 
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same time, serious attention was devoted to overcoming the 

technical backwardness of the Soviet electronics industry, 

upon which the creation of a nation-wide radar warning net

work and other facilities for a modern air defense system 
22 would heavily depend. During the latter part of the 

Stalinist period, steps were also taken to extend the outer 

perimeter of the Soviet early-warning and defense system 

into the countries of Eastern Europe -- adding a new air 

age dimension, as it were, to the historic role of this 

region as a buffer zone against possible invasion from 

the West . 

. New Policy Style .Under Khrushchev. 

Stalin's passing in 1953 brought no basic changes in 

such Soviet Cold War objectives in Europe as achieving 

the neutralization of Germany, blocking the further build

up of NATO defenses, and preventing potential defections 

from the East European bloc. His demise did, however, 

open the way for notable innovations in'the style and 

manner in which Soviet policy objectives were to be 

pursued, while in the field of military affairs, it released 

an internal debate over nuclear-age concepts that was to 

stimulate important changes in Soviet military preparations 

under Khrushchev. 

Some signs of innovation in the conduct of Soviet 

European policy began to appear even before the transi

tional succession struggle between Malenkov and Khrushchev 

was resolved in the latter's favor in early 1955. These 

took the form of a series of Soviet proposals in 1954 for 

a collective security system embracing both Western and 

Eastern European states, but tentatively excluding the 
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23 Uni,ted States except in an "observer" role. . Aimed in 

the first.instance at preventing ratification of the EDC 

treaty, these proposals looked toward the abandonment of 

NATO as the price for a peace treaty that would settle the 

future status of Germany. ·As in the case of previous 
24 

attempts to work out the terms.of a peace treaty,· the 

inability of the Western powers and the Soviet Union to 

resolve the problem of a divided Germany again led to a 

deadlock that was to remain essentially unbroken throughout 

the subsequent decade of Khrushchev's rule. 

Following the failure of Soviet efforts to forestall 

the inclusion of West Germany in NATO defense arrangements 

a development made possible by the Paris Agreements of 
25 October 1964, despite French rejection of the EDC two 

months earlier-- Soviet diplomacy in Europe struck· out 

upon several new paths in 1955 under the energetic leader

ship of Khrushchev. Talks on Austria were revived, leading 

to conclusion of an Austrian State Treaty in May 1955. In 

return for Austrian neutrality, the Soviet Union gave up 

a forward military base in Central Europe, but also 

reaped the strategic dividend of driving a neutral wedge 

some 500 miles deep between West Germany and Italy, in 
26 effect splitting the area of Western defense in two. 

Simultaneously with signing of the Austrian State Treaty, 

which some Soviet commentary pictured as an example for 
27 West Germany to follow, the Soviet Union also moved to 

bring the Warsaw Pact into formal existence. This step, 

taken in avowed response to West Germany's entry into 

NATO, had the incidental effect of providing a new legal 

basis for the presence of Soviet military forces in Hungary 

and Rumania, including most of the forces to be withdrawn 

from Austria under terms of the State Treaty. 
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Along with these moves, Soviet diplomacy under 

Khrushchev displayed another facet of its new style in 

the summer of 1955 when the Geneva summit meeting was 

convened to discuss the problems of Europe. Although 

neither the "friendly" exchange at the summit nor the 

ministerial conference that followed in the fall of 1955 

yielded tangible progress on such .problems as German 

reunification, a European ·Security Treaty, or disarmament, 

the atmosphere of detente which emerged at Geneva was to 

persuade many people that the Cold War has passed its peak. 

Under the influence of the Geneva thaw and other develop

ments of the mid-fifties,· such as the opening of an in

tensive round of East-West disarmament negotiations and 

Soviet announcement of unilateral troop reductions in 
28 1955-56, sentiment grew. in Western Europe that not only 

the rigors of the Cold War but the Soviet military threat 

to Europe had finally begun to subside. 

Even the tensions which accompanied the Suez crisis 

and the surprising defiance of Soviet authority in Hungary 

and Poland in the fall of 1956 did not dispel the notion 

that Soviet policy under Khrushchev offe.red hopeful 

prospects of liquidating some of the worst Cold War 

obstacles to East-West understanding. The impact of de

Stalinization upon the communist regimes of Eastern Europe 

further helped to sustain the belief that a mellowing of 

Soviet policy had set in, although it was at the same time 

apparent from Soviet reaction to the Hungarian revolt, as 

in the case of the East German uprising three years earlier 

in the summer of 1953, that Soviet controls in Eastern 

Europe would be enforced, when necessary, by .Soviet mili

tary power. 
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·General recognition that the Geneva interlude was not 

the harbinger of a lasting thaw in Europe came with the 

resumption of pressure tactics by Khrushchev, beginning 

in the latter fifties after he had fully established his 

political primacy at home by quashing the so-called "anti

Party group." The pressures which Khrushchev chose to 

exert took primarily two forms, both of which again cast 

the shadow of Soviet military power across the European 

scene. 

The first of these, following upon the heels of the 

Soviet Union's initial ICBM and Sputnik launchings in the 

autumn of 1957, was a systematic effort to press Soviet 

successes in missile and space technology into the service 

of Soviet politics. 29 Observing the concern aroused abroad 

by the image of the so-called "missile gap," Khrushchev 

evidently came to the conclusion that a vigorous missile 

diplomacy in Bolshevik hands might over overawe the West 

and induce it to accept Soviet terms on a variety of 

disputed international issues. In any event, this 

instrument of Soviet policy was employed on repeated 

occasions until the Cuban crisis in the fall of 1962 

dramatically demonstrated its inadequacy. Thereafter, 

Khrushchev displayed little disposition to invite further 

tests of will, although he did not fall entirely out of 

the habit of brandishing his missiles. 

The second instance of renewed Soviet pressure 

tactics under Khrushchev, in part related to the first, 

came in November 1958 when Khrushchev laid down a dead

line demand for radical changes in the four-power status 

of Berlin. 30 This demand, accompanied by the threat 

that the Soviet Union was prepared to seek an independent 
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solution of the Berlin problem, precipitated a lengthy 

crisis which was to endure at varying degrees of intensity 

for the next four years, subsiding only after the Cuban 

missile showdown and other converging difficulties at home 

and abroad prompted Khrushchev during the final yeat or 

two of his tenure to seek a breathing spell in Soviet 

relations with the West. 

Military Problems and Reforms of the Khrushchev Era 

Without attempting here to elaborate upon the evolution 

of Soviet European policy under Khrushchev in its entirety, 

let us turn now to the major considerations that seemed 

to shape Soviet military policy and posture as the 

Khrushchev era unfolded. At the outset of his administration 

of Soviet affairs, Khrushchev faced at least two broad 

problems in the defense domain. One of these was to check 

the further strengthening of NATO, especially plans for 

closer association of West Germany with the defense of 

Europe. The other, partly an outgrowth of the increasingly 

global character of Soviet competition with the United 

States, was to adapt Soviet military thinking and force 

posture to the nuclear-age revolution in the technology 

of warfare, a process which had only been partially carried 

out in Stalin's time. 

The first of these problems, as we have seen, proved 

no more susceptible to solution than in Stalin's day. 

Although Soviet diplomacy under Khrushchev certainly 

sought through a variety of avenues to undermine Western 

resolve to strengthen NATO and to prevent a German contri

bution to the defense of Europe, it failed to achieve either 

objective. Not only was the portent of a stronger NATO 
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driven home by the beginning .of West German .rearmament 

·in·l955, but within the next two years Khrushchev was 

also confronted with such further steps to increase the 

military potential of the Western alliance as the decision 

of the NATO Council in May 1957 to incorporate American-

owned and controlled nuclear weapons in the NATO arsenal 

in Europe. This development, which·threatened to cancel 

out the deterrent value of Soviet conventional superiority 

in Europe upon which Stalin had heavily relied, was 

doubtless among the factors which persuaded Khrushchev to 

feel that a major overhaul of the Soviet armed forces, 

to include greater reliance on nuclear firepower, was 

necessary: which brings us to the second broad problem 

on Khrushchev's military agenda -- a problem which the 

present writer has referred to elsewhere as "that of 

wrenching a traditionally conservative Soviet military 

bureaucracy out of its accustomed groove and forcing it 

to reorganize in line with the technological facts of 
life. ,)l 

The military reforms undertaken during the decade 

in which Khrushchev found himself the chief architect 

of Soviet military policy and strategy affected not only 

the Soviet Union's military stance toward Europe, but its 

global strategic posture as well. It happens to be germane 

to our present subject that many of the most vexed issues 

in Soviet military theory and planning during the Khrushchev 

period arose precisely around the relationship between 

continental theater warfare in Europe and strategic 

operations of global scale. 

The relative weight which should be accorded these 

two dimensions-of warfare was, for example, a continuing 
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source of contention between.those advocating priority· 

allocation of.resources to the traditional combined-arms. 

theater forces (general purpose forces) on the one hand · 

and to the newer strategic forces (offensive and defensive) 

on the other. Much of the military theoretical debate 

which sprang to life in the Soviet Union after Stalin's 

death32 turned on the question of the kind of war for 

which the Soviet armed forces should be equipped and trained 

to fight. As the authors of a widely-publicized Soviet 

work on military. strategy put it, the essence of the debate 

was whether a future war would be "a land war with the 

employment of nuclear weapons as a means of supporting the 

operations of the ground forces," or whether it would be 

on the other hand "a fundamentally new kind of war in 

which the main means of solving strategic tasks will be 

missiles and nuclear weapons?"33 Underlying these 
' considerations was the equally controversial issue whether 

Soviet military preparations should be aimed primarily at 

deterrence or at improving Soviet capabilities to fight 

a war if deterrence should fail. 

Later, we shall look more closely at specific trends 

in Soviet thinking on the probable character and likelihood 

of theater warfare in Europe. Suffice to say here, with 

respect to the military policies pursued by Khrushchev 

from the late fifties to the time of his downfall in 

October 1964, that they resulted in an appreciable shift 

of resources from theater to strategic forces, and that 

they were accompanied on the conceptual level by a similar 

shift from almost exclusive preoccupation with continental 

land warfare to a new emphasis on the problems of inter

continental strategic war. These tendencies were plainly 
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disturbing to soi:ne professional military men, particularly 

among the old-line commanders whose careers had been forged 

in the great land campaigns of World War II. Throughout 

Khrushchev's tenure, his policies met with varying resistance 

from conservative-minded marshals who felt among other things 

that his "one-weapon" emphasis on ballistic missiles was 

being carried too far. While it is not our purpose here 

to retrace the history of Khrushchev's sparring with his 

military critics, the details of which have been recorded 

elsewhere, 34 it should be borne- in mind that the military 

policies adopted by Khrushchev were sometimes as much a 

product of the need to strike a satisfactory compromise 

with internal opposition factions as of his own direct 

preferences. 

The measures taken under Khrushchev with regard to the 

Soviet theater forces seem to illustrate this· point. Had 

the logic of Khrushchev's preferences prevailed, his idea 

of substituting nuclear firepower for manpower -~ a 

preference explicitly advanced in his well-known military 

policy presentation to the Supreme Soviet in January 

196035 -- might have been translated into measures for 

wholesale dismantling of the conventional theater forces, 

including those deployed in Europe. As it turned out, 

far less radical measures were actually taken. 

Several troop reductions did occur under Khrushchev 

and from time to time there was some minor thinning out 

of the theater forces deployed in forward positions in 
36 Central and Eastern Europe. The personnel cuts in the 

latter forces, however, were largely in connection with 

organizational reforms and did not alter their significance 

as a combat "s.pearhead" poised against NATO Europe. For 
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the most part, the paring back of the oversized theater 

forces establishment was accomplished at the expense of 

second-line formations based in the interior military 

districts of the Soviet Union. 

Moreover, while this retrenchment was going on, the 

basic integrity of the ground forces and their.supporting 

tactical air armies -- which together comprised the combat 

backbone of the theater forces -- was kept intact, and 

the validity of the combined-arms doctrine under which 

they operated was emphatically reindorsed. The most 

radical reform which did occur -- and here was the heart 

of the compromise between Khrushchev and the professional 

advocates of strong theater forces -- was a series of 

programs, taking up where Stalin had left off, to modernize 

the theater forces by equipping and training them for fast

moving operations under nuclear conditions. In the process 

of "nuclearizing" the theater forces, as described in 1961 

by Marshal Malinovskii, the Soviet Minister of Defense, 37 

stress was placed on developing greater battlefield 

mobility and firepower, while dependence on the massive 

use of conventional artillery which previously characterized 

these forces was supplanted to a considerable extent by 

tactical missiles employing nuclear and other mass 

destruction warheads. 

In short, rather than reducing the theater forces to 

a small appendage of the Soviet military establishment, 

limited essentially to mopping-up operations in the wake 

of nuclear blows delivered by the strategic striking forces, 

the net effect of Khrushchev's programs was to leave these 

forces both with enhanced capabilities for conducting 

theater warfare on a nuclear basis and with a continuing 
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role as a central element of Soviet military power. Lest 

it be supposed that all parties were pleased with this 

outcome, however, let it be observed that some of Khrushchev's 

military critics continued to suggest that he had gone over

board in streamlining the theater forces, especially in 

the event that these forces should be called upon to 

conduct extensive conventional campaigns, for which their 

increasing reliance on nuclear firepower might leave them 
. 1 d 38 poor y prepare . 

As the legatee of Stalin's unfinished efforts to raise 

the Soviet Union to full-fledged status as a global nuclear 

power, Khrushchev devoted a good deal of attention to the 

further development of Soviet strategic delivery means 

and a concomitant politico-military doctrine to go with 

them. First presiding over the introduction of modest 

numbers of intercontinental heavy bombers into the Soviet 

strategic air arm in the mid-fifties, Khrushchev next 

turned to the setting up of a strategic missile force, 

the creation of which was hailed in 1960 as due to his 

personal initiative. 39 

Here too, however, despite the obvious partiality 

he displayed toward the strategic missile forces, Khrushchev 

was unable in practice to accomplish what he may have had 

in mind for this favored element of Soviet military power. 

The logic of his position called for exertions which would 

have given real substance to the image of preponderant 

Soviet missile power upon which he sought to trade 

politically, For a variety of reasons -- technical, 

economic, perhaps bureaucratic, and not least, because of 

the determination of the United States not to relax its 

own efforts to stay ahead in the strategic power 
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competition --:- the Soviet Union under Khrushchev failed 

to convert its early missile technology into an operational 

ICBM inventory of superior size. Toward the end of the 

Khrushchev era, according to informed Western estimates, 

the Soviet Union possessed on the order of 100-200 opera

tional ICBM launchers, compared with several times that 

number in Western hands, while in heavy bombers and sub

marine-launched ballistic missiles -- the other major long

range delivery systems of the early sixties -- the West 
40 also enjoyed much greater strength. 

In effect, then, Khrushchev was obliged to settle 

for a second-best position in intercontinental strategic 

forces, and .it was left to his successors to decide. 

whether to commit Soviet resources to a strategic force 

buildup of ·sufficient scale to offer promise of upsetting 

this strategic power relationship. In one respect, however, 

Khrushchev's missile programs did match the substance with 

the image of imposing preponderance. The case in point 

concerns medium- and intermediate-range missiles (MRBM 

and IRBM), which also are included in the strategic missile 

forces along with ICBM units. Under Khrushchev, the Soviet 

Union deployed large numbers of these missiles in the 

western regions of the USSR, targeted against the NATO 

European area. This MRBM-IRBM force, which attained a 

strength of about 750 launchers by the end of Khrushchev's 
·41 rule, posed a threat against Western Europe which 

understandably seemed no less menacing than the earlier 

spectre of a sweep across Europe by Soviet land armies. 

The task of defending the Soviet Union against 

possible strategic attack, which had remained far from 

solution at the close of the Stalinist period, was another 
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problem which demanded continuing attention in Khrushchev's 

time. A major reorganization of the air defense system 

in the mid-fifties, followed by introduction of more 

advanced fighter aircraft and of surface-to-air (SAM) 

missiles to improve Soviet all-weather defenses against 

bomber attack, were among the measures undertaken during 
42 the first half of the Khrushchev decade. In the early 

sixties, as the advent of strategic missiles promised to 

change the character of the contest between modern offen

sive and defensive means of strategic warfare, the Soviet 

Union embarked upon research and development programs 

in the anti-ballistic missile (ABM) field. At the time 

Khrushchev left the scene, the Soviet Union had already 

claimed a "technical solution" to the anti-missile defense 
43 problem, but the actual deployment of ABM defenses 

apparently awaited decisions by his successors. 

Soviet naval preparations under Khrushchev produced 

several notable changes from the Stalinist period. As 

previously mentioned, Khrushchev, who on various occasions 

expressed his low esteem for surface ships, cancelled . 

the navy's major surface construction program soon after 

Stalin's death. Later he relented to the extent of 

authorizing the commissioning of a number of missile

firing surface ships. The principal effort during 

Khrushchev's regime, however, lay in the submarine field. 

The underseas fleet was further modernized and enlarged 

to more than 400 submarines, including a number of 
44 nuclear-powered types. A start was also made toward 

building up a force of missile-launching submarines 

similar in function although inferior in many other 

respects to the U.S. Polaris subs~45 Strategically, 
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the introduction of submarines capable of delivering nuclear 

warheads at targets in North America meant that in addition 

to its previous mission of interdicting sea communications 

between the United States and Europe, the Soviet submarine 

arm had acquired the new task of contributing to the inter

continental strike potential of the ICBM and long-range 

bomber forces. Along with emulation of the U.S. Polaris 

example to improve Soviet strategic delivery capabilities, 

the Soviet Union under Khrushchev also showed acute aware

ness of the need to cope with the Polaris threat itself, 

toward which end anti-submarine warfare (ASW) measures 

were given increased attention. 46 Finally, in the Khrushchev 

period steps were taken to improve the Soviet Union's 

capabilities for amphibious landing operations, 47 a field 

in which it lagged far behind the West and one which was 

of growing importance if the Soviet Union should contemplate 

engaging its own armed forces in distant local conflicts 

in the third world. 

Soviet Military Policy Under the Brezhnev-Kosygin Regime 

When Khrushchev's rule came to a sudden and unexpected 

end in October 1964, his successors faced, amongst a host 

of other problems, the question of whether to accept or 

reject the main features of his handiwork in the realm of 

Soviet defense policy and posture. Although there has· 

since been renewed criticism, in retrospect, of some of 

his strategic ideas, 48 there has been no outright repudi

ation of the military policy course Khrushchev sought to 

chart for the Soviet Union. Indeed, his military reputation 

seems to have suffered less thus far in Soviet commentary 

than his role in Party and economic affairs. As concerns 
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the Soviet military establishment, Khrushchev's successors 

in the main have not tampered basically with the organi

zational structure nor the professional command of ·the 

armed forces he passed on to them, which in itself is a 

kind of tacit endorsement of his stewardship over Soviet 

military affairs. 

At the same time, however, the Brezhnev-Kosygin leader

ship has made some contributions of its own to the develop

ment of the Soviet military posture -- in part perhaps 

building upon programs laid down earlier, and partly in 

response to the trend of events, such as the heightening 

of conflict in Vietnam since early 1965. With respect to 

military expenditures, for example, the new regime has 

halted the slight downward trend of the 1964 and 1965 

budgets with a modest increase in the overt military budget 

for 1966, 49 and perhaps larger undisclosed military allo

cations also have been made. 50 Appropriations for scien

tific research have been stepped-up, 51 and, as made evident 

among other things by public display of new families of 

weapons, the Soviet military research and development 

program has been pushed even more vigorously than 

hitherto. 52 

In the case of decisions affecting the operational 

strength and deployment of the armed forces, as distinct 

from efforts to broaden the Soviet Union's technological 

base, the new leadership seems to have taken several steps 

which for one reason or another were left up in the air 

in Khrushchev's latter days. One of these, attended by 

comparatively little fanfare, evidently was a decision 

to accelerate the deployment of ICBM's. As indicated by 
53 . 

informed accounts in the U.S. press in mid-1966, the 
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number of operational Soviet ICBM's .had been .increased by 

that time to more than 300, mostly in hardened sites, as 

compared with a deployment of less than 200 ICBM launchers 

during the entire Khrushchev period. What the ultimate 

size of the Soviet ICBM program will be remains uncertain 

at this writing, but the implication is that the new Soviet 

leaders have decided upon a larger strategic force build

up than their predecessor found himself in a position to 

undertake. Also, as emphasized in Marshal Malinovskii's 

report at the 23rd Party Congress in April 1966, "special 

importance" has gone into developing mobile land-based 

missiles (of medium range) for the strategic missile forces, 

and long-range bombers have been equipped with air-to

surface missiles permitting "standoff" attacks. 54 

Another step which would bolster the Soviet strategic 

posture, and which was held in abeyance under Khrushchev, 

relates to ABM deployment. Although the precise status of 

the Soviet ABM program is still a controversial question, 

a spate of reports in the Western press in 1966 referring 

to the start of ABM deployment around such cities as 

Leningrad and Moscow
55 

suggests that the Brezhnev-Kosygin 

leadership has decided to venture beyond Khrushchev's last 

position on this matter also. 

A third fluid area of decision at the time of 

Khrushchev's political demise, in which the new regime 

seems to have firmed up its own mind, concerned the question 

of further over-all reduction of Soviet troop levels. 

Influenced no doubt by the Vietnam crisis, which argued 

against the wisdom of continuing Khrushchev's periodic 

program of unilateral t·roop cuts, the new regime quietly 

dropped the subject of further reductions after a February 
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1965 press conference at which Marshal Sokolovskii had 

aired the question. 56 Sokolovskii at that time said 

the over-all strength of the Soviet armed forces was 

2.4 million men, the objective once set (in 1960) by 

Khrushchev. Subsequent Western estimates have put the 

number of Soviet troops under arms at slightly in excess 

of 3 million. 57 

A few more words should be said at this point about 

the bearing of the Vietnam conflict upon Soviet military 

activities under the new regime, a question upon which 

the strained state of Sino-Soviet relations also impinges. 

Although the present Soviet leadership has gradually 

increased its support of Hanoi's military effort during 

the past year-and-a-half, especially by furnishing SA-2 

missiles and other air defense materiel, 58 it has not 

sanctioned the formal commitment of Soviet military forces 

to the war in Southeast Asia.· Presumably, in the interest 

of avoiding a direct confrontation with the United States, 

the Soviet leaders would prefer to keep their military 

involvement limited to furnishing,equipment, technical 

advice and training to Hanoi's soldiery, although they 

have spoken of permitting "volunteers" to participate, 59 

which would be something less than formal intervention. 

Beyond experimenting with volunteers, even if they were 

to be employed on the scale once tried in the Spanish 

Civil War, the Soviet leadership's room for maneuver 

would seem to be constricted not only by the risk of major 

escalation, but by the fact that geography makes direct 

Soviet intervention difficult. Charges of Chinese refusal 

to cooperate in the overland shipment of Soviet aid to 

North Vietnam have pointed up this difficulty. 60 
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With .regard to China, the Soviet Union evidently has 

had to consider military problems potentially a good deal 

more serious than interference with shipments to Vietnam. 

Earlier this year, for example, the Soviet leadership 

reportedly felt obliged to castigate Peking for telling 

the Chinese people that "it is necessary to prepare them-
61 selves for a military struggle with the USSR." Although 

an outright military collision between the two communist 

powers is perhaps only a remote possibility, the new 

Soviet regime has doubtless been obliged to reassess its 

military preparations with such a contingency in mind. 

In this connection; according to Peking's allegations, 

there has evidently been some redeployment of Soviet forces 
62 in the Asian regions bordering China. 

So far as Europe is concerned, however, neither the 

Vietnam conflict nor friction with China seems to have 

counseled any significant redisposition of Soviet military 

power deployed against NATO Europe. To be sure, there 

have been recurrent rumors in recent months that Soviet 

forces in East Germany might be reduced, perhaps in 

connection with internal rearrangement of Warsaw Pact 

affairs. 63 Thus far, however, such moves have not 

materialized, and no evident Soviet interest has been 

shown in impromptu hints from some Western officials that 

the times might be propitious to consider the idea of 

reciprocal troop withdrawals. 64 For the Soviet leaders 

to take up this idea, of course, would be to leave them

selves vulnerable to Chinese allegations of "collusion" 

with the United States to ease the European situation 

and permit the transfer of American troops to Vietnam. 65 
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Sensitivity to Chinese criticism, however, has 

probably no more than an incidental bearing on Soviet 

military deployments in Europe. The main factor seems. 

to be that despite the demands of the war in Vietnam and 

the Soviet Union's increasing stake in Asian affairs 

generally, priority still applies to maintaining the 

Soviet Union's European power position and its ability 

to deal with the political and military problems of 

Europe, not the least of which, in Soviet eyes, is that 

of keeping a resurgent Germany in check. Indeed, the 

present Soviet leaders have kept their sights fixed in 

this direction. As one of these leaders, Aleksandr 

Shelepin, took pains to point out during a visit to Hanoi 

in January 1966, by way of suggesting to the North 

Vietnamese that they should rely mainly on their own 

resources to oppose the United States, the Soviet Union 

must continue to bear in mind its own "heavy commitments" 
66 in Europe. 

Soviet Thinking on the Likelihood and Nature of War In 
Europe 

Under both past and present Soviet regimes, the Soviet 

Union's military preparations have necessarily been in

fluenced to an important degree by the views of its leaders 

on the likelihood and nature of a major war a war which, 

by Soviet definition, would involve a clash of the rival 

military coalitions confronting each other in Europe. 

Let us, therefore, look briefly at Soviet thinking on 

these questions. 

In Khrushchev's time, despite periodic airing of 

tendentious charges that the West was preparing a 
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"preventive" war·against the Soviet camp, the Soviet 

leadership apparently came around to the view that there 

was little danger of a deliberate Western attack on the 

Soviet Union, short of extreme provocation which it was 

the business of Soviet "peaceful coexistence" policy to 
67 avoid. The question whether Khrushchev himself was 

"adventuristically" inclined to risk war represents the 

other side of the coin. His behavior, with the possible 

exception of certain stages in the development of the 

Berlin and Cuban crises, argues that he was basically 

cautious, although a more ominous picture of his intentions 

has sometimes been painted.68 

Since the present regime came to power, there has 

been a growing tendency to re-evaluate the danger of war. 

It has taken several forms. One has been the appearance, 

especially in the military press, of criticism aimed at 

the propensity during the Khrushchev period to over

emphasize the possibility of preventing war while down

grading the possibility of the outbreak of a new war. 69 

Another has been revival of theoretical argument that war 

has not outlived itself as an instrument of politics, and 

that it would be politically damaging to succumb to the 

doctrine that "victory in nuclear war is impossible" 

a doctrine which spokesmen of the Khrushchev period, like 

General N. Talenskii, are accused of having promulgated. 70 

As the Vietnam situation grew progressively more tense in 

1965-66, both military and political commentary in the 

Soviet press took up the theme that the "aggressive 

character of imperialism" is increasing, making it the 

"most important duty" of the Soviet party and other Marxist

Leninist parties "not to permit an under-evaluation of the 
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danger of war." 71 The new leaders themselves have period

ically expressed concern that the.danger of a major new 

war has increased in light of the international situation.72 

The critical question, however, is what distinction 

should be made between Soviet declaratory utterances on· 

the likelihood of war -- which serve various purposes of 

internal argument and external propaganda -:- and the 

private convictio.ns of the leadership. The present writer 

would be inclined to believe that the incumbent Soviet 

leadership.still considers a major war.between the rival 

systems .to be unlikely -- if not thanks to benign .Western 

intentions, then because.of.a·combination of Soviet ' 

deterrent military power and the political forces generally 

described as the "world peace movement." A .qualification 

should probably be added with regard to Soviet concern· 

that a local war, such as: Vietnam, might get out. of control, 

or that the policy of a resurgent Germany might one day 

draw the United States and the Soviet Union into war. In 

the latter case, especially, the Soviet leadership appears 

to labor under a fixation which generates fears that go 

beyond what a rational calculus of the German military 

potential in the nuclear-age world would justify. The 

constancy of this concern, expressed in the.dogma of West 

German "revanchism," rather than any concrete alarm about 

the likely outbreak of war, seems to have been the common 

denominator upon which each postwar. generation of Soviet 

leaders has based· its determination to prepare the Soviet 

Union for a possible war in Europe. 

Turning now to Soviet thinking on the character of 

such a war, and the concepts which accordingly should 

guide the preparations of the Soviet armed forces, several 
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-·points stand out_ in ·the trends of the past few years. 

First, one should perhaps note the inherent dilemma, 

still essentially unresolved since the strategic debate 

of the Khrushchev era, 73 which arises from an awkward gap 

between Soviet military conceptions of theater warfare 

in Europe and the criteria which have of necessity in

formed the judgment of the political leadership. 

The central conception common to Soviet military 

theory has been that a war in Europe would be fought 

within the framework of a general war, a conflict likely 

to commence with, or quickly escalate into, large-scale 

strategic and tactical nuclear exchanges by both sides. 

A detailed doctrine has been laid down for conducting 

the European theater phase of such a war, which we shall 

touch upon in a moment. However, nowhere in the body of 

Soviet military theory is an answer proposed to the problem 

of isolating a European war from the larger external stra

tegic context in which it is presumed to take place. 

On the other hand, it is precisely this problem 

which requires an answer if the criteria of the political 

leadership are to be met for a strategy for the conquest 

of Europe, or even for lesser objectives in Europe through 

military action. Only if the Soviet leadership were to 

become convinced that the United States would not honor 

its commitment to employ its full external war-making 

capacity in the derense of the NATO countries could the 

Kremlin calculate with assurance that a war, once started, 

would remain confined to Europe. In an important sense, 

therefore, European security rests upon this Soviet dilemma. 

Putting it another way, although the Soviet leaders may 

continue to hold Europe hostage by virtue of the military 
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power at their disposal, their own country and its vital 

resources are in turn hostages to Western strategic power. 

With respect to the waging of theater warfare itself, 

Soviet theater doctrine as it has evolved in the past few 

years emphasizes the need for prompt seizure of the 

initiative and rapid offensive exploitation, in contrast 

with Stalin's improvised World War II formula of strategic 

defense followed by a deliberate counteroffensive buildup. 

The principles adopted for the survival of Soviet theater 

forces under nuclear conditions are essentially the same 

as those prescribed for rapid defeat of the enemy -

surprise, a continuous offensive developing rapidly 

throughout the depth of the theater, and presentation of 

mobile tank, only dispersed, fast-moving targets by 

motorized rifle and airborne units. 74 These requirements 

have placed a high premium upon development of an effective 

command and control system, in which various shortcomings 

have been indicated by Soviet professional commentary with 
75 respect to both personnel and equipment. 

In light of the emphasis within NATO since the early 

sixties upon a strategy of "flexible response" designed 

to raise the nuclear threshold in Europe, which in turn 

poses the critical question of a possible Soviet re

assessment of the risk of nuclear warfare being touched 

off by a military engagement in Europe, great interest 

attaches to precisely what tendencies have been shown 

in Soviet thinking to upgrade the possibility of non

nuclear operations on a substantial scale. 

Some signs that a shift in Soviet thinking might be 

taking place began to appear before Khrushchev's ouster 

in the form of professional statements on the need to 
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improve theater capabilities for either nuclear or con

ventional operations.76 Under the new regime, there have 

been further indications of a doctrinal reappraisal of the 

possibility of 

being that the 

nonnuclear theatef warfare, the implication 

theater 

situations in which it 

forces must be better prepared for 

might not be expedient to bring 

s·oviet nuclear power to bear. Marshals Rotmistrov and 

Malinovskii, for example, have suggested that hostilities 

might not automatically involve use of nuclear weapons. 

The latter, in September 1965, slipped an interesting 

four-word proviso into some remarks directed mainly toward 

the problems of nuclear warfare when he said: "Success 

not only in battle but in war as a whole will depend on 

nuclear-missile weapons -- if they are used." 77 

Other military spokesmen have commented that Soviet 

military doctrine does not "exclude" the possibility of 

nonnuclear warfare or of warfare limited to tactical nuclear 

weapons "within the framework of so-called 'local' wars." 78 

One Soviet theorist, General N. Lomov, linked this point 

specifically with "the American strategy of 1 flexible 

response'." As this strategy attests, Lomov wrote in 

November 1965, local wars "can take place even in Europe." 

Such wars, he said, "are fought as a rule with conventional 

arms, though this does not exclude the possibility of employing 

tactical nuclear weapons."79 

It should be observed, however, that Soviet professional 

military opinion has by no means swung in unison away from 

previously held views on·the improbability of purely con

ventional or limited ta·ctical nuclear operations in Europe. 

Writing in August 1965, for example, a military commentator, 

General V. Zemskov, discussed the notion of "waging a local 
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nuclear war" in the European theater with these words: 

"It is obvious that a war in Europe, which is saturated 

with nuclear weapons and missiles, would immediately 

assume the broadest dimensions."
80 

An article jointly 

authored in the spring of 1966 by Marshal Sokolovskii 

and a colleague also illustrate~ that the doctrinal re

appraisal soughtby such "traditionalist"-minded leaders 

h 1 . . d. d 81 h · as Mars a Rotm1strov was not go1ng un 1spute • T e 

article offered a strong defense of the "modernist" position, 

emphasizing the decisive importance of strategic nuclear 

weapons in modern war and restating the same author's 

earlier (August 1964) argument that a nuclear war would 
82 

"inevitably" be short. The article made only passing 

mention of the possibility of nonnuclear warfare, and 

stressed that the responsibility of Soviet strategy is 

to properly plan for the use "above all of missile-nuclear 

weapons as the main means of warfare." 

More to the point perhaps than this evidence of 

divided military opinion, there has been no advocacy 

of doctrinal reappraisal from the political side of the 

house. To date, no high-echelon political leaders have 

chosen to challenge Khrushchev's frequently-voiced 

conviction that if war should break out in Europe, neither 

side can be expected "to concede defeat before resorting 

to the use of all weapons, even the most devastating 
83 . 

ones." Again, however, one must bear in mind that Soviet 

declaratory positions do not necessarily tell the whole 

story. Expressions concerning the dubious prospects for 

limitation of a European war, intended partly for deterrent 

effect, may be subject to change under various contingent 

conditions. Should the private views of the Soviet leadership 
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come toadmita higher expectation that war on a European 

scale might be conducted on a nonnuclear basis -- and in 

this connection the example of an intensified conflict in 

Vietnam without nuclear escalation may influence Soviet 

thinking -- then a number of basic considerations affecting 

Soviet policy would doubtless arise. 

The prospect of reduced risk of a nuclear confrontation 

in Europe, for example, might well dispel some of the caution 

which has strongly colored the Soviet outlook upon military 

conflict in this region. This, in turn, could call for 

reassessment by the Soviet leadership of its political 

stance toward Europe, leading perhaps to the belief that 

stepped-up pressure for solution of outstanding problems 

could be more safely applied than hitherto. 

Evolving Character of the Warsaw Pact 

Among the factors affecting development of the Soviet 

military posture toward Europe, the Soviet Union's military 

relations with its Warsaw Pact partners in Eastern Europe 

have taken on increasing importance in the past decade. 

As we noted earlier, Stalin laid the groundwork for re

building the East European armed forces during the last 

few years of his life, and the Warsaw Pact military 

alliance itself was formally created under Khrushchev 

in May 1955. For most of its first five years, however, 

the Warsaw Pact appeared to be mainly a Soviet political 

answer to the inclusion of West Germany in NATO, rather 

than a serious effort to integrate the military activities 

of the Eastern bloc countries and to draw upon their 

military potentia1.84 
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In this.period, when the path .to closer .military co

operation between the Soviet Union and its Warsaw Pact 

partners was hardly smoothed by-crushing of the Hungarian 

rebellion and the events in Poland in 1956, theEast 

European armed forces were largely left to mark time. 

Except for Soviet help to further improve local air de

fenses, little was done to raise the military potential of 

these forces,. which in fact were reduced in over-all 

strength by about one-third from the level of 1,500;000 
85 

to which they had been built in the Stalinist period. 

Beginning around 1960, however, a distinct change 

took place in Soviet policy toward the Warsaw Pact, marked 

by fresh efforts to strengthen the collective efficiency 

of the Pact forces. Programs were undertaken to reequip 

the East European forces up to Soviet standards, to 

establish integrated command arrangements for conducting 

joint warfare in the European theater, and numerous joint 

field exercises were held.
86 

Many of these exercises 

included joint operations under simulated nuclear condi

tions, in keeping with a new Soviet policy inaugurated 

around 1964 of furnishing potential nuclear delivery 

systems to the East European countries in the form of 

tactical missiles.with ranges up to 150 miles. 87 Al• 

though nuclear warheads for these missiles presumably have 

been kept in Soviet hands, the acquisition of delivery 

systems together with nuclear training activities repre

sented significant steps toward possible nuclear-sharing 

in the future, and gave Soviet diplomacy a standby counter

measure to any moves NATO might make to adopt the MLF or 

other nuclear-sharing schemes. 
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The measures taken in the early sixties to make the 

Warsaw Pact a more meaningful multilateral instrument not 

only had the political purpose ·Of promoting greater co

hesion within the Pact in the face of growing "polycentric" 

tendencies in East Europe, 88 ·but also provided Khrushchev 

with a useful rationale for his efforts to reduce the 

Soviet Union's own theater forces, on the grounds that 

a larger share of the military burdens and costs could 

be borne by the East European allies. The theater-forces 

"lobby" among the Soviet marshals seems not to have em

braced this rationale with enthusiasm, for it obviously 

cut into their own vested interests. On the other hand, 

however, some Soviet military professionals had evidenced 

concern about the ability of the Soviet Union, in the 

event of war, to mobilize and deploy large-scale rein-

forcements to Europe under nuclear conditions. 89 This 

problem could not be solved by a massive advance buildup 

of Soviet forces in East Europe without serious political 

complications, not to mention the economic burden·of 

maintaining such forces over a long period. There was, 

therefore, a solid professional argument to be made for 

greater reliance on the Warsaw Pact forces already 

"normally" in place in the European theater. 

Under Khrushchev's successors, the main lines of 

Soviet policy towards the Warsaw Pact have remained 

essentially unchanged. In particular, the process of 

joint training and modernization of the East European 

forces, commensurate with their enlarged responsibilities, 

has gone forward. Today these forces total over 900,000 

men, organized in some 60 divisions, of which about half 

are at combat strength and readiness, according to Western 
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estimates. 90 Poland, with ground forces of about 15 divi

sions and the largest air force.in East Europe (nearly 

1,000 aircraft), has emerged with the strongest national 

armed forces among the non-Soviet Pact members, followed 

by Czechoslovakia with an army of 14 divisions and an air 

force a bit smaller than that of Poland .. The East German 

armed forces, while smaller than those of the other Pact 

countries and mustering only six· dlvisions,. ·are among the 

best-equipped and have often received new items of ground 

armament and aircraft from the Soviet Union before the 
91 . 

others. Four of the East European countries have naval 

forces, those ofPoland again the largest. Takentogether 

with the Soviet forces deployed in East Europe '-- which 

consist of 20 divisions in East Germany, four in Hungary 

and two in Poland, plus sizeable tactical air elements 

and tactical missile units -- the aggregate Warsaw Pact 

forces in Europe today represent a rather impressive 

military potential. 

From the Soviet viewpoint; however,; the fruits of 

the new policy course toward the Warsaw Pact have not been 

entirely sweet. While the military efficiency and capa

bility for joint action of the East European components 

undoubtedly have been improved, the poiitical aim of 

tightening bloc unity and cohesion thrdugh military inte

gration seems to have gone awry, just as it did when·the 

same end was sought through economic integration plans 

under CEMA. 92 Instead of being bound closer to Soviet 

policy interests, the East European regimes have ·tended 

to press for a more influential voice in Pact·matters 

affecting their own interests, such as the sharing of 

economic and military burdens, and the formulation of 

alliance strategy. 
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In the fall of 1965, , Khrushchev 1 s successors responded 

to pressure from East European leaders for Warsaw Pact 

reforms by recognizing the need for reorganization to 
' 93 

deal with "urgent problems." At a series of meetings 

in the first months of 1966, leading up to the eighth 

session of the Warsaw Pact Political Consultative Committee 

in Bucharest in July, efforts were apparently made to meet 

the problem of reorganization, and especially to handle 

Rumanian objections to prevailing Pact arrangements. 94 

Rumania, which had been the first to jump the traces in 

the economic field, also took the lead in challenging 

Soviet control of military affairs. It was widely reported 

that in addition to their earlier footdragging and. ex

pressions of dislike for military pacts in general, the 

Rumanians had now refused to share the costs of supporting 

Soviet forces in East Europe and were proposing such radical 

measures as removal of these forces except from Germany, 

rotation of Pact command to non-Soviet officers, and 

consultation on any use of nuclear weapons. 95 

This flurry of intra-Pact meetings, parallel in time 

and perhaps in spirit to the impact on the Western alliance 

of de Gaulle's renunciation of military arrangements within 

NATO, apparently led to no resolution of the vexed issues. 

No announcement of a Warsaw Pact reorganization was forth

coming, although declarations were issued at the Pact 

session in Bucharest proposing East-West talks on collec

tive security in Europe, as well as offering "volunteers" 

for Vietnam, where u.s. policy was condemned. 96 

One thing pointed up by these apparently abortive 

efforts to settle the Pact's. internal difficulties was 

the increasing regional differentiation within the Warsaw 

,, 
' 
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alliance. The "northern tier" of countries ,.._ Poland, 

the GDR, Czechoslovakia and the Soviet Union -- already 

identified as the "first strategic echelonnof the Pact, 

now seemed set even further apart from the southern group: 

Hungary, Bulgaria, and especially Rumania.·. Indeed, the 

fact that only military leaders of the northern quartet, 

including a powerful contingent of top Soviet marshals, 

met in East Berlin in June, gave rise to speculation that 

measures were afoot. to formalize a. special·relationship 

amongst this group. 97 

Both military and political considerations seem to 

account for the emergence of regionalism within the bloc~ 

The territory of the three East European members of the 

northern tier lies directly in line with what in wartime 

would be the main axis of a Central European campaign. 

These countries are also most immediately affected by 

the German question. ·In Soviet eyes,·their adherence 

to Moscow's interests may seem more certain that that of 

other Pact members by virtue of their concern over the 

so-called "German threat." The GDR and Poland, however, 

may well differ on the terms of any future settlement of 

the German problem. 

Growing evidence of the sort cited briefly here 

certainly suggests that the Warsaw Pact is evolving into 

an alliance beset with the familiar interplay of coalition 

politics, rather than a compliant instrument of Soviet 

policy. It would be wrong, however, to jump from this 

to the conclusion that the Soviet Union had ceased to 

exercise a predominant role in the affairs of the Warsaw 

bloc. The residual animosities of the Cold War, skillful 

Soviet play upon East European fears of a resurgent Germany, 
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and above. all, the Soviet military presence in East Europe, 

continue to place limits on the ability of the Warsaw Pact 

countries to shape· their own policies independent of 

Soviet interests. 

For Western Europe, this seems to mean that it would 

be premature to count upon di'ssolution of the Warsaw alliance 

as the happy answer to the problem of European security, 

however comforting it may be to witness the ferment within 

the Warsaw Pact at a juncture when the Western alliance 

is experiencing its own internal difficulties. The notion 

that a time of troubles within the opposing alliance systems 

has cancelled out the reasons for their existence seems to 

be an easy way of·. sweeping the rea 1 problems under the rug. 

NATO's existence has rested essentially upon the need 

to insure that Soviet military power would not be used 

against Europe. It has met this need thus far; indeed, 

the prospect that Soviet military power might be so em

ployed seems to have steadily diminished during NATO's 

lifetime. Paradoxically, however, even as the threat of 

its use against Europe has declined, Soviet military power 

itself has grown. The Warsaw Pact military potential 

today is greater than when the Soviet Union alone 

shouldered the military responsibilities of the Eastern 

bloc. Therefore, until the basic issues which under.lie 

the division of Europe and which gave rise in the first 

place to steps for the common defense of the West are 

brought closer to political settlement, it would seem 

that Europe's security will continue to call for col

laborative measures to insure that the threat of Soviet 

military power remains immobilized. 
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